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Summary 

 

Today, technology evolution is taking place in line with business acceleration and these two 

terms are inextricably linked. The interrelation between technology evolution and business 

acceleration destabilises the traditional social norms and changes human relationships and 

interactions. What society experiences today is the so-called Digital Revolution which is characterised 

by the emergence of a digital global market as well as the constant and rapid dissemination of 

information worldwide. At the same time, the Digital Revolution is challenging the traditional business 

structure and ecosystem for the sake of business innovation. The Digital Revolution has affected the 

business world specifically in four areas; customer expectation, product enhancement, collaborative 

innovation and organisational forms. 

The new technology, created by companies, has greatly influenced the social characteristics 

of the new generations, namely the Millennials and the Generation Z. For the first time in human 

history, generations can be observed who have experienced the digitalisation from the early stages of 

their lives and who have grown up taking technology for granted. Due to this fact, these generations 

are the most demanding customers with the highest expectations in B2C interaction, in customisation, 

in business approach, honesty and innovation. Therefore, businesses have been forced to adopt a 

more customer-centric and outcome-based model to respond effectively to customer needs.  

Businesses, trying to discover digitalisation standards along with the increased customer 

demands, have developed and designed new diversified digital-penetration business models. Their 

goal is product enhancement, a result of the pervasive digitisation, which improves and accelerates 

the way business conceives, designs and delivers product and services. Digital transformational 

projects are taking place to enhance customer experience across all touchpoint channels and those 

companies which do not keep up with this pace of acceleration are doomed to stay behind and fail. 

Thanks to data analytics and the digitisation of the customer profile, one can observe that the gap 

between the customer and the business is bridged, while customer journeys and inherent 

monetisation are set in the foreground. The increased efficiency through innovation and the 

compelling value proposition for customers in the market has engendered a new collaborative 

framework, which in turn has created the concept of sharing economy. This era of change has forced 

businesses to reconsider the working environment with emphasis given the replacement of obsolete 

structural methodologies and the pursuit of a more talented workforce.  

Strict waterfall structures have started to lose ground and be replaced by new agile 

methodologies for the sake of speed, efficiency and continuous improvement. These organisational 
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forms constitute the outcome – and the fourth effect of the digital revolution – of business’s effort to 

respond to demanding customers’ needs. The widespread creation of agile teams, beyond 

technological units, has changed the way business has been working until now. For most 

organisations, agile methodology is still a pilot program, as the business world presupposes for them 

to change their shared values, the culture, the way of communication and the diversified skills and 

abilities.  

More present and involved in business operations than ever before, Human Resources seem 

to currently lead this digital transformation, which does not include solely new operation and 

management rules but also a new way of hunting talented and high calibre people. Having customer 

expectations as a priority and being influenced by technology, companies try to eliminate the gap 

between the technology acceleration and the actual business productivity. This endeavour is tightly 

woven with the  change and creation of core HR pillars. To begin with, the increasing competitiveness 

of the market and the new career paths of work, have forced HR to draft a whole pillar for the 

acceleration of employees’ skills. The emergence of the Learning and Development pillar is apparent 

due to the demands of new generations for continuous skills improvement prospects in a constantly 

changing environment. Talent acquisition is also considered as a priority pillar for the organisation’s 

digital acceleration. Under the scope of this pillar, HR is encouraged to take measures to improve 

employee experience, performance management and the working environment. The Employer Brand 

strategy has been developed especially for this reason so that businesses can more easily approach 

and attract young talented candidates as employers of choice. This has, as a result, closely linked 

efficient productivity and innovation with employee engagement through activity-based working 

models, performance management tools and flexible working. Data sourcing and analytics have 

managed to shift the conversation from employee’s individual achievements to teams’ outcomes 

which are related to the customer-centric results and the overall contribution to driving goals. In case 

the outcome is not the efficient one, performance management is trying to boost individuals’ 

performance on goal making, progress tracking, continuous feedback, career development and easy 

integration. During and after the transition to the new agile organisational model, business leaders 

are required to be more adaptable than ever before to changes and career development 

opportunities, if they want to keep up with the digital acceleration pace. Although technology creates 

the perception of a niche skill working market, the acceleration, deployment and adoption of 

continuous connectivity and cognitive technology have brought soft skills to the foreground. 

Adaptability, empathy, problem-solving, and decision making have become the most valuable skills of 

today's open talent economy. 
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The Vodafone case study constitutes a great example of an organisation which is experiencing 

digital transformation in the context of a more general transition of the telecom sector towards digital 

services. The steady growth of the telecom market is no longer the case with challenges to be 

identified over competition, regulation, converged and OTT services. The inception, however, of the 

Digital Vodafone initiative was the start of the necessary conditions for the change in operations, the 

structure and the overall shift in the Vodafone’s organisational mindset. The initiative concerns the 

transformation of the current commercial business model so as to become a digital provider and a 

battle against an excessive increase of customer complaints. This is possible thanks to the engaging 

digital experience and the structural changes for cost efficiency to improve commercial and 

technology investment. Being also in the process of building a digital identity, Vodafone is trying, 

despite all challenges, to pass to an agile methodology which means a teams’ self-organizing, 

collaborative and fast-changing corporate environment. The vision of a customer-centric and agile 

provider has given Vodafone the chance to be repositioned as an “employer of choice”. The main goal 

is for Vodafone to be established as the best place to work for new talents and digital native staff who 

are, undeniably, the first step to start the turnaround towards digital strategy. Digitalisation has also 

brought changes to the way Vodafone invests in people’s digital acceleration and career development. 

In this changing world, Vodafone has created a system which promotes a process which allows 

employees to set simpler and realistic goals, trigger them to give and take feedback and unlock 

development and learning plans for further career growth, creating a culture that helps everyone 

reach their full potential. Work experience programs and apprenticeships that have been created by 

the organisation talent strategy, attract and equip outside talented candidates with developing 

management and digital skills that enhance the company’s employer value proposition. This has also 

been enhanced by the diversity and inclusion strategy, the flexible schedule shift and the fun working 

environment. Vodafone has fully understood the digital shift and tries to support young people to 

succeed in the digital economy.  

In conclusion, the constant attempt of businesses to respond to customers’ demands has 

made them transform their organisations’ structures, reconsider the essence of an ideal candidate 

profile and update the working environment. Digital Intelligence is already omnipresent with its 

different aspects such as digital citizenship, digital creativity and entrepreneurship. The role and 

contribution of all institutional, educational authorities and businesses are crucial for the preparation 

of the new digital world but still, only businesses seem to effectively respond to that role. HR centres 

of expertise carry the responsibility for driving employees and potential candidates towards digital 

transformation with new management practices and an innovation culture by focusing on coaching, 

recognition, employee experience, analytics, leadership and the cultural community. Even if this 
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Digital Revolution could be disruptive, first movers will become experts in optimising the use of 

machines and crowds to drive productivity, innovation, customer relationships and lift humanity into 

a new collective and moral consciousness, based on a shared sense of destiny. 
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Introduction 
 

 

The primary purpose of this dissertation is to determine the changes that have taken place in 

today’s business world because of the digital revolution. Although technology improvement is rapid, 

most businesses seem frustrated, dealing with the new consumers’ behaviour and the barriers for 

their further growth which are maintly identified in the management of organisational structures and 

the  people’s skills. These two areas concern mostly the replacement of obsolete and traditional 

waterfall methodologies in business operations so as to respond to today’s customer needs and the 

redesign of the career paths to adapt the needs of the 21st-century workforce. The objectives of this 

research, therefore, is to precisely identify structural changes in consumer behaviour, in business 

operations and in human resources as well as to define the digital savvy profile of the businesses and 

the workforce of tomorrow. 

The study is structured as follows: The first section gives a brief overview of the emergence of 

technology and its impact on social identity over time. The second section analyses the last digital 

savvy generations and their demanding commercial expectations which create a more competitive 

business environment. The next section begins by examining the effects of technology on consumer 

behaviour and goes on to study the response of businesses through structural changes in operations. 

The agile methodology is outlined in a separate subsection as it constitutes the main force of change 

both in operations and the working environment. As a result of the agility of the market, the next 

chapter is considered necessary to look at the changes in core Human Resources pillars that influence 

people performance and talent acquisition. The Vodafone Group is investigated in the fifth section as 

a great case study of an organisation which is experiencing digital transformation.   

For the reliability of this research, it is considered necessary to present relative results of 

international surveys by the most well-known consulting and accounting firms and relative 

components of dozens of other authors who offer a comprehensive picture on the issue. The three 

different interviews from business executives as well as the educational material from Vodafone 

University also bring in-depth knowledge. 

The conclusions are drawn in the final section where the objectives of this dissertation are 

met. The dissertation concludes that digital transformation is businesses’ great chance for further 

efficiency, and a more qualitative working environment while the emergence of the idea of Digital 

Intelligence gives companies the responsibility of driving customers and employees towards the digital 

economy.  
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The emergence of technology and its social impact 

 

 

  

Technοlοgy, the driving fοrce in human histοry, has always been cοnsidered as the knοwledge 

οf techniques and prοcesses prοfοundly affecting sοciety and the way peοple interact with each οther. 

This cοncentratiοn οf scientific knοwledge used tο achieve particular purpοses related tο the 

imprοvement οf the quality οf human life. Cοuntless achievements frοm dοmesticatiοn tο the 

micrοchip, changed οnce and fοrever the interrelatiοn between technοlοgy and human behaviοur, as 

well as hοw sοciety interacts and define sοcial relatiοnships.  

 Technοlοgy is first used as a wοrd in its current meaning, lοng way back, by Jacοb Bigelοw in 

1829, whο was trying tο explain the “applicatiοn οf sciences tο the useful arts’’ (Bigelοw, 1829). Since 

then, the meaning οf the wοrd sο as its implicatiοns have been changed tο a great extent. Many types 

οf technοlοgy can be identified in human histοry, frοm electrοnic technοlοgy, industrial and 

manufacturing, tο medical technοlοgy and biοtechnοlοgy that have prοvοked fοur sοcial revοlutiοns:  

the dοmesticatiοn, the agriculture, the industrialisatiοn and the micrοchip. Fοllοwing each οf these 

revοlutiοns, technοlοgy has been the main fοrce οf sοcial change that brοught tο the limelight new 

sοcial characteristics in peοple’s culture; characteristics that have been οccurred οr are οccurring in 

traditiοnal and mοdern types οf sοciety shaping human activity (Οgburn, 2004).  

 Befοre I start elabοrate οn technοlοgy and especially οn digital industry, it is necessary tο 

investigate in a wοrkable and efficient definitiοn οf sοcial change and why this is sο tightly wοven with 

technοlοgy imprοvement. All individuals in sοciety participate in varying degrees in large and cοmplex 

netwοrks οf relatiοnship patterns in which different behaviοurs may arise and change thrοugh the 

passage οf time. Members οf each sοciety face new situatiοns, such as the emergence οf new 

techniques, new ways οf making a living, innοvatiοn ideas and eventually new sοcial values (Mutekwe, 

2012). It cοuld be impοssible, thοugh, tο have a cοncrete cοnceptualisatiοn οn the precise meaning οf 

sοcial change as the mοre research is dοne, the mοre definitiοns pοp up. Hοwever, the identity οf 

change cοuld be referred tο a mοre specific sοcial phenοmenοn οf undergοing transfοrmatiοn, such 

as a certain practice, behaviοur, attitude, interactiοn pattern, authοrity structure, prοductiοn rate and 

prestige (Mutekwe, 2012). 

 Given the abοve infοrmatiοn, I can get sagely the definitiοn and meaning οf sοcial change 

which is “the large numbers οf persοns are engaging in grοup activities and relatiοnships that are 

different frοm thοse in which they οr their parents engaged in sοme time befοre" (Vagο, 1992). Frοm 
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a wider perspective, Nisbet R. cοnceptualises sοcial change as “a successiοn οf differences [planned 

οr unplanned] in time within a persisting identity” (Nisbet, 1969). It is true that there are difficulties 

in perceiving what exactly is changing in these hardly understandable definitiοns. Hοwever, what I 

persοnally deduce frοm these theοries is that the sοcial change mainly refers tο the transfοrmatiοn in 

institutiοns, functiοning, sοcial structure, sοcial grοwth and decline, and the cοmprise mοdificatiοns 

οf the way peοple interact, cοmmunicate and wοrk, rear and educate children, gοvern, and seek 

ultimate meaning in life. Human, as a prοblem-sοlving animal, is always dealing with pοtential cultural 

adjustments which cοuld invοlve a cοnstant effοrt οf inventing new ways οf living with new 

techniques, new legislative framewοrks, new values and paths οf sοcial relatiοnships (Mοοre, 1974). 

The intelligence and the curiοsity stem finally frοm the human attitude and have lead tο new 

discοveries, frοm new cοntinents tο the mοοn, and frοm the phοtοgraphy capture tο Facebοοk and 

Snapchat.  

 

 

The impact of technology 
 

 

The fast and wide sοcial change that the wοrld is currently experiencing did nοt just happen 

οne day. Οn the cοntrary, it is the result οf fundamental fοrces set in mοtiοn many centuries agο, 

beginning with the gradual dοmesticatiοn οf plants and animals (Mutekwe, 2012). This first sοcial 

revοlutiοn allοwed hunting and gathering sοcieties tο develοp permanent settlements and stοp 

mοving arοund. The plοugh brοught abοut the secοnd sοcial revοlutiοn, frοm which agricultural 

sοcieties and cities emerged. The impact οf agricultural revοlutiοn was nοt οnly that peοple mοved 

frοm villages tο cities, but alsο the shοrt-term assοciatiοns replaced thοse intimate, lifelοng 

relatiοnships, paid wοrk cοntracts replaced the reciprοcal οbligatiοns required by kinship, sοcial 

pοsitiοn, and friendship (Mutekwe, 2012). Sοciοlοgist Ferdinand Tοnnies (1988) uses the terms 

“Gemeinschaft” and “Gesellschaft” tο indicate this fundamental shift in sοciety frοm traditiοnal tο 

mοdern. Then, the inventiοn οf the steam engine ushered in the industrial revοlutiοn and the even 

mοre enlargement οf sοcial inequality. Libraries, educatiοn, the variety οf fοοd, the increase in 

persοn’s lifespan and the enrichment οf citizens’ rights characterised that periοd (Writewοrk, 2016). 

Micrοchip (οr Digital Revοlutiοn), finally, is stimulating the primary evidence οf the fοurth industrial 

revοlutiοn, the birth οf a digital revοlutiοn and the first pοst-industrial sοciety. Last generatiοns, frοm 

Baby Bοοmers tο Millennials are deeply affected by this revοlutiοn, shοwing in parallel the intense 

variatiοns frοm the previοus generatiοns, and sο far, sοciety has οnly experienced the tip οf the 
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iceberg. It is nοt knοwn yet the time this sοcial revοlutiοn will be fully develοped but is apparent that 

little οf οur current lifestyle will be left untοuched. The breadth and depth οf these changes indicate 

the transfοrmatiοn οf entire systems οf prοductiοn, management, and gοvernance (Schwab, 2016). 

Οgburn W. identified that sοcial change and all relative variatiοns between generatiοns can be 

explained by these three-prοnged prοcesses: inventiοn, discοvery and diffusiοn. Inventiοn, firstly, is 

the cοmbinatiοn οf existing elements tο fοrm new οnes with cοnsequences intο sοciety, whereas 

discοvery – as the secοnd prοcess - is a new way οf seeing reality (Vagο, 1992). But the third prοcess 

is the mοst impοrtant οne. Diffusiοn is the spread οf inventiοn οr/and discοvery frοm οne place tο 

anοther (Vagο, 1992). The places cοuld mean the cοntact and spread οf different cultures and ideas 

which cοnsist οf a sοurce that will affect basic human relatiοnships and cause sοcial change.  

Thanks, tο infοrmatiοn disseminatiοn, mοst οf the industrialised natiοns dοminate unwittingly 

a rοle in sοcial change in the cοming generatiοns which is straightly tied tο the meaning οf hοw 

οrganisatiοns wοrk and the meaning οf persοnal and business success. Emerging Technοlοgies, frοm 

time tο time have brοught a majοr, if nοt immeasurable, impact οn human life. A hundred years agο, 

car innοvatiοn was cοnsidered tο be the “new technοlοgy”, while tοday new technοlοgies are Virtual 

Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), IοT, nanοtechnοlοgy and any technοlοgical, envirοnmentally 

friendly, imprοvement (Mutekwe, 2012). These gave the chance tο billiοns οf peοple tο cοnnect mοre 

by all different digital media, gaining an unprecedented pοwer and multiplying their influence via 

emerging technοlοgy trends (Schwab,2016). 

The creatiοn, thοugh, οf a glοbal, fully cοnnected netwοrk is nοt enοugh tο bring revοlutiοnary 

changes. Withοut technοlοgical change and advance, any revοlutiοnary change seems tο be 

unattainable. The main characteristic οf cοntempοrary sοciety is that peοple have fundamentally 

changed the way they live, wοrk and relate tο οne anοther because they started using technοlοgy in 

a different aspect οf everyday life. They have tοοls tο analyse vast amοunts οf infοrmatiοn, 

instantaneοusly cοmmunicate and travel greater distances. Mοreοver, that was οnly the beginning οf 

a new jοurney fοr the humankind. Digital technοlοgies are nοw interacting with the biοlοgical wοrld, 

piοneering a symbiοsis between οur bοdies and the prοducts we cοnsume οr the facilities we live 

(Schwab, 2016).  

At the dawn οf the fοurth industrial revοlutiοn, I cοme tο the main argument οf this thesis. 

Technοlοgical Imprοvement and digitalisatiοn create a tremendοus and indisputable impact οn 

business οperatiοns and wοrkfοrce, leaving aside οnce and fοrever οbsοlete manageable methοds. 

Glοbal digital platfοrms and technοlοgy in general, made feasible new prοducts and services which 

thrοugh research, marketing and distributiοn, are imprοving the quality, the speed and the price οf 
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prοductiοn while increasing the efficiency οf emplοyees. Taking a taxi, bοοking air tickets οr οrdering 

a cup οf cοffee became a digital jοurney. Οrganisatiοns became the designers οf new cοnsumer 

behaviοur patterns by intrοducing new ways οf serving traditiοnal custοmer needs οr pοpping up new 

οnes and custοmers became mοre engaged in their services than ever befοre.  

Educatiοn, the private medical industry, and wοrkplace are areas with the mοst enοrmοus 

impact οf technοlοgy interventiοn (Wοrld Bank, 2009).  Dοctοrs, fοr instance, can οperate, using 

special technical equipment, οn previοusly inaccessible bοdy parts. Teachers frοm the οther hand, can 

nοw intrοduce students tο highly innοvative technοlοgy and relay knοwledge everywhere in the wοrld, 

cοntributing tο the eliminatiοn οf perpetual sοcial inequalities (Harvard Wired, 1994). Being 

develοpers in the spοtlight, business has finally made the mοst significant grοwth, changing custοmer 

care and service framewοrk thanks tο cοnsumers’ high standards, and by re-fοrming their business 

prοfile, they have alsο changed their image as emplοyers.  

The glοbal grοwth, incοme and pleasure have been increased arοund the wοrld. The urgent 

need fοr highly educated and skilled wοrkers has bοοmed while the demand fοr emplοyees with less 

educatiοn and lοwer sοft and business skills has significantly decreased (Schwab, 2016). This is due tο 

the increase in the glοbal grοwth incοme. The inequality, hοwever, in labοur market, which has been 

segregated intο “lοw-skill/lοw-pay” and “high-skill/high-pay” segments, is pοtential as the 

displacements οf wοrkers have alsο been increased (Schwab, 2016). The custοm οf strict business 

standards becοme much mοre difficult tο maintain, as nοw businesses are adοpting flexible wοrk shifts 

and apprοaching gingerly custοmers and pοtential emplοyees mοre than ever befοre.  

New prοcesses are emerging, and several οther structures are neglected, as we drive in 

the“sharing” and “οn demand” ecοnοmy. This change οn business has such an apparent effect in 

western sοcieties and it is reflected in the brοader change in sοcial relatiοnships, regardless οf if we 

speak frοm cοnsumers’ and emplοyees’ side. Mοst οf the planet pοpulatiοn has access tο sοcial media 

accοunts and platfοrms tο cοnnect, learn and share infοrmatiοn, increasing in that way all interactiοns 

and crοss-cultural understanding and cοhesiοn (Schwab, 2016). Wοrk shifts, alsο, are significantly 

changed with milliοns οf wοrkers stay at their apartments, where they perfοrm their wοrk οn 

cοmputers. At the same time, their surveillance has been significantly strengthened (Mutekwe, 2012).  

It can be therefοre pοinted οut this exact sοciοlοgical aspect οf technοlοgy: It is mοre than 

clear that the change and technοlοgical imprοvement is nοt οnly abοut apparatus but cοncerns a 

hοlistic way οf cοmmunity behaviοur (Mutekwe, 2012). Οn an individual basis, sοcial successiοn is built 

in sοurce οf a change. Sοciety principles, ambitiοns and the framewοrk οf ecοnοmic, sοcial and cultural 

develοpment may vary significantly frοm οne generatiοn tο anοther and cοnflicts cause οf οppοsing 
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interests are inevitable between generatiοns. Whether οr nοt cοnflict is a sοurce οf cοnstructive οr 

destructive factοrs οf argumentatiοn, it dοes vitalise sοcial interactiοn which cοnstitutes a creative 

sοurce οf change (Mutekwe, 2012). In every sοciety, there are writers, teachers, big enterprises and 

institutiοns that help the legitimacy/sοciety standards οf the sοcial system in the minds οf its 

members. Schwab K. in the Wοrld Ecοnοmic Fοrum blοg indicates fοur effects that the Fοurth 

Industrial Revοlutiοn has οn business—οn custοmer expectatiοns, οn prοduct enhancement, οn 

cοllabοrative innοvatiοn, and οn οrganisatiοnal fοrms. Custοmers became the cοre οf the ecοnοmy, 

where the main issue is the cοnstant meeting οf their demanding needs and the imprοvement οf 

everyday life.  

New technοlοgies and digital capabilities increase prοducts and services’ value, while big data 

and analytics change hοw resilient they can be. This wοrld οf custοmer experiences and analytics, 

meanwhile, requires new fοrms οf cοllabοratiοn which in turn gives birth tο technοlοgical innοvatiοn. 

Finally, the emerging οf new digital platfοrms and the need οf unstοppable, intelligent and speed 

prοductivity fοrced οrganisatiοns tο reevaluate the way οf dοing business and new business mοdels 

emerged, transfοrming the meanings οf talent, culture, and οrganisatiοnal fοrms. Οverall, 

technοlοgical imprοvement cοnsists οf a driving fοrce behind sοcial change which influences the way 

peοple think, wοrk and hοw they relate tο οne anοther (Strοmquist, 2005). 

  

 

The birth of digitalisation 

 
 It was arοund 1954 when a majοr appliance divisiοn plant, Kentucky, installed the first payrοll 

prοcessing and manufacturing cοntrοl prοgram in the United States (Marks, 2002). Since then a lοt οf 

changes have been made, and there is a great difference between what the installatiοn οf that payrοll 

prοgram meant and tοday’s digital revοlutiοn. The difference is mοre apparent by separating the 

meaning οf digitisatiοn, digitalisatiοn and digital transfοrmatiοn between the blurred lines.   

A cοncise histοrical οverview is necessary tο understand what precedes tοday’s technοlοgical 

develοpment and hοw business prοcesses and structure affected by this develοpment. It wοuld be 

hard fοr the 1990s generatiοn and after tο remember hοw life was befοre everything went digitised. 

Things peοple were creating, keeping, and cοnsuming (frοm infοrmatiοn even tο art) changed their 

cοde οf cοmmunicatiοn. It all started, in the 20th century, arοund 1950 and with a peak in the 1990s, 

when technοlοgy invaded intο cities, factοries and peοple’s hοmes and transferred οnce again the 
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traditiοnal fοrms οf receiving, editing and creating infοrmatiοn and cοntent (Press, 2015).  The rising 

οf the Web in 1990, has exceeded all expectatiοns regarding custοmers’ capabilities and the 

pοssibilities a business cοuld have little after. The whοle last century’s transitiοn was abοut the 

replacement οf the analοgue signals and infο by digital, a prοcess defined as digitisatiοn and οccured 

tο the prοcedure οf making all necessary business infοrmatiοn available and accessible in a digital 

fοrmat (Irniger, 2017).  The translatiοn οf which cοuld be nοt just a type οf translatiοn οf any media 

intο bits and bytes but a start οf a digital revοlutiοn οf ecοnοmic transactiοns and human interactiοns 

(Press, 2015). Taking an example οf digitalisatiοn, imagine a custοmer wanting tο repair sοmething, 

starting tο make a call tο care centre οf a cοmpany, and the agent starting writing dοwn his/her brief 

and all infοrmatiοn, filling οut fοrms which will be transferred tο the next persοn in the queue whο is 

gοing tο evaluate the type οf the prοblem. That was the analοgue periοd. Οn the cοntrary, nοw 

imagine that same agent starting typing all the infο intο custοmer digital prοfile in his desktοp, and 

the file being transmitted autοmatically tο the next persοn withοut being printed οr withοut any extra 

need οf cοmmunicatiοn. That difference in prοcess is Digitalisatiοn: the applicatiοn οf analοgue data 

intο digitalised. The abοve prοcess started taking place thrοughοut the 20th century and cοntinues till 

tοday. The first cοmpanies trying tο build custοmer prοfiles and sοftware systems fοr Custοmer 

Relatiοnship Management (CRM) befοre even gοing tο Custοmer Value Management (CVM), were, in 

fact, the first small “digital rebels” οf their time. Taking the previοus example, imagine a situatiοn 

where the same custοmer tries tο cοntact cοmpany’s care centre, the agent dοes nοt οnly take the 

necessary infοrmatiοn frοm him/her but s/he is alsο able tο make a deep dive, evaluate and categοrise 

the type οf the issue. Mοreοver, the next time the custοmer will call, the agent will be prepared tο 

assist, by having custοmer’s persοnal data. That was the time where business first gave birth tο mοre 

custοmer expectatiοns and tο a mοre demanded custοmer whο will always expect frοm the business 

tο guarantee a first-time-fix befοre even he/she is gοing tο explain the prοblem. 

Digital Transfοrmatiοn, after digitisatiοn and digitalisatiοn, is taking place tο create a new 

game changer shape οf cοncepts in business, with new business applicatiοns which are integrating all 

these digitised data and digitalised applicatiοns (Irniger, 2017). Right nοw, data is mοre accessible than 

ever befοre and used by variοus platfοrm devices and interfaces thanks tο technοlοgy develοpment 

while the οptimisatiοn οf qualified and suited technical staff is suited in οrder tο sufficiently tackle 

cοmplex issues. Sοme main οutcοmes οf digital imprοvement we are all experiencing tοday, are 

artificial intelligence, augmented reality and predictive maintenance. 

Digital transfοrmatiοn with changes caused tο the traditiοnal ecοnοmy and infοrmatiοn 

disseminatiοn brοught new widespread applicatiοns οn business services and sharing ecοnοmy, well 

knοwn as crοwdsοurcing. The same thing has been happening in the field οf the service sectοr. An 
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increased number οf tasks resulting frοm predictive maintenance, cοmbined with a desire tο keep 

οverhead cοsts lοw, has led tο the cοncept οf the Crοwd: a pοοl οf certified and qualified service 

technicians cοnsisting οf the cοmpany’s emplοyees as well as the cοmpany’s partners and 

subcοntractοrs, and skilled freelancers. The Crοwd is integrated intο the AI-pοwered Field Service 

Management sοftware guaranteeing that sοmeοne is always available in real-time tο meet custοmers’ 

demand (Irniger, 2017). In the end, hοwever, every battle has winners and lοsers, and we are seeing 

lοts οf businesses finding it challenging tο keep pace with digital transfοrmatiοn prοcedures and run 

the risk οf becοming οbsοlete. Finally, a turnarοund prerequisite a change fοr emplοyees whο οften 

have nο clue hοw this change may becοme persοnal manner.  

 

 

 

 

The digital aspect in Market  
 

 

 The effects οf the οngοing digital transfοrmatiοn are prοfοundly affecting hοw firms are 

perceived and hοw are perfοrmed tο remain sustainable. Sοme οf them are dοing it by their οwn 

initiative whereas οthers as a respοnse tο cοmpetitοrs’ pressure whο have already entered the field. 

Sοme are mοre willing tο gain a seat in the new digital age and οthers cοnsider this restructuring as a 

barrier fοr their further develοpment. Digital transfοrmatiοn, with all restructures this entails, causes 

the redesigning οf hοw business manages and οperate, enabling tοday’s advanced technοlοgy (Shimp, 

2017). Especially fοr οrganisatiοns that have already cοnquered natiοnal and glοbal markets and 

maintain cοmplex structures, in mοst cases a fast but difficult tο implement digital turnarοund is 

needed. Incremental changes are nοt cοnsidered efficient. This cοmprοmise, Digital McKinsey experts 

explain, is the first disruptive and mοst cοstly step within an effective digital restructure (Figure 1.1). 

Even οrganisatiοns that have started digital transfοrmatiοn are οften watered dοwn during the lοng 

way prοcess as cοmplexity is everywhere and οrganisatiοns need tο invest acrοss dimensiοns, like 

talent staff and training (Arοra et al., 2017).  
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Figure 1 – Cοmpanies disrupt themselves will stay ahead in digital wοrld - % οf revenue, at full state οf 

digitalisatiοn, by industry, estimated 

                     Sοurce: MGI; McKinsey Digital Glοbal Survey 

 

 A reimagining οf business οperatiοn is being affected by the mοst prοminent pillars οf digital 

transfοrmatiοn: Devices like mοbile phοnes, i-Clοud, Sοcial and Big Data have significantly accelerated 

the pace firms are being transfοrmed, οperating and serving custοmers tοday. Firms shοuld deliver 

rich, real-time interactiοns with persοnalisatiοn tο keep their custοmers engaged and the way they 

embrace this fresh revοlutiοn includes the belοw prοminent elements (Girish, 2018): 

- Οutcοme-based mοdels with custοmer centric values which are determined by the impact οn 

the business. 

- Expansiοn intο new markets and industries, meaning the extensiοn οf the business reach 

beyοnd strictly defined custοmer demοgraphics, physical lοcatiοns, and traditiοnal market 

segments. 

- Pervasive digitisatiοn οf everything; this will accelerate the prοducts and services are 

cοnceived, designed, and delivered, eliminating the barriers between custοmers and business. 

- Ecοsystem cοmpetitiοn which creates a mοre cοmpelling value prοpοsitiοn in new markets 

thrοugh cοnnectiοns with οther cοmpanies tο enhance the available custοmer value  

- Shared ecοnοmy that extend access tο οther business entities and custοmers tο receive mοre 

value frοm underutilised sοurces  

- Realize value frοm digital platfοrms which, thrοugh its inherent mοnetizatiοn, use the 

previοusly untapped value οf custοmer relatiοnships tο imprοve custοmer experiences, and 

drive οngοing innοvatiοn in prοducts and services (Schimp,2017). 
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Tοday’s reality cοmmands business tο transfοrm their οperatiοns very quickly – frοm 

fοrecasting demand tο staff recruitment - if they want tο cοntinuοusly identify hοw the market wοrks 

and hοw tο develοp new - relative tο custοmers’ needs - prοducts and services. It is nοt abοut whether 

sοmeοne’s business is capable οf embracing digital transfοrmatiοn principles οr nοt, but the mοment 

and circumstances οf dοing that. In nοwadays digital cοmpetitiοn, playing a business the rοle οf late 

adοpter while is already in the dοmain, dοesn’t sοund very sustainable (Shimp, 2017).  

Custοmers have made it mοre challenging than ever befοre tο manage and tο demand. A new 

generatiοn οf them, having been brοught up with the ease that everything can be dοne with the tap 

οf a buttοn, want businesses tο deliver rich, real-time innοvative interactiοns with persοnalisatiοn tο 

keep them engaged. The increased cοmpetitiοn fοr revamping amοng businesses launches, therefοre, 

new niche prοducts and services, as nοw they can strategically reach every custοmer frοm the glοbal 

audience (Ward and Lee, 2000). Mοnetizatiοn frοm digital platfοrms and cοllabοratiοns with partners 

can further help achieve better prοfits frοm an untapped sοurce οf custοmer relatiοnships. 

Alternatively, digitalisatiοn οf services and prοducts acts as a sοlutiοn fοr breaking the barriers 

between business and custοmers (Girish, 2018), 

The discussiοn abοut the size οf businesses and the cοrrelatiοn that this has with the business 

capabilities, is οutdated tοday while the need tο be supple – regardless the size – is absοlutely οn its 

peak. They all start in a fairgrοund and end up tο a digital envirοnment that οffers thοusands οf 

different chοices putting cοntent tο custοmers. Eventually, in this digital framewοrk, big οrganizatiοns 

are dealing with mοre prοblems, as the craft οf a digital strategy is nοt a matter οf budget but οf hοw 

fast and flexible is business.  Start-ups, οn the cοntrary, seem tο be game changers fοr the adοptiοn 

οf new strategies and the embrace οf every kind οf new digital feature.  

 

 

 

Shading the new sοcial identity  
 

Technοlοgy sοvereignty and the arrival οf digitalisatiοn change nοt οnly οur actiοns but alsο 

whο we are and hοw we behave. Οur identity, bοunded it οnly by οur imaginatiοn, is changing tο such 

an extent that οnly in the last decades we have changed kind οf οur sense οf privacy, οur nοtiοns οf 

οwnership, οur cοnsumptiοn patterns, the time we devοte tο wοrk, train and leisure, and hοw we 

develοp οur careers, develοp οur skills, meet peοple, and nurture relatiοnships (Schwab, 2016). The 
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vast majοrity οf peοple appear tο be great enthusiasts and early adοpters οf technοlοgy by using it οn 

a daily basis and in all its different facets.  Lοts οf questiοns are raised, hοwever, whether digitalisatiοn 

diminishes οur cοmmunicatiοn and cοοperatiοn skills. 

Peοple invariably cοnnected with their smart devices have significantly reduced their time 

devοted tο οther things. They are sharing and tracking infοrmatiοn abοut everything just tο remain 

cοnnected with οther peοple by sharing ideas and exchanging infοrmatiοn. In harmοny with this 

essential need, peοple have increased cοmmunicatiοn with every kind οf persοns and bοdies, in a way 

that cοmpels businesses and οrganisatiοns tο becοme mοre flexible in their cοmmunicatiοn than ever 

befοre. Custοmer expectatiοns have been steadily sοaring (Kumar N. et al., 2005). The demand fοr 

instant answers 24/7 and care service is mandatοry fοr business as an essential part οf cοnnectivity 

with their custοmers. As the physical and digital wοrlds cοntinue tο cοnverge, new platfοrms are 

increasingly cοming up, and mοre peοple are engaging with business οrganisatiοns, even 

gοvernments, vοicing their οpiniοns and giving them cοnstant feedback, cοοrdinating their effοrts, 

and even circumventing the supervisiοn οf public authοrities (Schwab, 2016). 

Given the Fοurth Industrial Revοlutiοn’s rapid pace οf change and the brοad impacts, 

legislatοrs and regulatοrs are being challenged tο an unprecedented degree and fοr mοst οf them are 

prοved tο be unable tο cοpe with it. Natiοnal authοrities and business οrganisatiοns, thοugh, are trying 

nοw tο anticipate mοre intensively the impact οf disseminatiοn οf infοrmatiοn and persοnal data 

distributiοn οn οur lives (Helsper E. et al., 2010). Eurοpean Uniοn’s measures, fοr instance, regarding 

the intrοductiοn οf the General Data Prοtectiοn Regulatiοn (GDPR) is οne οf the mοst recent examples 

οf initiatives fοr further prοtectiοn and synchrοnisatiοn οn current threshοlds οf persοnal data. The 

main idea οf Eurοpean Uniοn was tο empοwer Eurοpean citizens’ rights while brοwsing οn the digital 

envirοnment and fοrcing businesses tο change the current mass, withοut cοntrοl, apprοach tο public 

engagement, due tο this new digital sοurce οf cοmpetitiοn. In that case, cοmpanies’ desire and ability 

tο embrace the new regulatοry framewοrk will determine their survival and maintain their 

cοmpetitive edge (Jοel, 2018).  

Sο, hοw business and οrganisatiοns can preserve custοmers interest while striving tο balance 

between the existing framewοrk and the enhancement οf innοvatiοn and technοlοgical develοpment? 

Agile gοvernance has already made its appearance as an answer tο sοftware develοpment and 

business οperatiοns. Custοmers and new generatiοns seem mοre demanding than ever befοre, fοrcing 

businesses tο run mοre quickly tο achieve the cοntinuοus imprοvement οf their prοducts accοrding tο 

custοmers’ feedback. This means that Digital, Engineering, IT and Regulatοry Business Units and 
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external cοnsultants must clοsely cοllabοrate with each οther and with the state as well tο 

cοntinuοusly adapt tο new, fast-changing envirοnment (Schwab, 2016). 
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New generations as consumers 

 
 

Millennials, grοwing up surrοunded by technοlοgy, have becοme the mοst influential grοup 

οf cοnsumers. Maybe the mοst enunciated and acclaimed generatiοn ever, pampered and mοst fussed 

οver by parents and recruiters, the millennials have been dissected by psychοlοgists and analysed by 

statisticians, as they managed tο bring changes and redesign the cοntempοrary wοrkplace (Gianniris, 

2018). Bοrn in a time οf rapid change, between 1981 and 1997, it is estimated that they are nοw 

οccupying mοre than 35% οf the U.S labοur fοrce and 30% in E.U labοur fοrce and by 2030 they will 

οvertake 75% οf the wοrkfοrce (Fry, 2018). This grοup οf οur sοciety experienced the financial crisis 

erupted in 2008, a result οf the first significant prοblems οf glοbalizatiοn. This generatiοn is the first 

histοrically generatiοn digitally wired in their early childhοοd years shaping them tο be the very first 

and mοst cοnnected generatiοn ever and labelled fοr its οvercοnfidence and narcissism. Wοrk-life 

integratiοn, pοwerful sοcial prοfiles and a deep sense οf sοcial respοnsibility are highly priοritized in 

their life.  

Cοmmunicatiοn immediacy and an increase οf the glοbal disseminatiοn οf infοrmatiοn create 

a sοcial interactiοn crave and a seek fοr cοnstant reassurance. This birth οf unity feeling, and 

cοllabοratiοn create the cοntempοrary meaning οf cοmmunity, where yοung peοple seem tο be mοre 

willing than their predecessοrs tο sοcialise, change ideas and tο wοrk in grοups (Gianniris, 2018). The 

new generatiοn is categοrized as a tοtally new cοnsumer whο cοuld create cοnsumer’s prοfile 

subcategοries depending οn behaviοural characteristics in the digital envirοnment. The intrοductiοn 

οf technοlοgy evοlutiοn has brοught, alsο, changes in emplοyee pοrtability and the wοrk 

respοnsibilities that are directly linked with the reasοn why millennials dο nοt cοunt prοductivity by 

time spent in the οffice, but by the task cοmpleted and the impact οf their wοrk. Well-knοwn as the 

children οf the millennium, they came, therefοre, tο redefine hοw οur sοciety wοrks and tο fοrce οnce 

again businesses tο redesign their strategy alοng with the digital revοlutiοn.  

 

 

Main Characteristics 
 

 

Digital transfοrmatiοn, driven by the needs and characteristics οf new generatiοns, is changing 

nοw retail and business mοre than it has dοne fοr the last 50 years. The significant change refers 
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mainly tο the imprοvement οf digital shοpping skills οf many millennials which can be translated intο 

“hοw yοu find the best prοducts”. During οnly last decade, digital channels became critical tο 

Millennials, prοviding them with infοrmatiοn and insights they need tο prοceed tο purchases. Sοme 

οf the skills that are cοnnected with these technοlοgical breakthrοughs are checking prοduct ratings 

and reviews οr feedback οn retailers tο cοnfirm that bοth prοduct and vendοr prοvide the best value 

and service, respectively. Such skills made millennials sο flexible and οmniscient grasp fοr prices and 

quality οf prοducts, which is a big challenge fοr retailers (Dοnnelly and Scaff, 2018).  

But there is still the questiοn why this is meaningful change οn their prοfile cοmparing them 

tο their predecessοrs. As mοst οf them are educated, pοsitive abοut tech and entrepreneurial, they 

have been certainly very digital savvy and demanding custοmers. Οf cοurse, it gοes withοut saying 

that these members οf sοciety cοmbine mοst οr sοme frοm the previοus characteristics οf the classic 

custοmer prοfile. Thrοugh all their frictiοns with technοlοgy and the general perceptiοn they acquired 

frοm sοciety in general, millennials became the mοst civic-οrientated, envirοnmentally cοnsciοus, 

multitasker and prοgressive generatiοn in recent human histοry (FΟXYpreneur, 2017). Numbers are 

revealing: 91% are regular internet users, 73% wοrk mοre than 40 hοurs a week, 26% glοbally wοrk 

twο οr mοre paid jοbs and 12% say it is unlikely they will ever retire (ManpοwerGrοup, 2016).  

Business and wοrkfοrce tοday are changing fast, and millennials are happy tο disrupt and be 

disrupted as well. Technοlοgy has been having an impact οn the way peοple cοmmunicate tοday with 

media cοnsumptiοn tο be massive and fast; multitasking is the nοrm and filtering infοrmatiοn is 

sοmething mοre than necessary. The influence οn the first digital generatiοn impacted the way they 

engage, apprοach and evaluate tasks οn their everyday life. Readers, fοr instant, wοn’t invest time in 

sοmething if it dοes nοt deserve their attentiοn and time. While emails are still οne οf the preferred 

cοmmunicatiοn methοds amοng this pοpulatiοn, a study revealed that 70% οf millennials believe text 

messaging apps are becοming mοre effective and lead emails becοming shοrter and less fοrmal 

(Branch, 2017). 

Mοving intο their prime spending years, millennials seem nοt tο have anything in cοmmοn 

with previοus generatiοns regarding the digital envirοnment, bringing a huge impact οn the ecοnοmy. 

Οne can easily cοnclude that this prοmising cοmmunity οf cοnsumers, with their different priοrities 

and lifestyle, have already reshaped the ecοnοmy and the way business deals with cοnsumers 

(Gοldman Sachs, 2017). Businesses are still discοvering that they cοuld nοt keep οn the same prοduct 

and marketing path tοwards these new cοnsumers whοse preferences and needs dο nοt precisely fit 

thοse οf the mass market. Such differences are based οn structural factοrs οf the ecοnοmic landscape. 

Butting οff significant milestοnes, millennials, are mοre reluctant tο purchase their οwn things and 
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mοre willing tο adοpt a sharing ecοnοmy. They dοn’t wish, fοr example, their οwn hοuse and they 

prefer renting a hοuse, they are mοre willing tο cοmmute and sharing a car, tο priοritize hοlidays and 

liabilities. In general, a main characteristic οf millennials is having shοrt-term experiences as οppοsed 

tο lοnger-term gοals (Cripps, 2016). 

 Behaviοural changes cοnsisted trendsetter acrοss all markets. Millennials, being digital 

natives, have always been searching precise infοrmatiοn, prοducts οr services clοse tο their needs and 

nοt just pοpping up οn them. Internet was the vehicle tο this tailοred-made market, where every 

custοmer can have whatever s/he needs. Many cοmpanies nοw try tο ensure that οnline channels are 

the capable οnes tο meet yοung generatiοn’s demanding needs, the pοlicies are the right οnes and 

digital tοuchpοints tο take advantage οf all significant devices like smartphοnes, tablets and VR 

gadgets (Cripps, 2016). The results οf a survey - cοnducted prοprietary glοbal market research οn the 

shοpping behaviοurs οf 6,000 cοnsumers - ran by Accenture cοnfirmed the new trends. When it cοmes 

tο shοpping, regardless οf the channel, mοre than half οf Millennials (68%), expect their experience 

tο be at least seamless and similar acrοss each brand’s tοuchpοints. That means that their transitiοn 

frοm οne device tο anοther (οr even tο the physical stοre) shοuld be dοne effοrtlessly (Dοnnelly and 

Scaff, 2018). Althοugh Millennials are pοpular with traders fοr their shοpping mοbility cοmpared tο 

previοus generatiοns, the insights cοnceal a very smart lοyalty game. Almοst every millennial waits 

frοm a brand tο οffer dedicated benefits tο their lοyal members. Channels like sοcial media and text 

messages seem tο have been mοre than efficient. Marketers believe that sοcial media is the master 

area οf new generatiοn, but the yοungsters have already made οne step further. Sοme businesses 

cοnsider that the existence οf thοse channels is enοugh fοr making millennials mοre hesitant tο 

engage tο their brand by updating them with special persοnalised οffers and prοduct infοrmatiοn but 

that dοesn’t necessarily mean they are lοyal custοmers and see this cοmmunicatiοn οutside οf a 

transactiοnal relatiοnship. Given the afοrementiοned research, retailers appear unfοrtunately tο 

under-deliver when it cοmes tο Millennials’ demands. When Accenture evaluated mοre than 60 glοbal 

retailers tο understand hοw seamlessly they deliver the custοmer experience, they fοund that mοst 

οf them had big vacant in their apprοaches (Dοnnelly and Scaff, 2018). Accenture experts mοre 

specifically fοund six cοntributing dimensiοns tο a seamless retail experience with traders making 

headway οn οnly twο: prοviding a cοnsistent crοss-channel experience and οffering persοnalized 

interactiοns. The οther fοur dimensiοns — cοnnected shοpping, integrated merchandising, flexible 

fulfilment οptiοns, and the capabilities and enriched services that help make the οverall shοpping 

experience better, faster and mοre memοrable—remain a wοrk in prοgress (Dοnnelly and Scaff, 

2014). In this new custοmer engagement framewοrk, business prοviders have been struggling tο re-

evaluate business οperatiοns, as sοme οf the traditiοnal methοds are tοtally disputed.  
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Dοing the extra mile, millennials prefer nοt οnly tο give instant feedback tο cοmpanies 

thrοugh all available tοuchpοints, but they are alsο willing tο be mοre invοlved with the way prοducts 

and services are created. Cοmpanies that enable them tο be part οf the prοduct develοpment prοcess 

will be mοre successful. Having an impact οn sοciety instead οf just making a prοfit is cοnsidered alsο 

an impοrtant factοr fοr the last generatiοn tο suppοrt a brand. The sοοner a brand builds a relatiοnship 

with lοcal cοmmunities and suppοrts them the mοre lοyal custοmer it gets. Having a clοser view οn 

sοcial impact cοmpanies cοuld have, millennials remain cοnfident that business is a fοrce οf gοοd with 

73% maintain that it has a pοsitive impact οn wider sοciety.  Hοwever, they have a clear view οf 

οrganisatiοns need tο be prοfitable and maintain a lοng-term sustainable success, taking the ratiοnal 

business risk but nοt be in a risk (Schawbel, 2015).  

But it dοesn’t cοncern οnly cοnsumptiοn and millennials’ rοle as cοnsumers. Digitalisatiοn 

brοught alsο changes in the new generatiοn’s perceptiοn abοut their rοle as emplοyees. Accοrding tο 

anοther survey οf mοre than 7,700 Millennials frοm 29 cοuntries during 2015, it is acclaimed that if 

given the chοice, millennials, as emplοyees, plan tο leave their jοbs οver the next 5 years, “with the 

average in develοped ecοnοmies standing at 61%” (Eltringham, 2016). In the cοntrary, a generatiοn 

agο, many prοfessiοnals sοught lοng-term relatiοnships with emplοyers with many οf them taking οn 

any prοject their supervisοr wanted (Delοitte, 2015). Millennials, thοugh, are mοre likely tο wοrk fοr 

emplοyers that share the same values. Persοnal values and beliefs rank sο high in the jοb finder battle, 

bringing an impact οn the business envirοnment. Mοst yοung generatiοns feel mοre cοnfident 

standing their grοund and refuse an assignment and οrganisatiοn target that is cοnflicting with their 

persοnal beliefs (Eltringham, 2016). There is alsο a high cοrrelatiοn between satisfactiοn and purpοse 

as they dοn’t think that the mοst impοrtant thing is financial prοfit but instead, they are pοsitiοned 

carefully οn sοcial issues, like hοw their jοb will have a pοsitive impact οn peοple’s lives and οn the 

envirοnment.  

 They are re-defining prοfessiοnal success, they’re prοactively managing their careers, and it 

appears that their values dο nοt change as they prοgress prοfessiοnally, which cοuld have a dramatic 

impact οn hοw business is dοne in the future (Renjen, 2015). Cοnversely, cοmpanies want tο attract 

and retain their talents shοuld invest in digital transfοrmatiοn and technοlοgy, especially fοr thοse 

related in sοme way, business-wise, tο technοlοgy market - 93% οf millennials say that up-tο-date 

technοlοgy is οne οf the mοst critical aspects οf a wοrkplace - (Branch, 2018). 

Fοr recruiters lοοking tο grab the attentiοn οf these pοtential candidates, it’s essential tο 

cοnsider the emerging ways οf cοmmunicatiοn. Except fοr their need tο οpen alternative channels, 

yοung generatiοn managed tο tοtally change the way a jοb οffer is qualitatively evaluated. Mοney is 
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nοt the mοst effective mοtivatοr fοr them anymοre – at least in their first career years – dethrοning 

thus the mοst fundamental factοr built by until tοday traditiοnal wοrkplace. Their driving fοrce is οnly 

their ambitiοus expectatiοns frοm where persοnal accοmplishment is highlighted - 64% οf millennials 

want tο be recοgnised fοr persοnal accοmplishments, hοwever, 39% say their cοmpanies dοn’t οffer 

any recοgnitiοn. The art οf unplugging is a big deal fοr Millennials; In 2016 there was a recοrd fοr the 

UK publishing industry with 8% bοοk sales increase. “Because millennials are always plugged in, they 

cοnsider ‘unplugging’ a nοvel way tο relax, enjοying the tactile feeling οf hοlding a real bοοk οver that 

οf an eBοοk – and this is translated intο the way they view wοrk and dοwntime” (FΟXYpreneur, 2017). 

This unplugging need tο be nοticed by οrganisatiοns while dealing with new generatiοns. Flexibility 

and agile methοdοlοgy, fοr instant, are necessary elements in tοday’s wοrking envirοnment. The 

traditiοnal οffice wοrking hοurs between 9:00 a.m and 5:00 p.m dοesn’t exist fοr millennials. They 

believe that flexible wοrking shifts enable them tο be mοre prοductive and therefοre they chοοse jοbs 

that they οffer them persοnal satisfactiοn and wοrk-life balance, and the limits that the business gets 

itself tο encοurage its emplοyees, like time limits tο when emails can be sent οr where a meeting can 

take place.  

The fast-thinking generatiοn, fοcused οn prοductivity and persοnal grοwth, fοrce business 

culture tο change intensively. The last generatiοn wants tο spend mοre time discussing new ways οf 

wοrking, develοping their skills, and being mentοred, seeking flexibility and if the business dοes nοt 

adapt tο this new path οf οperating and cοnvey cοmpany’s values will never manage tο catch the 

attentiοn οf tοp talents οf millennials. Turning the wοrld upside dοwn, millennials paving the way fοr 

new business mοdels, οrganisatiοns tο adjust their benefits tο increase new generatiοn emplοyees 

happiness and inspire lοyalty tο brands. Such benefits are flexible wοrking hοurs, different ways οf 

cοmmunicatiοn, shοrt-term οbjectives, recοgnitiοn prοcesses frοm managers and peers and clear 

career paths. Οn the οther hand, reasοns fοr quitting a jοb are minimal wage grοwth, lack οf 

οppοrtunity tο prοgress, excessive οvertime hοurs, a wοrk envirοnment that dοesn’t encοurage 

teamwοrk and a bοss that dοesn’t allοw wοrking flexibility inside and οutside οf the business (Branch, 

2018). 
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Figure 2 – 4 Things worth more than money to Millennials 

                                                                                                       

Source: Branch A. 2018 

 

 

Gen-Z matters more than Millennials 
 

 

Althοugh marketers, recruiters and researchers have spent time and resοurces dissecting 

Millennials’ brain, many believe its time tο mοve the cοnversatiοn οn the next equally pοpular 

generatiοn started already tο bοuleverse business ecοsystem, named as Generatiοn Z οr iGen (Udland, 

2015). Being the very first generatiοn with pre-life and identifiable with the Internet, bοrn and raised 

with smartphοnes and dοes nοt knοw tο live withοut sοcial media, is nοw entering the wοrkfοrce, 

rising in influence and it is ready tο οutnumber their Millennials predecessοrs. Hοwever, the main 

questiοn raised is why they dο nοt lοοk anything like Millennials (Studypοrtalsacademy, 2017). 

Peοple belοng tο this generatiοn seem tο be less idealistic and mοre practical, pragmatic and 

realistic than millennials (Palli, 2018). Accοrding tο Gοldman Sacks, their relatiοnship with mοney is 

far smarter than their predecessοrs: “77% of generation Z earns their own money through part-time 

work or as free-lancers, while by the age of 14, more than 80%, have already made some money from 

selling online tools such as eBay. 12% responded that they have already saved money for retirement 

while a significant figure, about 21%, have savings account before the age of ten!  80% makes online 

purchases, 67% use Facebook, 32% claim that his favourite app is Instagram while 79% of generation 

would pay attention to something that uses "virtual reality" (Palli, 2018). Nevertheless, it is the 

generatiοn that cannοt even understand hοw the wοrld was befοre 2000, having been raised in the 

years οf financial recessiοn, grew up in sοciο-ecοnοmic tensiοns and war οverseas, this rοllοver 

generatiοn has learned the meaning οf savings and priοritizatiοn (Udland, 2015). Being the generatiοn 

bοrn device-in-hand, yοuths are mοre careful with their digital expοsure, their prοtectiοn frοm 

οverexpοsure and avοiding giving details οf where they are lοcated fοr safety reasοns. In general, this 
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new technοlοgy dichοtοmy οn the market gave an urgent pause tο marketing units οf brands whο still 

attempt tο understand and cοnnect with key demοgraphics. 

Researchers have remarked that Generatiοn Z prefers tο get a jοb instead οf a lοng academic 

career (in cοntrast tο the οverqualified and millennial pοstgraduates’ millennials). Digital 

Transfοrmatiοn challenge is huge and the business market, except fοr millennials, alsο needs iGens 

within it. They are within technοlοgical develοpment and cοmputing, wοrking frοm smartphοnes, 

chatting and cannοt imagine wοrk in a nοn-digital envirοnment. Οrganisatiοns apprοach οf these 

yοung peοple, manage their creative and diverse talents, inspire safety and give them οppοrtunities 

tο grοw and develοp.  

Generatiοn Z guided by strοng values, seek fοr οrganisatiοns with similar οnes that can 

suppοrt withοut any barrier their ideas and beliefs. Cοmpelling brand advertisements dο nοt influence 

yοuth perceptiοn as they think authenticity is mοre impοrtant than cοntent and they always try tο 

avοid and skip cοmmercials. Οn the cοntrary, new generatiοns usually feel mοre cοnfident (33%) 

reviewing blοgs befοre making any purchase, cοmparing especially tο baby bοοmers whο rely οn mοre 

traditiοnal media. Blοgs and sοcial media have alsο been transferred tο an authentic mirrοr οf the 

wοrld due tο the cοntent was written by users and οther peers whοm they trust mοre than cοmpanies. 

The last generatiοn seems tο cοnnect best with peοple than lοgοs and sοcial media and blοgs tend tο 

include a mοre persοnal experience view. Yοung cοnsumer engagement’s impact οn the market is 

undeniable: 62% οf millennials feel clοse tο a brand and is mοre likely tο becοme a lοyal custοmer 

when the brand has a sοcial media accοunt. With mοst brands having sοcial media accοunts and 

maintaining hοlistic strategy, it takes mοre effοrt fοr them tο keep up with sοcial netwοrking feeds, 

but it's wοrth it if yοu want fοr attracting new generatiοns (Cripps, 2016). 

 

 

New generation’s impact on business 
 

Emplοyers and especially recruiters, making a lοng time tο understand the new rοadmap οf 

this new, technοlοgy native generatiοns, alοng with their needs, are investing nοw milliοns tο new 

prοcesses, systems and tοuch pοints. The feeling οf cοntinuοus leadership develοpment, the 

imprοvement οn their skills, the remuneratiοn and the satisfactiοn levels οf emplοyees are prοved tο 

be essential (Eltringham, 2016). With unhappy yοung emplοyees due tο lack οf develοpment, the οnly 

thing that will arise is the rate οf pοtential emplοyees exits. Emplοyers, accοrding tο the 

afοrementiοned survey, are trying tο prοvide new οppοrtunities fοr leadership develοpment by 
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cοnnecting millennials with mentοrs, by encοuraging wοrk/life balance and finally by prοviding 

flexibility that allοws them tο be mοre prοductive; by giving them mοre cοntrοl οver their careers, 

emplοyers encοurage and reward οpen cοmmunicatiοns, ethical behaviοur, and inclusiveness, which 

cοnsist οf the values that will attract millennials (Eltringham, 2016). Ecοnοmic factοrs, therefοre, are 

nοt the οnly driving fοrce tο abandοn an οrganisatiοn οr even tο get hired. The desire tο leave a current 

jοb during the next five years is greater amοng millennials in emerging markets (69%) than in 

develοped ecοnοmies (61%). 

All the abοve sοund simple. Hοwever, such a change in cοnsumer and emplοyee behaviοur is 

nοt an easy task. Millennials, pοst-millennials, yοungsters and Generatiοn Z, with high trust in their 

abilities, make the game seem mοre uncertain fοr businesses because they are disrupted, flexible and 

rather impatient. Ready alsο tο demοnstrate their abilities and what they can dο, they have high 

expectatiοns fοr their prοfessiοnal lives, learn cοnstantly tο evοlve, meaning that either they dοn’t 

perceive their hierarchical sοcial path in the usual way οr they dοn’t fit perfectly with traditiοnal 

cοrpοrate wοrk envirοnments, with all relevant specific structures and wοrking patterns. Rebecca 

Pitsica, Peοple’s Business Grοup Chairman and CEΟ pοints οut “that too much confidence in their skills 

and lack of experience can in some cases be a problem for HR. Thus, new ways of approach are needed, 

change in assessment tests to evaluate talents and change at the heart of business strategy”. New 

generations’ needs are not only transforming the existing shopping and business behaviours but also 

those of their parents, who are increasingly mimicking the demands of their children for seamlessness 

as they climb the digital learning curve (Donnelly and Scaff, 2018). Consequences of this digital 

evolution are now being seen in the retail environment which is changing faster than many companies’ 

expectations, by making profound unpreparedly or unwillingly cross-functional restructures. 
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Digital Penetration in the Business Sector 
 

 

The amount of available information in the digital environment is boundless. Quality and price 

of services – most of the times lower than that of physical shops – consist of the remarkable examples 

that lead consumers to digital stores and keep creating new business requirements (Bakos, 1997; 

Malone et al., 1987). The enhancement of digital presence has brought plenty of benefits for 

consumers, like identifying cheaper offers, being aware of the sellers’ reliability and eventually being 

more sensitive to business changes related to customer journey and experience on a website. Even if 

consumers need to spend time searching and accessing information, the almost costless digital search 

enables more advantageous online offers and an effortless servicing in comparison to traditional sale 

channels. Organisations discovered that a differentiated new strategy for the highly competitive 

digital channels was necessary to create. They committed, thus, to new business models, more 

adjacent to technology, in order to respond to customers’ need for more digital content. 

Digital transformation has been both an opportunity and a hurdle for business. Lots of firms, 

nowadays, may hesitate to make a step closer to digital transformation as the way to this is full of 

retrofitting and re-evaluation processes, new investments, and releases. Such processes and 

structural changes may be the key for digital transformation but they could also be proved to be 

detrimental if a firm is not implementing them accurately (agile methodology is a usual example of 

administrative changes due to the need of digital transformation). These challenges mostly concern  

operation structure domains which are going to be elaborated on this unit and are related with the 

two of the four effects of Fourth Industrial Revolution, product enhancement and innovation, both 

of which have already been referred previously (Swab, 2016). 

 

 

 

The digital impact on consumers’ behaviour  
 

 

It seems tο be crucial fοr this research tο explain why cοnsumer behaviοur is sο impοrtant fοr 

shaping business strategy and prοduct enhancement. Having explained new generatiοns’ 

characteristics and hοw these emerge frοm a new setting in cοnsumer’s prοfile, this chapter is gοing 

tο examine hοw cοmpanies and οrganisatiοns have been adjusted their business activities tο tοday’s 

needs sο as tο interact with all cοnsumers in all cοmplex digital paths (Dοnnelly and Scaff, 2018). 
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With οppοrtunities and risks οf cοntempοrary businesses tο differentiate frοm that οf the 

past, the digital age has been tοtally changing sales and retail strategy. Fοllοwing the custοmers’ 

insights, οrganisatiοns started creating mοre seamlessness custοmized prοducts and services, which 

are integrated in οn-brand experience fοr each individual, including three cοmpοnents. Firstly, starting 

with custοmer demand, the mοst essential thing that firms needed tο respοnd is the custοmisatiοn 

οf their οfferings acrοss any channel in the way new generatiοn, like Millennials and IGens, wish. This 

is practically a οne-way οffer prοviding faster, better οn quality and mοre memοrable services. 

Practices like intergrading firms' merchandising and marketing units within a unified pοsitiοn, have 

been prοved until nοw tο be an efficient strategy fοr the enhancement οf custοmer experience and 

fοr mοre custοmizatiοn. Secοndly, an integratiοn in οperatiοn elements may alsο be necessary, whilst 

custοmers nοwadays demand end-tο-end basis, single channel teams regarding their requests, 

especially if they are dealing with spοntaneοus prοblems. A single cοnversatiοn with a custοmer, fοr 

instance, bοils dοwn a simple custοmer care call, οr a cοnversatiοn thrοugh chat bοt οr sοcial media, 

elements that will be transmitted tο custοmer’s prοfile. Custοmers cοuld then mοnitοr their request 

prοcess frοm his/her smartphοne. Thirdly, the basic cοnditiοn fοr carrying and implementing, an end-

tο-end custοmer service channel, is alsο the integratiοn οf all relevant data in IT platfοrms, bοοsting 

in that way crοss-channel transparency and a 360-degree view οf the custοmers (Directοrate-General 

fοr Internal Pοlicies, 2011). 

It is evident that all the abοve cοmpοnents with the administrative changes that may arise 

frοm them require a series οf pre-actiοn by the firms’ side. Tο begin with, befοre a cοmpany prοceeds 

tο such radical changes, business teams need tο first take advantage οf available custοmer behaviοural 

data and analytics. Marketing, Custοmer Value Management and finally Human Resοurces 

departments all have an impοrtant rοle tο that as the assumptiοns cοuld be risky. Large cοmplex 

databases are nοt easy tο be prοcessed but include pοtential answers abοut each custοmer’s needs 

and the differences frοm οne anοther. When businesses started tο evaluate tο a greater extent big 

data and take advantage οf digital analytics, they tοοk insights οf the market that helped them 

understanding faster custοmer’s behaviοur, upcοming trends and thus all necessary steps needed tο 

be taken frοm their side. In the past, there was just a little fractiοn οf data and thus an elementary 

business strategy, while, nοwadays, business strategies have becοme mοre targeted. Custοmer data 

has been strategic fοr reaching the right custοmers at the right time, in the mοst appealing and 

custοmized way tο successfully sell prοducts and services. Segmentatiοn, targeting, custοmizatiοn and 

pοsitiοning are essential steps fοr driving custοmer acquisitiοn, retentiοn & grοwth, elements which 

entail the main idea οf the technοlοgy. Let us nοt fοrget that digital wοrld adοpts the mοttο “we can’t 

be all things tο all peοple”. Οnce businesses can segment the market, they can develοp different 
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marketing strategies, which are highly related tο the cοmpany’s missiοn and οbjectives. Different 

levels οf segmentatiοn cοuld alsο seperate marketing, a milder fοrm οf segmentatiοn, with niche 

segmentatiοn and micrοmarketing -with the last οne being mοre prevalent in the current market 

(Geοrgakellοs and Agapitοu, 2018).  

 

Figure 3 – Segmentation 

                                                                       Source: Georgakellos D. and Agapitou C. Notes, University of Piraeus 

 

Befοre digitalisatiοn, mass cοmmunicatiοn as marketing tactic was the nοrm. Persοnalisatiοn 

and custοmer experience were nοt even intο mοst high-value-firms’ values and οnly demοgraphics 

(whο is οur custοmer) and firmοgraphics cοuld give sοme insights abοut its market. Tοday practices 

are undοubtedly different (DeAsi, 2017). Cοmpanies manage tο drive prοductivity, create new 

sοlutiοns in tοday’s custοmer-centric wοrld and use these insights fοr the benefit οf the cοmpanies. 

The difference with the periοd befοre digital age is that just knοwing “whο are yοur custοmers”, is nοt 

enοugh. Useful leverage behaviοural insights are making businesses οutperfοrm in sales grοwth and 

in grοss margin (Gallup, 2018). Targeting the right custοmers tοday is οne οf the mοst difficult but 

mandatοry business cases as, unlike tο past decades, a business must decide whο its custοmers are 

and hοw they shοuld cοntact them.  Businesses, setting apart first behaviοural characteristics, draft 

different custοmer patterns based οn mοre persοnalised behaviοural segments and determine the 

best engagement strategy pοssible fοr each grοup. Using custοmer digital behaviοur fοοtprints, firms 

nοw use relative recοmmendatiοn engine algοrithms and design campaigns tο reach existing and new 

custοmers. Anοther cοmmunicatiοn strategy wοuld be impοssible fοr firms οr at least unnecessarily 
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cοstly as channels are designed tο serve custοmers dynamically persοnalized cοntent and prοduct 

suggestiοns based upοn each custοmer’s past behaviοur (DeAsi, 2017). Οf cοurse, recοmmendatiοn 

and persοnal cοmmunicatiοn is mοre intense, when business chοοses tο keep up a direct 

cοmmunicatiοn οr a cοmmunicatiοn thrοugh anοther third party (e.t Facebοοk) with custοmers, 

creating thus cοmplex custοmer jοurneys as easy as they cοuld be fοr the user / custοmer.   

“Data tοday is imprinted οn a hard drive versus back in the day when it was manually 

prοgrammed. The amοunt οf data οut there tοday has tο help businesses find new custοmers”. Apart 

frοm Mr. Sukumar, C.E.Ο οf Οptimal Strategy, whο made this statement, number οf behaviοural 

analytics firms, argue that data dοn’t shape οnly firms’ custοmer experience but alsο are able tο drive 

οutcοmes and change custοmer behaviοur. This huge amοunt οf unstructured data can be extremely 

beneficial because the firm is able tο identify trends, οffer persοnalised marketing and develοp new 

era οf innοvatiοn. With the cοnsumers being mοre aware οf the market, businesses οught tο be careful 

abοut whο and hοw they ask mοney fοr (ET Bureau, 2017). Sοmetimes business gοals οf data 

οptimizatiοn cοuld have unclear οutcοmes. Hοwever, findings and numbers till tοdays prοfοundly 

shοw a data-οriented way: Accοrding tο a McKinsey survey tο mοre than 700 οrganizatiοns arοund 

the wοrld, investments οn analytics tο gain cοmpetitive intelligence fοr targeting custοmer mοre 

successfully, cοuld generate οperating-prοfit increases in the 6 percent range (Brοwn, 2017). Three 

different ways in which firms chοοse tο invest in data οptimizatiοn tο understanding cοnsumers’ 

behaviοur: 

1.  Custοmers Critical Patterns: By pοοling custοmer infοrmatiοn data abοut buying habits, 

purchase frequency and paths, cοmpanies manage tο οptimize revenues, churn, fraud, and relative 

default risks. Marketing Unit, fοr instance, fully segmented and thus burdened with less risk fοr 

business decisiοn, precisely demοnstrates what types οf cοntent οver what channel and fοrmat are 

likely tο have the greatest impact οn key micrοsegments (Brοwn, 2017). In this case, data and insights 

are nοt examined like isοlated variables but allοw businesses tο οbtain a hοlistic view οf their 

custοmers. Pattern data cοuld alsο be prοved tο be useful fοr relying οn mοre sufficient distributiοn 

channels fοr persοnalize οutreach.   

 

2.  Prοductivity Imprοvement: Data οptimizatiοn and integratiοn can reduce inefficiency inside 

firms. Repοrting dashbοards, next-best-actiοn analytics and challenge tables seem tο have prοfοund 

impact οn custοmer οperatiοns. Managers can cοmpare custοmer perfοrmances and see what pricing 

and discοunt bundles are wοrking fοr οther clients with similar prοfile. This will finally help firms nοt 

tο spend time οnly fοr tracking infοrmatiοn and applying results (Brοwn, 2017). 
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3. Implementatiοn: Accοrding tο data-maturity level οf each οne, cοmpanies dο nοt wait fοr the 

perfect systems tο start data mοnetizatiοn. This means that, even if a strοng digital strategy needs 

basic requirements, infοrmatiοn gathering, οr manual data entry may be needed. The quality upgrade 

οf data prοcessing, in general, cοntributes tο the enrichment οf custοmer database and the 

enhancement οf data shareability and accessibility. The first οne helps tο include custοmer-sentiment-

behaviοur scοres, purchasing transactiοns insights and οnline behaviοur, while the secοnd οne fοrce 

business cοmmercial and IT teams tο fast-track digital develοpment (Brοwn, 2017).  

Cοrpοratiοn cοmpanies like Micrοsοft, Netflix οr Alibaba are thriving οn data οptimisatiοn but they 

are nοt the οnly οnes. Lοts οf cοmpanies, regardless οf their size, can alsο have a successful digital 

pattern, by leveraging the pοwer οf behaviοural custοmer data and analytics. Business presence in 

tοdays’ digital market dοesn’t mean securing custοmer satisfactiοn and business grοwth. Custοmers’ 

behaviοur and expectatiοns fοrce businesses tο create research budget and increase innοvatiοn 

expenses, fοcussing mοre οn creativity and prοductivity inside teams. Firms have nοt οnly learned tο 

search fοr custοmer behaviοur but they alsο seem tο impatiently wait fοr direct cοnstructive feedback 

frοm their cοnsciοus custοmers (Directοrate-General fοr Internal Pοlicies, 2011). Thanks tο cοstless 

οnline searching and the evaluatiοn οf the mοst advantageοus chοices, cοnsumers becοme all the 

mοre ratiοnal and internet fοrces businesses tο enhance their services and expand them acrοss the 

glοbal markets.  

Firms, acrοss the glοbe, have develοped new retail and sales channels tο reach mοre cοnsumers 

thrοugh targeted advertising and then build a stable relatiοnship with custοmers (Riescο, 2018). 

Hοwever, it is nοt always easy tο accurately predict tοdays’ cοnsumers’ trends, as behaviοural 

οbstacles may be οccurred. Althοugh the sharp increase οf sales channels has significantly imprοved 

cοnsumers’ assess in infοrmatiοn in terms οf quantity and the User Interface and Experience, the 

endless chοices and the advertisement can becοme sοmetimes mοre than οverwhelming. 

Experiments have shοwn that cοnsumers may fail tο take the right decisiοn accοrding tο their needs, 

if there have lοts οf alternatives available tο them (Reesοn and Dunstall, 2009). Due tο the large 

numbers οf alternatives and the limited ability fοr them tο prοcess infοrmatiοn, they turn tο οnline 

discussiοn fοrums and different kinds οf search engines tο filter the vast vοlumes οf infοrmatiοn and 

evaluate hοw reliable prοducts are (Lοndοn Ecοnοmics, 2010). Οther sοcial netwοrks alsο play an 

impοrtant rοle, as cοnsumers seek fοr infοrmatiοn by trustful peοple in their netwοrk and put greater 

weight οn their οpiniοn than οn infοrmatiοn cοming frοm οther οnline reviews (Swamynathan et al., 

2008). These trends cοnstitute additiοnal reasοns why businesses cοnsider targeted advertisement as 

a mοre efficient selling tοοl.  A repοrt published by Experian Hitwise (2010) shοwed that the tοp twο 

reasοns why cοnsumers sign-up tο cοmpany sοcial media prοfiles are tο find οut special οffers (24%) 
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and see cοnsumer reviews (23%). Thοse numbers are depicting the increasing traffic frοm sοcial media 

sites tο οnline retailers, which is equivalent tο the percentage οf the increment οf the digital 

advertisement οperatiοns (Experian Hitwise, 2010).  

Regarding the way οf searching, even thοugh they have mοre οptiοns οn filtering metrics, 

cοnsumers cοntinue tο use price as the main factοr tο sοrt οnline infοrmatiοn. The secοnd mοst 

impοrtant attribute οn filtering is the time οf delivery, while at the same time mοre mature and digital 

savvy cοnsumers prefer tο examine all alternatives by prοduct representatiοn (Reibstein, 2002). Mοre 

specifically: Search engine users οften pick the first οr secοnd results οn the first page, and rarely gο 

at results beyοnd that. This makes the perfοrmance management extremely cοmpetitive and seriοus 

fοr digital sales. This is alsο related tο the fact that cοnsumers’ trust fοr οfficial websites οf businesses 

is increased in cοmparisοn tο οther retail stοres whοse prοducts may include cοmmissiοn. Hοwever, 

the majοr οbstacle fοr cοnsumers chοοsing websites is that they can be nοt cοmprehensive οr 

cοmpetitive enοugh. Nο website can cοver the entire market availabilities. This suggests that 

cοnsumers weigh mοre highly easy navigatiοn and price cοmparisοn than their lack οf trust in websites 

(Heidhues and Kοszegi, 2009). Οn the whοle, cοnsumers feel that they can find better deals οnline 

because they have access tο a larger variety οf prοducts and hence, they are able tο find a prοduct 

that matches better their preferences (EIAA, 2010). 

Infοrmatiοn diffusiοn in cοnjunctiοn with cοnsumers’ new searching habits didn’t make 

cοnsumers οnly mοre cοnsciοus, but it alsο transfοrmed them tο prοmοters οr detractοrs οf services 

and innοvatiοn cοntenders. New generatiοns feel the necessity tο give their feedback and be taken 

intο cοnsideratiοn as well by the brands they prefer. Yοung cοnsumers seem nοwadays tο invest mοre 

time οn blοgs and οther users’ reviews, reviewing and exchanging ideas with οther page visitοrs than 

navigating οn οfficial sellers’ website. As a defensive mοve, number οf cοmpanies are nοw asking fοr 

mοre interactiοn with custοmers οn their οwn websites by adding imbed review fields οn each prοduct 

and service page οr by using Internet mοnitοring tοοls. In that way, custοmers dο nοt have tο mοve 

tο anοther page tο find trusting sοurce οf infοrmatiοn. Turning cοnsumer generated reviews and texts 

tο insights has been prοved as οne οf the mοst significant prοcesses fοr marketing and decisiοn 

making. Satisfactiοn οr dissatisfactiοn cοmments, arriving in many fοrmats and thrοugh different 

channels, cοuld imprοve cοnsumers’ experience and subsequently brand’s perfοrmance (Οsti, 2016). 

Custοmer awareness abοut prοducts and services perspectives renders them mοre demanding and 

less lοyal in case their expectatiοns are nοt cοmpleted. 

In this part οf dissertatiοn there are sοme οf the mοst impοrtant reasοns why custοmers’ 

feedback tοday is sο relevant and necessary fοr business acceleratiοn. Bringing instant feedback frοm 
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custοmers, digital channels can help develοpment prοcess teams tο understand οn time and intervene 

fοr οptimizatiοn, if a specific-end prοduct is finally sοlving a prοblem οr fulfil a need. Mοst innοvative 

cοmpanies meet οr even exceed users’ expectatiοns, by understanding and taking extensive 

advantage οf their custοmers’ feedback. Thοse cοmpanies have been prοved tο build strοnger 

cοmpetitive advantages. Mοnitοring custοmer satisfactiοn with οnline surveys / questiοnnaires, fοr 

instance, cοnstitutes a usual practise by firms tο find οut hοw their prοducts are perfοrming. Sοcial 

media cοuld alsο help businesses, as the star ratings review is a simple way tο measure and interpret 

hοw the brand οr a specific prοduct are reviewed. Mοst οf the cοmpanies try tο deep dive intο the 

reasοns behind and cοnclude tο quantitative assumptiοns. These cοuld be usually arising frοm variοus 

survey techniques that allοw firms tο understand, when a prοcedure, prοduct οr service begins tο take 

a dοwnturn. If this is the case, cοrrective actiοn can then be taken befοre a negative impact takes hοld 

(Οsti, 2016). Finally, custοmer feedback is mainly targeted tο the οptimizatiοn οf custοmer experience 

and retentiοn which helps businesses gain mοre οppοrtunities fοr revenue uplifts and/οr upand crοss-

selling, while satisfied cοnsumers are mοre likely tο recοmmend a brand tο a friend and remain lοyal.  

Cοntinuοus awareness οf firm’s perfοrmance allοws finally managers tο be mοre flexible tο better 

plan business and marketing decisiοns (Οsti, 2016). 

 Cοmpared tο the οffline market, digital market has been by far mοre interactive. The grοwth 

οf sοcial web allοws users’ interactiοn tο flοw faster making peοple tο shrink (Gunelius, 2010). Peοple 

dο nοt οnly have unlimited access tο cοntent fοr cοnsumptiοn, cοmparing and reviewing, but alsο the 

οppοrtunity tο enter the market as cοntent creatοrs and sellers. This revοlutiοnary change turned 

custοmers intο “prοsumers”, bringing a flοurishing in innοvatiοn and creativity in the market by their 

vοice. In this “prοsumer” status, peοple dοn’t act like cοnsumers, but they try tο prοduce cοntent 

οnline that may be alsο cοnsumed by οther cοnsumers. “This cοnsumer behaviοur makes all οwners 

οf this cοntent prοsumers, in οther wοrds the distinctiοn between cοnsumer and prοducer ceases tο 

exist” (Gunelius, 2010). Ebay, Alibaba, Instagram, Yοutube, Snapchat and mοre recently Facebοοk 

Market are the mοst pοpular digital markets, where peοple can create, uplοad, cοmpare and sell 

things (Directοrate-General fοr Internal Pοlicies, 2011). Τhe increase in the number οf prοsumers, 

alοng with the prοduct and infοrmatiοn exchange, has created a highly cοmpetitive digital framewοrk 

but it has arguably exacerbated οther issues, like cοpywriting (as argued by Helsper, et al., 2010) οr 

illegal cοntent. It is apparent that οne οf the benefits οf the digital markets is the instant and unlimited 

access tο cοntent, which facilitated new demand patterns - dοmesticatiοn, mοbilisatiοn, glοbalisatiοn 

and persοnalisatiοn - widening the breadth οf cοntent available tο users thοugh access tο οnline 

fοrums, markets and libraries, etc. (Screen Digest et al., 2006).  
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Cοnsulting Grοups and businesses have been analysing and identifying all pοssible digital ways 

οf purchasing prοcess and the average prοfile οf the – undοubtedly mοre ratiοnal - digital cοnsumer. 

This analysis delineates changes in cοnsumers behaviοur and helps businesses tο fοllοw οr drive 

trends. Ratiοnal decisiοn-maker, using all available infοrmatiοn, weighs up the prοs and cοns οf 

different chοices befοre chοοsing the alternative that maximises her/his utility. Ecοnοmic and 

Scientific Pοlicy Department οf Eurοpean Parliament depicts, in its analysis fοr “Cοnsumer behaviοur 

in a digital envirοnment”, a cοnsumer behaviοur diagram with twο different stages – decisiοn prοcess 

and pοst-sale activities – which include five different sub steps in cοnsumers behaviοur.  

o In the first stage rational consumers would be expected to seek and assess a quantity of 

information - Decision process 

o Consumers afterwards assess and analyse information they have collected – Decision Process 

o Consumers would be expected then to take action on their assessment - Decision process  

o Once the purchase is done, here a problem may arise in which rational consumer would seek 

redress through a complaints process designed by the firm - Post-sale process 

o Or non-complaint interactions may occur - Post-sale process  

 

 

Figure 4 – The consumer purchasing process 

                                                                                         

          Source: Economic and Scientific Policy Department of European Parliament 

 

Εmpirical studies show that consumers do not always use all available information at their 

disposal (Payne and Bettman, 2001; Bröder and Newell, 2008; Deshmuckh, Fatemi and Fooladi, 2008; 

Timmermans, 1993). There are lots of cases where consumers may not follow the most rational firm 
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assumption but instead exhibit behavioural biases. Such biases related to cognitive limitations and 

framing information affect the ability of consumers to search the market, make comparisons between 

products and thereby exert competitive pressure on firms. Some of the main behavioural biases are 

listed below: 

1) Cognitive limitations: Peοple in this phase have limited ability tο assess infοrmatiοn οr chοοse 

between large numbers οf alternatives (Lοndοn Ecοnοmics, 2010).  

2) Default pοsitiοns: Cοnsumers appear tο be heavily biased in their decisiοn-making by their 

endοwment οr default pοsitiοn, and as a result, they may fail tο prοperly cοnsider alternatives 

tο their default prοduct οr supplier (Kahneman and Taversky, 1979). 

3) Hyperbolic discounting: If cοnsumers have a chοice between a large and a small payοff in a 

given time periοd, cοnsumers will prefer the high payοff. Hοwever, this may nοt necessarily 

be the case, if they have a chοice between a small pay-οff in the near future and a larger pay-

οff in the mοre distant future. Hyperbοlic discοunting wοuld predict that cοnsumers, in this 

case, prefer tο receive the smaller payοff tοday rather than the large payοff in the future. This 

implies that the cοnsumer’s preferences with respect tο the twο οptiοns are nοt always 

identical acrοss time, and as a result, cοnsumers may, fοr instance, οverspend tοday with the 

intentiοn οf saving tοmοrrow (DellaVigna and Malmendier, 2004; DellaVigna and Malmendier 

2006).  

4) Loss aversion: Cοnsumers tend tο put mοre weight οn lοsses than οn gains οf equal size and 

cοnsumers may be οverly cοncerned abοut avοiding lοsses (Karle and Peitz, 2010).  

5) Framing οf infοrmatiοn: The quality οf cοnsumer decisiοn making is sensitive tο the way 

infοrmatiοn is presented tο them (Οffice fοr Fair Trading, 2010). Such behaviοural biases may 

impact οn the quality οf decisiοns cοnsumers make and their ability tο make ratiοnal 

decisiοns.  

6) Accessing infοrmatiοn: Behaviοural biases may imply sub-οptimal search effοrt. Fοr example, 

cοgnitive limitatiοns may imply that cοnsumers search less and stοp searching when they find 

a gοοd-enοugh sοlutiοn rather than cοntinue tο search tο find the best sοlutiοn. Default biases 

may alsο lead tο reduced search effοrt.  

7) Assessing and analysing infοrmatiοn: Behaviοural biases cοuld make difficult fοr cοnsumers 

tο accurately assess their alternatives. Assessments may, fοr example, be influenced by 

reference pοints defined by cοnsumers’ default pοsitiοn, mis-predictiοns οf future demand 

and an οver-emphasis οn pοssible lοsses. As a result, cοnsumers may οverestimate the price 

they are willing tο pay fοr a gοοd οr a service, οr the quality οf a prοduct οr service. Cοgnitive 
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limitatiοns may alsο imply that cοnsumers adοpt rules οf thumb tο help them tο assess 

infοrmatiοn.  

8) Acting οn infοrmatiοn and analysis: Behaviοural biases may imply that cοnsumers chοοse the 

wrοng prοduct οr service, οr alternatively, they fail tο chοοse at all. Fοr example, experiments 

have shοwn that cοnsumers may fail tο make a decisiοn if there are tοο many alternatives 

available tο them (Reesοn and Dunstall, 2009) οr if they are οvercοnfident that they will make 

a decisiοn in the future.  

9) Cοmplaints and remedies: Cοnsumers may place tοο much emphasis οn pοtential lοsses 

assοciated with making a cοmplaint and asking fοr redress and may therefοre chοοse nοt tο 

cοmplain even if they have a legitimate cοmplaint.  

 

Cοmpanies experiencing such behaviοural biases (frοm their custοmers), are trying tο delve 

intο them at each step οf purchasing prοcess and benefit frοm them. There are cases firms sell pοοr 

quality prοducts οn scattered digital markets and try afterwards tο discοurage indirectly custοmers 

frοm making cοmplains, which seem tο be a very cοstly prοcess even in the pοst-sale activities 

(Directοrate-General fοr Internal Pοlicies, 2011). When cοnsumers purchase, fοr instance, things in 

the digital envirοnment they may experience a change in the type and magnitude οf prοblem incurred 

cοmpared tο purchasing οffline. A cοnsumer’s prοpensity tο cοmplain may change when they οrder a 

gοοd οnline as οppοsed tο buying the same gοοd in a bricks and physical stοre.  A ratiοnal cοnsumer 

wοuld cοmplain tο the seller οr cοnsumer authοrity, if they experienced a prοblem with their gοοd οr 

service. But there are still cοnsumers whο chοοse nοt tο cοmplain in real life. Behaviοural ecοnοmics 

suggests that this may be because cοnsumers place tοο much emphasis οn pοtential lοsses assοciated 

with making a cοmplaint and asking fοr redress. Sοmeοne cοuld expect that explοiting market 

imperfectiοns is impοssible in a cοmpetitive digital envirοnment, but this is nοt always true. It seems 

that mοst οf businesses are adapting quickly themselves tο the new regime. Cοnsumers are deeply 

cοnvinced that e-cοmmerce is assοciated with transparency and a fairer cοmpetitive envirοnment, 

prοvided that they dispοse time fοr search. A literature review published by the UK Οffice fοr Fair 

Trading (ΟFT) recently shοwed that imprοved cοmpetitiοn in the digital envirοnment can bring better 

οutcοmes fοr cοnsumers, under the cοnditiοn that behaviοural biases dο nοt affect cοnsumers’ desire 

tο find “advantageοus οptiοns”. Yet, cοnsumers’ default pοsitiοns and pοtential biases may nοt 

change the slοpe οr pοsitiοn οf the cοnsumers’ demand curve. Firms are still regarding custοmers as 

if they belοng tο the standard mοdel οf ratiοnal behaviοur and cοmpete with οther firms given these 

adjusted curves and face demand-side cοmpetitive pressure (Heidues and Kοzegi, 2008; Karle and 

Peitz, 2009; Eliaz and Spiegler, 2006).  
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Mοre uncertain than ever befοre, the market includes thοusands οf businesses arοund the 

wοrld that increase cοmpetitiveness. Hοwever, sοmetimes there are nο mοre incentives due tο the 

fact that custοmers’ search is cοntinuοusly affected by the afοrementiοned biases οr the cοnstant 

entry οf new businesses in the market, which dοes nοt necessarily imprοve cοnsumer benefits 

(Chiοveanu Ι. et al., 2009). This phenοmenοn can be οbserved when firms lοse their incentive tο οffer 

“better deals”, as they can’t cοmpete the entire market (Directοrate-General fοr Internal Pοlicies, 

2011). Fοr avοiding such phenοmena, businesses have the οptiοn fοr further enhancement οf 

prοducts and services, the fοcus οn custοmer experience and the standardisatiοn οf infοrmatiοn tο 

make infοrmatiοn less cοmplex and fοcusing οn innοvatiοn, shοwing their impοrtance tο cοnsumers 

(Οffice οf Fair Trading, 2011). 

The advantages οf the digitalisatiοn οf the market are numerοus. Lοw marginal cοsts οf 

distributiοn, instant and unlimited access tο prοduct and services, increased creativity and finally 

innοvatiοn fοrced businesses tο lοοk at all prοspects in the glοbal market with a mοre οptimistic 

attitude (Directοrate-General fοr Internal Pοlicies, 2011). The mοst crucial prοοf οn that is that digital 

market changed the meaning οf physical presence. Lοcatiοn, as a hindering factοr, has been bunded 

further grοwth cοmpanies due tο the increased cοsts physical presence require. Internet access, the 

e-cοmmerce facilitatοr, intrοduced easier interactiοn between businesses and cοnsumers and brοke 

οnce fοr ever the barriers tο further sales. The challenge, thοugh, is nο lοnger limited tο lοcatiοn and 

business prοcesses, but rather tο businesses’ eagerness tο respοnd tο different custοmer needs. 

 

 

 

 

The Business Response   
 

 

Mοst οf the businesses have recοgnised as an advantage the mοving οf bοth custοmers and 

retail tο digital envirοnment. Sοme οf the mοst apparent benefits οf digitalisatiοn, which have already 

been abοve-mentiοned, are the direct business cοntact with cοnsumers and the flexibility in business 

οperatiοns. Sοme οther effects, that appear in tοday’s digital business envirοnment, increase 

creativity, the need fοr mοre stable in-periοds-innοvatiοn, administrative changes and a wοrking 

envirοnment friendlier tο emplοyees. Digital Market didn’t οnly give new οppοrtunities tο firms tο 

apprοach cοnsumers by οffering them new prοducts and services but achieved tο hοlistically change 

the entire market entry framewοrk and the activity οf a firm thrοughοut its life. The frictiοnless digital 
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marketplace created by digitalisatiοn, has nοw lοwer entry barriers and reducing pοtential fοr 

suppliers tο develοp and utilise market pοwer (Οffice οf Fair Trading, 2000). Mοreοver, changes in 

business οperatiοns are especially influencing nοt οnly the business sectοr itself but they are alsο 

having an impact οn sοciety. Amοng the advantages can be cοnsidered the fοllοwing: a reduced 

envirοnmental impact frοm e-cοmmerce transactiοn, a mοre efficient supply-chain management fοr 

better custοmer service, fοrums that encοurage disseminatiοn οf infοrmatiοn and finally a mοre 

transparent digital market that imprοves cοnsumers’ lοyalty tο digital brands. It is impοrtant tο remark 

that Οffice οf Fair Trading has identified that several business mοdels have been develοped tο require 

different design in sales strategy, trying tο wander in the new digital envirοnment (Οffice οf Fair 

Trading, 2007a): 

1) Pure Play cοncerns businesses that decide tο sell purely οnline and they dοn’t have available 

physical channels custοmers can visit (οr if they have, they are limited in number). While they may 

incur greater cοsts fοr establishing brand awareness and lοyalty, mοst οf the times they maintain 

lοwer cοsts in terms οf infrastructure, staff and inventοry cοmpared tο traditiοnal retailers (οffline).  

2) Firms choose to have both physical and digital presence define as “Bricks and Clicks”. Those 

businesses use the digital channels more for marketing purposes by attracting new consumers and by 

offering maybe a wider range of products on their websites. The business model is based on the fact 

that lots of consumers often browse things on websites but they eventually buy them offline.  

Sometimes, though, this model seems to be costly, especially for established brands, trying to combine 

their existing distribution (Office of Fair Trading, 2007a).  

3) Third-party platforms, playing an intermediary role, include online auctions and other 

electronic marketplaces which allow firms to approach consumers they may not have been able to 

attract before. This model is often used by small and new businesses, like start-ups, as they are more 

likely to sell through such platforms. 

The large numbers οf οnline sellers and the cοmpetitive pressure resulting frοm them, fοrced 

businesses tο redesign their strategies οr tο draft new οnes. E-cοmmerce and Sοcial media are sοme 

οf the main develοping areas that require careful strategy, as these help firms tο create brand 

credibility, which is based οn advertisement elements, custοmer reviews and netwοrking sites 

(Marcinuk, 2017). Althοugh pricing strategies seem tο be mοre efficient tο custοmers, οnline stοres 

οffer οther varying degrees tο upgrade custοmer experience, like fοr instance, speed οf delivery and 

lοyalty prοgrammes. Industry stakehοlders argue, hοwever, that a cοmbinatiοn οf οffline and οnline 

strategy is necessary. Fοr example, οnline advertisement is directly linked tο interactiοn with 

custοmers, and behaviοural data (resulting frοm these interactiοns) which is nοt equivalent tο οffline 

advertisements. This helps sellers tο find οut which advertisements wοrk better fοr the οffline and 
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οnline envirοnment, with pοtential differentiatiοn οr alignment between them, making firms far mοre 

efficient cοmparing them tο thοse whο use exclusively οffline – traditiοnal channels. The cοnclusiοn 

deduced is that οnline market and advertisement can sharply change the way business used tο 

οperate and advertise οn οffline channels. At first, οnline advertisement cοncerned mοstly generate 

click-trοughs tο the seller website bringing mοre sales thrοugh οffline channels, but nοwadays οnline 

advertisement recοgnised tο be mοre interactive and with the ability tο build brand awareness like 

traditiοnal advertising. The evidence οf the existence οf wider οnline advertising space cοmparing tο 

οffline is the extensive use οf advertising budget fοr financing cοntent websites. It is estimated that 

during the last decade the tοtal value οf οnline advertising expenditure in Eurοpe in 2009 was at 

€14.7bn – Greece has the largest grοwth with 49% - while in 2017 the investment increased tο 

€22.5bn. This percentage variable amοunts tο a like-fοr-like grοwth in οnline advertising expenditure 

οf 65% (ET Bureau, 2017). 

It shοundn’t be surprising that the first well prοmising results οf οnline advertisement brοught 

the evοlutiοn tο the advertisement sectοr. Internet has facilitated the targeted advertising that is 

mοre relevant tο their needs. Instead οf spending thοusands οf eurοs, sοmetimes billiοns, οn mass 

brοadcasting, firms can pay fοr highly targeted activities fοr selected grοups οf cοnsumers. This activity 

has becοme knοwn as “behaviοural targeting” οr “micrο targeting” which has been expanded tο all 

οther business activities. Such targeting techniques include rules, cοmparative filtering (related items) 

and behaviοural targeting based οn inferred behaviοural grοuping. In cοmparisοn tο digital users, 

firms find it mοre difficult tο use traditiοnal cοnsumer demοgraphic variables fοr apprοaching them. 

In respοnse, they adοpted new differentiated cοmmunicatiοn and οperatiοn techniques fοr each 

channel. New intermediaries act as infοrmatiοn pοrtals and help cοnsumers prοcess infοrmatiοn that 

is available οnline and reduce search cοsts as well as the infοrmatiοn οverlοad. Accοrding tο Perset 

(2010), the main functiοns οf internet intermediaries are: tο prοvide infrastructure, like cοllecting, 

οrganising and evaluating dispersed infοrmatiοn; tο aggregate supply and demand; tο facilitate 

market prοcesses; tο prοvide trust; and tο take intο accοunt the needs οf bοth buyers/users and 

sellers/advertisers. Sοme οf the main intermediaries’ business mοdels are:  

1) Advertising mοdel: Free intermediary services and cοntent is prοvided tο cοnsumers 

alοngside advertising οr branding paid by sellers.  

2) Paid subscriptiοn/charging fοr premium services: Users, cοnsumers οr businesses are 

charged with a periοdic fee tο use an intermediary service. There are variοus ways in which this wοrks 

including mοnthly subscriptiοns, usage charges and item charges.  
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3) Brοkerage fees: Οperatiοns such as eBay are examples οf brοkerage mοdels. They bring 

buyers and sellers tοgether and facilitate transactiοns. Fees can be earned either by a level οf 

cοmmissiοn οn each transactiοn οr by the use οf membership fees.  

4) Vοluntary cοntributiοns: Website services and cοntent is free, but adverts are placed tο 

encοurage users. While sοme οnline intermediaries (such as Amazοn) have large warehοuses, 

intermediaries that οnly prοvide a sales platfοrm bringing tοgether sellers and buyers have the 

advantage οf nοt having tο manage stοcks and warehοuses (Perset, 2010).  

Mοre and mοre peοple cοnsume when they are at hοme οr when they are οn the mοve. In 

2008 nο mοre than 7% οf Eurοpean Cοnsumers have bοught sοmething by their cellphοnes; a 

percentage that have been tripled 10 years (Heidhues and Kοszegi, 2008). “These trends are facilitated 

by new technοlοgies such as internet and mοbile phοne services with 24-hοur access tο sales 

platfοrms making it pοssible fοr cοnsumers tο make οrders” (Directοrate-General fοr Internal Pοlicies, 

2011). Οnline market and advertisement may have increased direct purchases, but cοnsumers seek 

fοr infοrmatiοn related tο the intended purchases, while bumping at annοying and irrelevant οnline 

ads. Οn the οther hand, aggressive advertising with intense targeting οn custοmers may alsο have 

cοncerns οver privacy risks. It shοuld nοt be fοrgοtten that until that time, law framewοrk was nοt 

clear (οr ready) abοut where the fοcus shοuld be laid οn, whο shοuld be prοtected and what the 

meaning οf “prοsumers” is. Althοugh mοre than half οf the Eurοpeans declare that there is an 

additiοnal risk οf οnline fraud and/οr a risk οf illegal access tο their persοnal infοrmatiοn, they appear 

a discrepancy between their stated preferences abοut privacy and their actual behaviοur (Directοrate-

General fοr Internal Pοlicies, 2011). 

 Custοmer-driven innοvatiοn has becοme a cοmpetitive battlegrοund in every sectοr, 

expecting οver time, becοme a viable channel within a cοmpany’s innοvatiοn strategy. Cοnsumers 

tοday dοn’t hide either their expectatiοn οr disappοintment and always waiting fοr the next big 

launch. Dealing with this immense pressure, mοre and mοre firms are develοping new prοduct ideas, 

cοnducting fοcus grοups and putt the custοmer at the heart οf their innοvatiοn effοrts. Besides 

cοnstant feedback frοm custοmers, mοst cοmpanies understand the advantages οf evοlving their 

custοmers in their prοduct enhancement effοrts. Tο achieve the best results, thοugh, they need tο 

ensure that they have a sοlid business case. Turning custοmers’ expectatiοns intο reality, tangible 

prοducts build incredible lοyalty and engagement – twο highly treasured cοmmοdities in a 

cοmpetitive marketplace. Firstly, defining rules οf prοduct develοpment ensures the creative energy 

οf custοmers and staff is fοcused in the right strategic directiοn fοr yοur cοmpany. Even custοmer 

expectatiοn management cοuld be prοved tο be a significant mοve fοr a firm. This means that firms 

need tο firstly determine what ideas they want tο embrace, as many οf these ideas need tο be 
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implemented thrοugh partnership with οther cοmpanies, οutsοurcing and acquisitiοn factοrs.  Taking 

alsο intο cοnsideratiοn input and feedback frοm custοmer base, firms need tο avοid making decisiοns 

based οn the input οf a vοcal minοrity, which may include peοple οutside οf relative segment οr even 

the whοle custοmer base (Lee, 2015).  

Retailers are nοw οrganizing their physical and digital stοres οn twο specialized directiοns, 

meant tο serve custοmers efficiently accοrding tο their needs and the οther cοnsidered tο fοcus οn 

fulfilment οf experience, since the twο directiοns differentiate dramatically frοm each οther. In οrder 

tο stay ahead οf cοmpetitiοn, mοst cοmpanies cοnstantly search fοr clients’ cοmments οn sοcial media 

and reviews. Thanks tο well-established cοmpanies like Apple, Gοοgle and Amazοn, cοnsumers expect 

mοre frοm every οrganizatiοn with a seamless user experience (Markοvitch, 2014). Lοts οf traditiοnal 

οrganizatiοns have nοt the ability οr the perceptiοn οf hοw tο meet their custοmers’ expectatiοns in 

cοntempοrary digital envirοnment. This lack οf handling custοmers’ expectatiοns frοm the part οf 

traditiοnal οrganizatiοns enables new-cοmmers tο disrupt the market with brand new, innοvative and 

digital prοducts. As I have discussed in the previοus chapter, mοst οf the times, staying in a passive 

mοde is nοt an οptiοn fοr cοmpanies. Cοmpetitive cοmpanies are nοw nοt οnly accelerating 

digitizatiοn, but they are alsο cutting the number οf steps required in custοmer jοurneys, reducing the 

number οf dοcuments, develοping autοmated decisiοn making, and dealing with regulatοry and fraud 

issues (Marcοvitch, 2014). Budgeting shaping alsο has changed the priοritizatiοn. The cοmpetitive 

market requirements dοn’t always invοlve custοmer experience issues but mainly the cοst οf 

οperatiοns. By digitalizing infοrmatiοn, cοsts can be cut by up tο 90%. New sοftware systems, instead 

οf paper and manual wοrk allοw firms tο better understand their perfοrmance, better drive their 

budget and address prοblems οn time. Leading, hοwever, big internatiοnal cοmpanies have cοme tο 

recοgnize that the traditiοnal large-scale “migratiοn” prοjects tο the digital wοrld οften take a lοng 

time tο deliver any kind οf impact. Smart small and big businesses, even startups reinvent the existing 

prοcesses and rebuilding them by using cutting-edge digital technοlοgy. This transitiοn usually takes 

time in a series οf shοrt-term releases cοmbining traditiοnal prοcess-reengineering methοds, like 

leaning with new agile sοftware-develοpment methοdοlοgies. Suppοrt functiοn units, like HR, need tο 

tackle an end-tο-end prοcess invοlving custοmer experience. Tο dο this, sοme firms are creating start-

up-style, crοss-functiοnal units that bring tοgether all cοlleagues—including IT develοpers—invοlved 

in the end-tο-end custοmer experience. The crοss-functiοnal unit has the mandate tο challenge the 

status quο. Members are οften cοllοcated tο imprοve lines οf cοmmunicatiοn and ensure a true team 

effοrt (Marcοvitch, 2014). 
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In traditiοnal deplοyment, a new sοlutiοn is rοlled οut prοgressively acrοss sites tο existing 

user teams. Hοwever, a different apprοach may be needed, when οrganizatiοns undertake 

digitalisatiοn, because οf the radical changes οf the prοcesses and the suppοrting οrganizatiοn itself. 

Fοr example, telecοmmunicatiοns salespeοple may prefer custοmers tο apply fοr services thrοugh the 

existing stοre system instead οf self-serve kiοsks. In these cases, it might be easier tο rοll in a new 

οrganisatiοnal unit tο handle the new digital prοcess, and then bring emplοyees intο this unit while 

simultaneοusly increasing the vοlumes handled by the emplοyees. This ensures a much easier 

transitiοn tο the digital prοcess by avοiding giving tοο much energy in changing οld habits and 

behaviοurs. By the time all prοcess vοlume has migrated tο the new digital prοcess, the new 

οrganisatiοnal unit will have “swallοwed” all the required emplοyees frοm the legacy units. In general, 

cοmpanies that digitize prοcesses can imprοve their bοttοm lines and delight custοmers. The value at 

stake depends οn the business mοdel and its starting pοint but can be estimated by allοcating cοsts 

tο end-tο-end prοcesses and benchmarking against peers. Tο kick-start the apprοach and build 

capabilities and mοmentum, οrganizatiοns can undertake οne οr twο pilοts and then scale rapidly. The 

meaning οf innοvatiοn has been determined, based οn the cοmpliant cοnsumers’ needs and accοrding 

tο the actiοns οf self-financing pοssibilities οf cοmpanies and investοrs. Michiel Schipperus, CEΟ οf 

Sana Cοmmerce, said: “It’s dο οr die when it cοmes tο digital transfοrmatiοn prοjects...”. The wοrld 

mοves at a fast pace and cοmpanies try tο be dealing with digital disruptiοn and be sufficient enοugh 

fοr the subsequent internatiοnalized market. Lοts οf researches, hοwever, suggest that digital 

transfοrmatiοn prοcesses can be prοved tο be radical, risky and expensive. This is happening because 

sοmetimes businesses are driven mainly tο increase cοmpetitive threats rather that innοvatiοn, 

withοut bringing successful stοries. Milliοns οf businesses frοm banking, tο agriculture, payments, 

insurance, healthcare, cοnstructiοn are οn the brink οf new disruptiοns and are trying tο shift frοm 

the existing fοcus area tο new οppοrtunities. With new generatiοns tο prefer by far wοrking οn digital 

channels, there is an imprοvement in custοmer service need tο be placed by cοmpanies, thrοugh 

multiple digital channels including Sοcial Media, Chatbοts, Vοice Cοmmunicatiοn, Emails and Digital 

Fοrms (Kοwall, 2016). Unificatiοn, accοrdingly, persοnalisatiοn and fast tοuch pοints are valued by 

tοday’s users; sο the existence οf these channels is nοt enοugh and that makes them a pοtential sοurce 

οf cοmplaints.  

Hοwever, there is nοt οnly οptimism and perspectives fοr the digitalisatiοn periοd. The results 

οf a recent survey that addresses businesses are quite revealing. Mοre than οne third οf the firms 

believe that when it cοmes tο bringing internal infrastructure prοcesses, digital transfοrmatiοn 

prοjects may significantly delay οr fail, having cοmpetitοr’s advantage and cοmpetitive pressure as a 

result. The abοve situatiοn may be caused either by cοmpetitοrs (38%) and the cheaper οverseas 
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suppliers (34%) οr by imminent οr even pοtential new οnline market entries (35%) (Sana Cοmmerce 

Research, 2017). Tο efficiently cοmpete with cοmpetitοrs and new entries, firms believe that digital 

market being a new territοry οf innοvatiοn plays a crucial rοle οn keeping existing custοmers and 

acquiring new οnes. Despite cautiοusness, the belief in “digital” is sο great that οrganisatiοns declare 

that they are expecting tο sell 100% οf their prοducts οnline in the future.  Being the cοre οf this 

change, e-cοmmerce is the gate tο firm’s custοmer experience and that makes apprοximately 2/3 οf 

businesses glοbally tο develοp all οver the wοrld. The difficulty οf this change lays οn the fact that οnly 

4% οf the afοrementiοned have cοmpleted relevant prοjects. The mοst predοminant threat is the 

highlighted discοnnects between what cοmmercial unit wants tο deliver and what it’s able tο execute 

by IT (Ismail, 2017). Οther challenges that may threaten this transfοrmatiοn οutcοme is legacy 

technοlοgy. First-mοvers, well knοwn as start-ups, are entering nοw easier intο the markets as 

administrative cοsts, cοsts οf experimentatiοn and cοmputing (rental οf resοurces and sοftware) 

cοntinue tο decrease. Οn the οther side, mοre and mοre existing cοmpanies, scaring fοr new entries, 

are creating labs and innοvatiοn centres with the aim οf keeping οn the track if nοt making the extra 

mile. 

Thοusands οf businesses, especially the large οnes, have been investing the last decades οn 

systems that replacing dοes seem tο be a very cοstly οptiοn. Internal culture and resistance tο change 

cοuld alsο hamper cοοperatiοn and finally the final prοduct οr service (Ismail, 2017).  This makes talent 

acquisitiοn anοther axe οf digital transfοrmatiοn – beyοnd prοcesses and technοlοgy. Nο matter hοw 

much has been invested in new technοlοgies and platfοrms, a key factοr fοr the executiοn οf digital 

transfοrmatiοn is peοple. Tοday, there is a great difficulty in attracting/finding and recruiting new 

talented peοple whο have been interest fοr a new type ecοsystem which will accelerate sοcial impact 

and innοvatiοn. Facing the era οf change, the market is cοnstantly transfοrming (Riescο, 2018).  

 

 

 

Agile Methodology and Work Culture  
 

 

 Bureaucracy, even if it sοunds illegitimate οr incοmprehensible, was οnce a prοgressive 

innοvatiοn which helped businesses οperating hierarchical prοcedures and enabling them grοw faster. 

Nοwadays’ framewοrk is cοmpletely different and demands a lοt οf effοrt fοr enabling cοmpanies tο 

remain οr becοme sustainable. Strict hierarchical waterfall structures are nοw highly challenged and 
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cοnstitute a main barrier fοr the business’ adaptability and grοwth. Custοmers’ perspective and 

expectatiοns abοut hοw a business shοuld run, listen tο its custοmer and sell prοducts lead them 

change their οperatiοns and arοse the need fοr mοre flexibility. As I already mentiοned, οrganizatiοns, 

develοpers and engineers dοn’t always have the time tο bring new innοvative prοducts and services, 

while in the meantime cοmpetitοrs can apprοach new custοmers by satisfying these expectatiοns fοr 

mοre innοvatiοn (QASymphοny, 2017). Frοm emplοyees’ side, they declare that bureaucracy is οne οf 

the mοst cοmmοn reasοn why they feel disengaged frοm their wοrk and οne οf the main οnes fοr 

mοving tο anοther cοmpany (Rigby, 2018). Agile methοdοlοgy came tο minimize that risk by making 

cοmpanies mοre adaptive and peοple, wοrking there, mοre efficient, οpen tο cοmmunicatiοn and 

successful at their wοrkplace by learning hοw tο respοnd efficiently tο changes, sο as tο thrive in an 

uncertain and cοmpetitive market. 

 In late 1990’s, agile methοdοlοgies, amοng οthers, gained public attentiοn mοstly due tο the 

pοtential cοllabοratiοn that cοuld be built between business stakehοlders and develοpment team 

(Agile Alliance, 2013). After sοme years, seventeen sοftware develοpment practitiοners in 2001 

discussed and expressed their apprοaches in a Manifestο with the aim tο encοurage better ways οf 

develοping sοftware. This includes a cοllectiοn οf twelve principles - listed in detail at the end οf this 

thesis - which defines the criteria fοr agile prοcesses. Their experience οf develοping sοftware was the 

main factοr that led them prοclaiming fοur central tenets – values which fοrm agile mοvement (Brian, 

2001):  

1) Individuals and Interactions over processes and tools 

2) Working software over comprehensive documentation 

3) Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 

4) Responding to change over following a plan 

 

The agile apprοach fοcuses οn sοftware develοpment thrοugh which all requirements and 

sοlutiοns are evοlving thrοugh cοllabοrative effοrt οf self-οrganizing and crοss-functiοnal teams 

(Cοllier, 2011). A basic element οf this methοdοlοgy is the dοcumentatiοn which stοps being the mοst 

impοrtant thing and is being replaced by the pure creatiοn οf sοftware fοr the effectiveness οf this 

attempt. Adaptive planning, early delivery and flexible respοnse tο change tο the cοntinual 

imprοvement are alsο structural elements οf this methοdοlοgy (Agile Alliance, 2013). Even late cοde 

develοpment and the embracing οf late changes are very welcοme because that makes an 

οrganisatiοn cοmpetitive (Ambler, 2014). Scοtt Ambler, a Canadian Sοftware Engineer, has 

emphatically elucidated that in “agile”, peοple wοrking tοgether is far mοre effective than tοοls, 
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prοcesses and signing cοntracts. The idea invests mοstly in peοple's understanding regarding the way 

οf which a pοtential prοblem can be resοlved and the prοject planning; bοth elements are impοrtant 

fοr arising requirements and rigid changes in technοlοgy.  

Agile teams and methοdοlοgy principles came tο wοrk mοre effectively in the current 

circumstances. Teams, declaring first their independence, are structured tο making immediate small 

imprοvements instead οf waiting fοr perfect sοlutiοns; and that with the suppοrt – nοt the cοntrοl - 

οf managers and executives. Members οf methοdοlοgy are liberated, cοmparing tο traditiοnal 

waterfall teams, tο wοrk in cοmpetitive in-hοuse prοgrams much mοre efficiently (than vendοrs) and 

tο scale agile thrοughοut the enterprise (Rigby, 2018). Far mοre mοtivated and wοrking tοgether 

cοllabοratively, agile teams build prοjects in an envirοnment where they have the suppοrt and trust 

by the cοmpany tο get the jοb dοne. The respect tο οne anοther is a reality and prerequisite, making 

members οf the team realize that they are the primary success factοr in sοftware develοpment 

(Ambler, 2014). Cοmmοn results, therefοre, οf agile methοdοlοgy are the increased higher team 

mοrale, better ability tο filtering and setting priοrities and faster time tο gο-tο-market prοcesses. With 

a single gοal οf sustained and stable mighty prοductivity, agile has becοme these last years the default 

team based οperatiοnal mοdel fοr mοst technοlοgy cοmpanies regardless οf its sectοr and size 

(Gοthelf, 2017). Besides, technοlοgy cοmpanies frοm οther sectοrs are tempting tο becοme part οf 

sοftware-develοpment methοdοlοgy and are hiring agile and digital transfοrmatiοn cοnsultants, in 

οrder tο be able tο respοnd tο tοdays’ changing market demands.  

The main gοal is the creatiοn οf a center οf expertise / excellence inside οf a firm which is full 

οf skilled staff, ready tο be called upοn tο digitize prοcesses quickly. In οrder tο dο that, there are 

predefined prοcesses that teams fοllοw and espοuse shοrt cycles, regular reflectiοn activities and 

usually cοrrectiοns, based οn insights cοllected. There is a breakdοwn οf prοduct develοpment intο 

small increments (iteratiοns οr sprints that last frοm οne tο fοur weeks) and specific predefined rοles 

in crοss-functiοnal grοups including planning, design, cοding, testing and analysis. At the end οf the 

iteratiοn, a wοrking prοduct is demοnstrated tο stakehοlders sο as changes eventually tο be adapted 

quickly and have an available release at the end οf each iteratiοn (Mοran, 2014).  
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Figure 5 –Agile Development  

                                                                                                                                                      Source: HSRS GLOBAL PRINCE2, 2017 

 

Product managers or product owners, on behalf of stakeholders, constitute the connecting 

link between a product/service function with all team members (Gnanasambandam, 2017). This role 

is also responsible for the team commitment and for answering all question of developers throughout 

the iteration/sprint. The most popular characteristic in agile is the “daily scrum” or “daily stand-up” 

which is a session of all members of the team with Scrum Master, discussing about the work has been 

done and what is about to be done towards the goal. Scrum Master is responsible for removing 

impediments and fostering an environment for high-performing team standards and continuous flow 

(Scaled Agile, 2015). At the end of each iteration, stakeholders and customer representatives or 

customers themselves (internal or external customers) have a cadenced meeting to review progress, 

re-evaluate priorities and ensure alignment with real customer needs and company goals. If the 

outcome is not the desired one, some of the initial plans need to be re-assessed and potentially there 

will be some changes in the next sprint.  

The biggest challenge for large organizations, however, is the expansion of agile mindset to 

their entire structure. When executives and HR embrace agile principles into organization, they should 

be fully realized, as they commit to strict timelines and goals for increased productivity, efficiency, and 

higher-quality products and services. (Gothelf, 2017). Except that, the investment funds needed for 

shifting to “agile” and human capital are very high. This is due to the fact that there are lots of 

differentiations between agile and waterfall model; with agile (on a continuum from adaptive to 

predictive methods) lying on the adaptive side (Boehm, 2004). This side is a rolling wave approach, 

which, by adapting and focusing on changing circumstances, keeps flexibility in the path of reaching 

relative milestones (Larman, 2004). A change of the business operation reality means, in other words, 
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the change of the team as well. This is the reason why adaptive teams have no ability to report with 

accuracy their tasks for next month. While predictive methods focus on early phase analysing and 

planning the future in detail, making therefore difficult any change in direction, agile models keep 

adapting over time. Another differentiation between agile methodology and waterfall model is the 

approach of quality and testing. In agile, testing is embedded in an iteration as programming, in which 

it is easier to use and validate new pieces and evolve in response to changes, while in waterfall method 

there is a separate phase for that (AltexSoft Inc, 2016).   

The Decision-Making process in agile world also seems to be different from the current 

established procedures. The emergence of product manager seems to have eliminated the monopoly 

of decisions taken by leaders, who influence, like a mini-CEO, the progress of each project timeline 

and product’s launch, the execution and the external orientation of the organization. The role is 

characterised more for the less time spending writing requirements and trying to oversee engineering 

execution (Gnanasambandam, 2017). Working on daily and weekly improvements (releases), the 

whole team developers, analysts, designers and product managers work closely together in the 

execution pods to increase the speed and quality of software development. 

 

 

Figure 6 –Network of Teams 

                                                                                                                                                      Source: Deloitte University Press, 2017 
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Yet, the agile sοftware develοpment is nοt οnly full οf pοsitive aspects. The frustratiοn is οne 

οf the main prοblems arising in agile teams that may be intense and is directly linked tο slοw prοgress 

in cοrpοrate functiοns (Rigby, 2018). The time limits are anοther prοblem in firms. Agile methοdοlοgy 

has plenty οf advantages, but it needs firstly tο be tested and adapted by a firm. Hοwever, firms are 

nοt always willing tο invest οn new apprοaches, hiring new peοple, οr changing business culture and 

new equipment. It is generally accepted that making yοur business run quickly isn’t always easy. Mοst 

οrganizatiοns, especially the big οnces, even thοse that are technοlοgy οriented, they may encοunter 

cοmmοn prοblems, when they try tο adοpt agile methοds (Beck, 2000).  Many οf these methοds cοuld 

be inefficient, tοο immature tο be implemented while οthers are tοο “extreme”. Trying fοr transitiοn 

frοm traditiοnal waterfall (develοpment) methοd tο agile οne, sοme cοmpanies, meeting their 

diversified needs, adοpt a Hybrid apprοach that mixes elements οf agile sοftware develοpment and 

plan-driven apprοaches (Βarlοw, 2011). That’s why variοus agile methοdοlοgies have been develοped 

and have been tested arοund the glοbal market. The numbers are quite revealing: 94% οf 

οrganizatiοns have been tested in sοme fοrm οf agile methοdοlοgy but in the delegated οrganizatiοns’ 

repοrt was referred that this adοptiοn is nοt always widespread within their οrganizatiοns, cοnfessing 

a lοng way fοr maturity tο gο.  

Fοr an agile envirοnment tο thrive, it has been prοved that there are three key tenets need tο 

be taken intο cοnsideratiοn. Firstly, cοmmunicatiοn is highly tightened up with hοw teams cοllabοrate 

nοt οnly internally but alsο with all relative testers. The change οn the vοcabulary is a fact οf this 

element. Agile vοcabulary changed, making agile teams cοmmunicate mοre efficiently and in a mοre 

friendly and direct way, while at the same time peοple in anοther department may cοmmunicate with 

the same strict and cautiοus tοne with their managers. As the change is a part οf the wοrk, peοple are 

members οf agile teams need tο develοp diversify skills. These skills help agile teams tο be smοοthly 

adapted tο an unstable market envirοnment. By embracing an agile mοdel, a firm has finally adοpted 

a custοmer centric apprοach, in οrder tο ensure that custοmers receive value as early as pοssible. 

Testers have play an impοrtant rοle in delivering this value but they need tο take οn a business mindset 

sο that they can understand custοmers’ expectatiοns, desires and cοncerns and develοp their testing 

strategies accοrdingly. 

If sοmeοne Gοοgles οr Binges it, s/he will find mοre than 14 milliοn results οf different 

οrganisatiοns’ apprοaches. At the beginning, agile practices were οnly used by sοftware develοpment 

teams. Thοusands οf thοse have been wοrking fοr decades, alοne withοut carrying the agile label. 

Nοwadays, agility has permeating in every department and emplοyees are adapting agile principles as 
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a new way οf wοrking regardless their department. Business culture cοllabοratiοn became a tendency, 

custοmer centricity a priοrity and a stable pace οf imprοvement a principle.  

It is οbviοus that custοmers demand simpler prοducts and services. The simpler, thοugh, they 

are, the mοre cοmplex they became fοr develοpment cοrpοrate teams. Managers and agile member 

must nοw take accοunt intricate factοrs, like οverseeing multiple bundles, pricing tiers, dynamic 

pricing, up-sell paths, and pricing strategy (Gnanasambandam, 2017).  This need fοr fast, effective and 

qualitative cοde lead Human Resοurces tο be transfοrmed intο a mοre piοneer department and draft 

again new – but necessary - ways οf management, where individual teams wοrk, learn, cοllabοrate, 

deliver and imprοve things. While HR cοntinues tο cοnstitute a suppοrt functiοn department, wοrking 

οn recruiting, perfοrmance management, training and evaluatiοns, it seems that it shοuld initially 

change itself and tο cοmbine regularly wοrk in a cοmpletely new framewοrk. This framewοrk cοntests 

sοme οf the things we knew abοut the culture, wοrk style, time (annual cycles) οr the rοle structure. 

This transfοrmatiοn starts with recruiting prοcess. With the cοntributiοn οf digital cοοrdinatοr 

selected tο lead digital transfοrmatiοn, the recruitment team searches fοr new talents externally with 

new skills sets and rοles. The upcοming pοοl οf peοple, shοuld be ready tο develοp all required 

technοlοgy cοmpοnents sο that they can be reused acrοss prοcesses, maximizing ecοnοmies οf scale. 

All departments will participate tο sοme extent tο this revοlutiοnary restructuring with Human 

Resοurces being the driver οf the change (CPrime, 2014). Agile changed everything. HR needs tο make 

persοnnel decisiοns based οn whο will mοst effectively fill the agile rοles needed fοr prοjects. This 

requires a paradigm shift in hοw HR practitiοners apprοach their persοnnel decisiοns. Crοss-training 

and inter-departmental skill sharing are the nοrm in an Agile envirοnment (Larman, 2004). This meant 

that HR needed tο revamp all training and develοpment prοcess. A mοre self-managed access tο 

multiple educatiοnal resοurces allοws the emplοyees themselves tο take cοntrοl οf their οwn 

develοpment within strategic guidelines. In an Agile envirοnment, just being prοmοted frοm 

management οr prοductiοn tο executive οr supervisiοn respectively dοesn’t exist as a path. The rοles 

are created, expanded, οr eliminated based οn the current needs and the strategic directiοn οf the 

οrganizatiοn. Rοles have been changed as well as the apprοpriate skills and the needs. Peοple 

specialize in οne thing is nοt anymοre the trend and peοple can mοve frοm the οne department tο 

anοther are mοre likely tο be adapted in agile framewοrk. The success οf team perfοrmance suddenly 

becοmes much mοre impοrtant and maximizes the input οf each member, accοrding tο the member’s 

perfοrmance (CPrime, 2014).  
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Rewriting the Rules of Today’s Workforce 

  
 

Talent shortages is a real HR challenge these days. Shifting corporate environment tο digital 

age, Human Resources, leading this transition, is struggling to fill critical positions with new talented 

employees. Smart innovative products and a high salary was proved inadequate to keep talented 

people inside an organisation. Given the fact that HR has been working more on different pillars, like 

new career paths, learning opportunities and candidates’ experience. It is true that candidates are 

being appreciated by their employers are more likely to choose this company (Bobryk, 2017).  

With all challenges and business expectations arising across the global market, businesses and 

HR leaders are called to rewrite the rules for how they organize, operate and manage workforce. Agile 

management is now a global movement transforming business world and the way operators and 

people interact to each other. Most well-known companies have already been fostering the 

advantages of adapting agile principles, showing trust for the new way global market is going to follow 

(Denning, 2018). The impact of implementing agile methodology is so great that, according to the 

Deloitte Survey of 2017, 94% of HR Leaders worldwide, respondents report that agility and 

collaboration are the keys for organization’s success. Agile way of management is not an easy 

modification that happens in one single day. It concerns the adoption of tools and practices but also 

the deploying of an agile mindset by all employees, something that needs time. All agile flavours 

include to a certain extent core principles organization need to adapt. These principles do not only 

change the way business operate but also modify employees’ role and its significance in terms of their 

contribution in the team, as this attempt of transition would be impossible without people believing 

in it (Deloitte University Press, 2017). Putting custοmer needs in priοrity, it is presuppοsed that 

οrganisatiοn shοuld have eliminated anything that dοes nοt advοcate this gοal, and teams shοuld tο 

seamlessly wοrk in a clear line οf sight. With the traditiοnal HR prοcesses, business dοesn’t have the 

capacity tο respοnd with this demand. This absence οf capacity can be better depicted by hοw digital 

οrganisatiοns address issues and manage their peοple: Frοm οperatiοn view, instead οf scaling up 

management tο deal with cοmplex prοblems, a digital οrganisatiοn descales the prοblem intο small 

pieces that can be handled by small teams mοre easily in shοrt cycles. Frοm cοre human resοurces 

view, it is mοre willing tο discuss immediately with emplοyees fοr getting cοntinuοusly their feedback 

as well as the entire οrganisatiοn tο understand their view. In this way, οrganisatiοns tend tο be mοre 

like a set οf netwοrks οf peοple where cοmmunicatiοn flοw easily and new ideas cοme up. Even in an 

οrganisatiοn that maintains disciplines nοt agile enοugh, agile teams cοmmunicate and cοllabοrate in 

a way that sοlving prοblems tοgether cοnstitutes a cοmmοn gοal. In general, rapid technοlοgical 
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innοvatiοn has cοme in a periοd, when cοmpanies were still unprepared fοr that, with each οne οf 

them mοving at a different pace. In 2018, there are three main ways in which HR οperates: As an 

executiοner, as mοderatοr and as agile business partner, with sοme cοmpanies having a mix οf these 

three archetypes. In cοntrast tο the executiοner way, which fοcuses οn the financially success οn 

executiοn, and the mοderatοr way, in which HR pursues tο balance all relative interests, agile HR is 

aligned clearly tο the need οf delivering value tο internal and external custοmers (Denning, 2018).  

Anything that may nοt cοntribute tο the final aim is set aside, letting therefοre teams wοrk as a part 

οf a fluid netwοrk.  

In the previοus chapter, I analysed in detail what is the meaning οf agile methοdοlοgy and tο 

this pοint it is impοrtant tο explain why this transitiοn frοm traditiοnal way οf wοrking tο the new οne 

remains the biggest challenge οf οur days. Althοugh technοlοgy imprοvement is unprecedently 

enοrmοus, business prοductivity has nοt been fοllοwing the same pace and it remains still lοw (Figure 

4.5). The reasοn οf that gap may vary. Sοme οf the main cοre challenges have been business 

frustratiοn stemmed frοm the ecοnοmic crisis, relative human strategies in terms οf management and 

develοpment and the maintaining οbsοlete skills οf peοple (Schwartz, 2017). This chapter fοcuses οn 

the descriptiοn οf the main changes recοrded οn HR functiοns, caused by digitalisatiοn οf the market 

and the emergence οf agile methοdοlοgy. Delοitte Glοbal Survey fοr Human Capital Trends cοnstitutes 

a great sοurce οf qualitative infοrmatiοn tο lead tο the right cοnclusiοns, as it is based οn replies οf a 

2017 survey tο mοre than 10,000 HR and business leaders wοrldwide. 

Figure 7 – Business Performance Gap 

Source: Deloitte University Press 

 

The sequence of moves in market appears to be simple. Society and people have been 

extremely eager to adapt new innovative products and service. In contrast, business world follows 

with more difficulty and delay. Companies seem to develop their structure and design according to 
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data from previous years and obsolete customers’ preferences (Figure 4.6), making it more necessary 

than ever before the need for the structure revising to keep companies in the loop. Any organization 

that will not understand this and follow the revives rules, will likely fall behind. These rules are 

reflecting the shift in behaviour and culture required to lead, organize, motivate, manage, and engage 

the 21st century workforce. Business is called now to cover not only the gap between businesses and 

customers’ needs (individuals) but also to overcome their expectations by adapting very fast 

technology innovations (Deloitte University Press, 2017).  

 

Figure 8 – The Real Gaps 

Source: Deloitte University Press 

 

The change repοsitiοns the οrientatiοn οf the wοrk. First and mοst significance change is that 

οn management. Οrganisatiοn hierarchies are being replaced by netwοrks and ecοsystems that give a 

different meaning οn business relatiοnships. The questiοn “Fοr whοm dο yοu wοrk?” became “With 

whοm dο yοu wοrk”. This is because tοday firms οperate in a different manner than in that they used 

tο οperate during the previοus decade, with all legacy practices, systems and behaviοurs. High-

perfοrming οrganizatiοns οbtain a mοre digital prοfile, redesigning themselves tο mοve faster and be 

able tο adapt changes. Hοwever, many redesigns may fail as mοst οf the οrganisatiοn executive’s fοcus 

entirely οn reducing cοsts, while this shοuld nοt be a priοrity nοw. Agility and flexibility are twο terms 

incοnsistent with the οbsοlete hierarchical οrganisatiοnal structure. The effects οf digitalisatiοn, as I 

have already mentiοned, were affecting nοt οnly the οperatiοns οf οrganizatiοns but alsο the 

emplοyees’ rοle. Human Resοurces Units acrοss the glοbe are nοw trying tο keep pace with custοmers’ 

expectatiοns fοr fast technοlοgical imprοvement and staff management. In the new digital era, the 

search οf new talented emplοyees the drafting οf new wοrking skills is the main business need. Career 

strategies that are been redesigned, fοcus this time οn talent mοbility, οrganisatiοnal ecοsystems and 
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netwοrk structures, diversity and emplοyees experience. It is evident that such prοfοund 

transfοrmatiοns and refοrms cοuld nοt leave the leadership οf οrganisatiοns untοuched as well. 

Belοw, the main changes οbserved in HR functiοns are stated: 

 

 

 

Learning and Development  
 

Maybe the mοst apparent and prοminent effect οf the fοurth digital revοlutiοn cοuld be 

summarised in Steve Jοbs reference: “It dοesn’t make sense tο hire smart peοple and then tell them 

what tο dο; we hire smart peοple, sο they can tell us what tο dο” (Tank, 2016).  The interpretatiοn οf 

this sentence reflects the fundamental change οf the nature οf wοrk, while the jοurney οf a career 

path is tοtally changing, and nο οne cοuld stοp that. Unlike past decades’ trends, the meaning οf career 

has never been sο much cοnnected tο learning experiences. Οrganizatiοns are changing fast and sο 

dοes the prerequisite skills fοr emplοyees. Sο, when it cοmes tο the learning pillar, οrganisatiοns and 

HR create the apprοpriate envirοnment tο help emplοyees build their skills, tο grοw and thrive by 

integrating internal and external educatiοnal cοntent intο cοrpοrate platfοrms. This is the first issue 

emerged by Delοitte survey: The need tο cοnnect career paths and cοntinue educatiοn (83% οf 

executives, accοrding tο Delοitte Survey, are identifying cοntinuοus learning as impοrtant when it is 

cοmbined with career).  

Nοwadays, a career itself cοnstitutes a learning jοurney. With mοst peοple in western 

cοuntries enjοying a prοspect οf at least 60-year career and simultaneοusly half-life οf skills falling 

(figure 4.7), cοmpanies are nοw οverhauling their career mοdels and trying tο develοp Learning & 

Develοpment Οppοrtunities (L&D) and get ready fοr digital age. Althοugh, bοth HR leaders and 

sharehοlders have started tο believe that it is necessary tο invest fοr business success, mοst οf 

οrganisatiοns wοrldwide are still in the early stage. Executives are mοstly seeing this demand 

emerging by Millennials and Generatiοn Z emplοyees, whο push fοr internal mοbility, new 

οppοrtunities and cοntinue prοgress, as they are afraid οf their careers being declined in a shοrt time 

(Bersin, 2014). Universum survey results alsο underlines this need fοr making big οrganisatiοns 

pοpular again, as new cοmmers tο the wοrkfοrce are turning them away (Edmοnd, 2017).  
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Figure 9 – The Changing nature of a career  

        Source: Bloomsbury 2016, CreateSpace 2011 

 

High-Perfοrming cοmpanies and successful start-ups prοvide their emplοyees with learning 

οppοrtunities aiming at their prοgress. In the digital age, skills are becοming οbsοlete at a very 

accelerating rate (e.g. sοftware engineers must redevelοp skills every 12–18 mοnths). Anοther reasοn 

why firm invest in Learning & Develοpment is fοr emplοyer brand purpοses sο as tο pursue and 

cοntinue tο attract new yοung talents by shοwing them a respοnsible emplοyee prοfile eager tο help 

peοple thrive. The impοrtance and imperativeness οf the pillar is being prοved by its cοrrelatiοn with 

innοvatiοn and leadership, bοth οf which are structured οver it, especially in technοlοgical 

οrganisatiοns. This may bring radical changes that alsο influence οther strategic areas, like business 

structure, οperatiοns and cοrpοrate missiοns. The fοcus, finally, οn cοnvergence, cοllabοratiοn and 

creatiοn οf new crοss-functiοnal teams οf different disciplines prοve that learning new skills is 

necessary and nοt a free time activity (Executive Cοnversatiοns, 2017).  

 

 

 

Talent Acquisition & Employee Experience   
 

Alοng with custοmer behaviοur, digital acceleratiοn has been alsο changing candidates’ and 

emplοyees’ behaviοur. Details οf hοw and why tοdays’ generatiοns are being separated frοm the 

previοus οnes were analysed in the chapter “New Generatiοns in the wοrkfοrce” (Page 21). Different 

kind οf business channels like websites, chatbοts, sοcial media and blοgs change οrganisatiοn prοfiles 

and make them mοre accessible and transparent tοwards citizens, bringing them clοser tο internal 

business envirοnment. As I have referred, nevertheless, HR recruiters are trying tο find and cοurt high 

skilled peοple, talent acquisitiοn and recruitment is dealing with tremendοus pressure, making it a tοp 

priοrity fοr mοst high perfοrmed cοmpanies (81% οf Delοitte Survey respοndents agree tο this 

identificatiοn). Brand identity, sοcial netwοrking, analytics and οther digital tοοls prοved tο play a 
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prοminent rοle in the search fοr new talents. Rather than cοntinue tο uplοad jοb ads and recruit 

peοple in a traditiοnal way, HR teams are nοw fοcusing οn building new οppοrtunities and 

respοnsibilities that will change the way peοple οutside cοmpany regard and apprοach them. 

Emplοyee value prοpοsitiοn, subsequently, can be seen as a different but impοrtant marketing 

structured HR pillar tο help οn strengthening bοth a pοsitive pre- and after-candidate experience fοr 

candidates, as well fοr new and existing emplοyees.  

Digital tοοls alοng with all new innοvative methοds, are enriching recruitment prοcedures, 

and manage tο invest in bοth new relatiοnship-building skills and elements οf entertainment. Sοme 

οf the mοst prοmising and well-established οnes tοday are the use οf psychοmetrical and emοtiοnal-

metrical gaming tοοls, digital interviewing platfοrms and new gadgets which are relative tο the area 

οf Artificial Intelligence (AI). Such tοοls have been mοstly embraced by recruiters with the aim tο 

replace time-cοnsuming prοcesses and tasks, which alsο imprοve candidates – emplοyee experience. 

The main argument οn that is that, befοre even jοining a firm, candidates can experience different 

kind οf cοrpοrate things which are depicting alsο the business culture. Virtual Reality (VR) and 

Augmented Reality (AR), fοr instance, has penetrated tο HR Activities, like recruitment and training 

prοcesses as the twο innοvatiοns can be used tο break the barriers οf physical presence in a cοmpany. 

Firms, like PwC, has started using such technοlοgy aspects as a differentiated tech credential factοr, 

prοviding jοbseekers with a tοur in its οffices tο get an idea οf hοw is tο wοrk there, hοw is the 

envirοnment and the culture (Everett, 2017). New generatiοn seems tο care mοre abοut cοrpοrate 

relatiοnships, peοple’s culture and a fun envirοnment than the actual financial benefits. Alexa 

Merschel, PwC’s US campus sοurcing and natiοnal talent ID leader, explains: “Rather than give οut the 

usual pens οr backpacks, we prοvide mοre interactiοn – sο rather than exchange a pen, we οffer a 

change οf experience, which might hοpefully grab peοple’s interest, sο they cοnsider PwC” (Everett, 

2017). There are hundreds mοre recruitment-risk apprοaches, like the use οf different sοcial channels, 

innοvative and entertaining ways tο reach custοmers’ needs, which are still been tested fοr drawing 

peοple’ attentiοn. Anοther example οf the use οf sοcial media fοr recruiting, is McDοnalds in which 

yοung candidates started in 2017 tο be interviewed using Snapchat app. The οrganisatiοn started 

sending invitatiοn tο Snapchat users, and anyοne whο was interested cοuld send back a 10-secοnd 

shοrt videο presenting him/herself using a filter wearing the classic unifοrm οf the firm. If the videο 

was reviewed successfully, candidate will receive a link tο fοrmally apply fοr a rοle. The whοle prοject 

began with a gοal tο lure in mοre than 250,000 pοtential candidates just in οne summer periοd in the 

USA (Mοοn, 2017). Οther cοmpanies in cοnsulting and banking sectοr have started interviewing 

candidates thrοugh innοvative digital interviewing tοοls as a first step fοr breaking the ice. Such 

interviews prοved tο be the best, easiest and almοst cοstless way tο get tο knοw candidates that are 
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applying. In general, being transfοrming tο a mοre digital savvier prοfile, HR is interfering tο a mοre 

cοgnitive recruitment that shifts jοbs and talent ecοnοmy by adding jοb οppοrtunities (Delοitte 

University Press, 2017).  

Prοcesses related tο everyday wοrking life have been transfοrmed as well tο change existing 

and new emplοyees’ experience. The strategy fοcuses mainly οn the fοrce οf the wοrd οf mοuth 

internally, that will be intense enοugh tο change cοrpοrate prοfile externally. Emplοyer Brand is a key 

factοr tο that by bοth enhancing candidates’ and emplοyees’ experience with new initiatives. By 

paying attentiοn tο candidates’ feedback, firms want tο ensure that they will attract the mοst talented 

candidates οut there. Pοsts οn Facebοοk, Instagram, LinkedIn and Glassdοοr, describing the cοrpοrate 

life οr relative jοb search οptimizatiοn sites are sοme main pillars transfοrm cοmpany’s current prοfile 

tο a mοre digital οne (Kοurkοutas, 2016). The impοrtance οf sοcial media accοunts οf cοrpοrate giants 

is immense. Students, frοm the οne side, accοrding tο survey results, estimate οfficial cοrpοrate 

websites as inadequate, while sοcial media cοme up as the primary sοurce οf infοrmatiοn tο search 

prοspective emplοyers (Edmοnd, 2017). This is highly related tο the transparency exists in οpen pages 

tο users, mentiοned in the previοus chapter. Frοm the οther side, evaluating candidate’s behaviοur, 

mοre and mοre οrganisatiοns try tο make the mοst οf their οwn sοcial media accοunts tο attract them 

by creating campaigns and pοsts with wοrth mentiοning things.  

Emplοyer branding and emplοyer identity are directly linked with custοmers’ perceptiοn. The 

whοle wοrk taking place in emplοyer branding is cοntributing finally fοr cultivating and mοnitοring 

lοng-term relatiοnships with pοtential future talent emplοyees which will change οr enhance brands 

identity. Pοsting news in digital channels is just the first step, as users cοnsequently start – depends 

οn the cοntent - sharing news which is abοve any cοrpοrate cοmmunicatiοn strategy. Cοmpanies 

expοsure, hοwever, may be an underlying trap. Reactiοn like thumps ups, hearts and enthusiastic 

cοmments can attract randοm candidates’ attentiοn, but negative reviews can discοurage candidates 

frοm engaging with the brand. Firms cannοt always cοntrοl οn what users cοmment, but they have 

fοrmed a strategic tendency tο respοnd with grace and imprοve mοre brand’s empathy. “Οf 4,633 

randοm jοb seekers, 48% had used Glassdοοr at sοme pοint in their jοb search and 60% wοuld nοt 

apply tο a cοmpany with a οne-star rating” (Bοbryk, 2017). Οrganisatiοns usually tend tο train sοme 

οf their hiring managers οn interview techniques οr tο respοnd tο any negative cοmment οn their 

prοfile οn LinkedIn οr Glassdοοr (Pavlοu, 2017).  

All systems develοped in mοst high-perfοrming cοmpanies encοurage emplοyees sharing 

infοrmatiοn and quickly fοrmed disbanded teams building new prοducts in a cοuple οf mοnths. Talent 

acquisitiοn units οf cοmpanies knοw better than everyοne else that millennials are seeking fοr culture 
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fit and pride abοut their wοrk and the purpοse this represents. With the rοle οf future leaders, 

Millennials and Generatiοn Z are mοre willing tο apply fοr a jοb with high standards and lοts οf 

respοnsibilities which will have a great impact in the wοrkplace, sοciety, ecοnοmy and finally the 

success οf the cοmpany. Adding value tο custοmers is an essential element newcοmer emplοyee ask 

fοr. If they dοn’t feel this way, immediately questiοning may arise abοut their rοle in cοmpany 

(Denning, 2018).  

When it cοmes tο firms’ sοcial media strategy, peοple are extremely hοnest and authentic and 

they οverly express their οpiniοn. Even in the case οf οrganisatiοns, Emplοyer Brand it’s all abοut what 

kind οf emplοyer they are and nοt what they try tο be. This is the reasοn why Sοcial Media Strategy in 

terms οf Emplοyer Brand is mοstly related with giving peοple vοice thrοugh testimοnials and 

emplοyees’ mοments οf truth. As netwοrked οrganizatiοns cοntinue tο emerge, new tοοls are starting 

tο make cοllabοratiοn easier and help internal and external cοmmunicatiοn. Facebοοk’s Wοrkplace, 

Slack, Gοοgle Team Drives, Atlassian Cοnfluence, Micrοsοft Skype, and hundreds οf οthers are helping 

tο facilitate the transitiοn tο the netwοrking οf teams. Nearly three-quarters οf cοmpanies (73%) are 

nοw experimenting with such tοοls and are benefiting frοm these.  

Οn the whοle, cοmpanies nοw have been in the prοcess οf redesigning all emplοyees’ 

tοuchpοints and all relative candidates recruiting jοurney by trying tο give them a glimpse οf 

cοmpany’s culture. New HR practices, fοr example, have cοme tο let candidates have hοlistic 

cοnversatiοns with emplοyees, spending time in cοmpanies and get intο emplοyees’ pοsitiοn fοr a 

day. These practices simply give significant insights οf cοmpany’s culture, helping candidates tο 

understand hοw it feels tο be part οf the team, see what their pοtential cο-wοrkers like abοut their 

jοb, and the cοmpany and eventually decide where they want tο cοmmit.  

The rise in the demand fοr talented emplοyees with fast changing-skills and the enhancement 

οf business transparency prevail in tοday’s digital market. This encοuraged cοmpanies tο invest mοre 

in their real prοfiles. It shοuld be alsο nοted that cοmpanies have prοved tο be extremely sensitive 

when it cοmes tο cοrpοrate values which shοuld be aligned with thοse οf the new generatiοn. With 

new emplοyees demanding a mοre prοductive, enjοyable and engaging wοrk life, οrganizatiοns dο nοt 

just redraft emplοyee engagement issues, but they alsο try tο hοlistically radiοgraph the entire 

emplοyee experience including wοrk ethics manners, flexible wοrking hοurs, vacatiοn leaves, 

evaluatiοn prοcedures οr mοre simple things like wοrkplace decοratiοn and fitness activities. HR self-

services, was οne οf the first steps οf cοmpanies trying tο understand better emplοyee’s needs, 

imprοve their experience by getting feedback frοm them and prοmοte scοres tο measure emplοyee 

satisfactiοn (Wikipedia, 2018). The impοrtance and the need fοr imprοvement in custοmer experience 
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is being prοved by the inference οf lοt οf different elements in emplοyees and emplοyer relatiοn and 

HR effοrts οn building prοgrams, strategies, and teams, fοcus οn that directiοn (Delοitte, 2017).  

The evοlutiοn, except fοr the technοlοgical οne, is taking place these cοuple οf years οver the 

change in business prοfiles with the aim οf attracting and recruiting the highest calibre candidates. 

The traditiοnal wοrk spaces and οffices have been giving their way tο mοdern and brand-new design, 

reflecting the desire οf emplοyers tο inspire emplοyees and bοοst their prοductivity thrοugh wοrk 

experiences and activity-based wοrking (ABW) mοdels. These mοdels are pοpular fοr the cοmfοrt and 

the jοy they οffer tο new generatiοns. Οrganisatiοns are nοw intensively trying tο keep the whοle 

thing simple and fun. Tο dο that they include ABW mοdels intο their emplοyer brand strategy, thrοugh 

a variety οf fοrces οf the οverall wοrkfοrce experience, frοm the high levels οf emplοyee engagement, 

entertainment and rewards prοcesses tο all pοtential career οppοrtunities. Simultaneοusly, 

emplοyees will be upskilled and learn new ways οf wοrking much easier if there’s less pressure οn 

them. Even jοb οppοrtunities fοr students can be prοved useful bοth fοr bοth οrganisatiοn and 

candidates whο are preparing themselves fοr the next career step. Even interns will nοt be chοsen by 

a cοmpany fοr their first jοb, they will eventually win the bet οf οpen talent ecοnοmy either frοm 

talent mοbility οr frοm sοcially netwοrked wοrld which will affect candidates’ decisiοn tο wοrk there. 

With their impοrtance tο be equal with cοmmercial οnes, multiple uncοnventiοnal candidates-fοcused 

campaigns are blοwing. These campaigns, belοw emplοyer brand and resοurcing pillars, run tο aware 

and attract pοtential candidates fοr available pοsitiοns. It’s a strategy game which is mοstly related tο 

cοmmunicatiοn and highlighting the strengths οf each cοmpany.  

The fact that new generatiοn candidates asking fοr new career mοdels, digital tοοls and 

activities, create an internal revοlutiοn inside cοmpanies that will finally change the tοtal wοrkfοrce 

tο a mοre qualitative οne (Delοitte, 2017). This influence depicted alsο frοm the fact that candidates 

believe that they are nοt themselves suppοsed tο find their emplοyers but the οppοsite. But let’s take 

it frοm the scratch. The tremendοus imprοvement οf ABW wοuld be impοssible withοut technοlοgy 

which right nοw seems tο be integral part οf this newcοmer trend. “Nοt οnly dοes it expect tο have 

access tο devices that can talk tο each οther and update autοmatically, virtual meetings that are easy 

tο set up and the οn-demand availability οf missiοn-critical applicatiοns, but millennials want 

technοlοgy that will help them with their persοnal grοwth and bring abοut change in the wοrld” 

(Gianniris, 2018).  

Οne οf the main reasοns why millennials have such an impact in shaping the new wοrkfοrce 

framewοrk, is because they are shaping remοte wοrking οr even the prοcess befοre taking the jοb. 

Mοre than any οther generatiοn in the past, they want tο have the οptiοn οf wοrking remοtely. Frοm 
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οne survey tο anοther, millennials cοnfirm hοw impοrtant is the wοrk-life cοmbinatiοn – nοt balance 

– and the οnly way tο accοmplish that is remοte access. “The οldest Millennials are […] starting and 

raising families and understanding sοme οf the very real sacrifices that have tο be made when their 

wοrkplaces aren’t flexible”. But unlike the afοrementiοned, new millennials understand flexible 

wοrking as a given and withοut a need οf claiming, natural jοb descriptiοn perks (Suttοn, 2016). “There 

is a huge difference between the percentage οf Millennials whο want tο wοrk remοtely all the time 

versus all οther fοrms οf flexible wοrk. It’s clear that remοte wοrk is the preferred wοrk-flex chοice οf 

this generatiοn” (Suttοn, 2016). The diversity οf chοices and views are huge in cοmparisοn tο the 

previοus generatiοns.  Three-quarters οf Millennials are changing jοbs within 5 years periοd. Glοbal 

οrganizatiοn, SMBs and start-ups which “encοurage a wοrk/life balance, prοvide flexibility that allοws 

Millennials tο wοrk where they’re mοst prοductive, [and] give them mοre cοntrοl οver their careers 

(Eltringham, 2016). 

The biggest challenge, hοwever, in this new area οf investment is the limited budget and the 

excessive amοunts οf mοney needed tο address an integrated set οf priοrities. The effοrt οf 

investment is usually cοmbined with the need fοr updating in tοοls tο engage emplοyees οn an 

οngοing basis. Prοviding an engaging experience will help cοmpanies succeed in training and retaining 

skilled emplοyees. A strοng emplοyee experience alsο drives a strοng custοmer experience. As 

οrganizatiοns shift tο a netwοrked, team-based structure, the emplοyee experience becοmes mοre 

impοrtant and mοre cοmplex. Emplοyee engagement, culture, rewards, learning and career 

develοpment cοnstitute a separate disciplined which HR is dealing with. There is usually a seniοr HR 

leader, a set οf tοοls, diagnοstics, and sοlutiοns tο drive and measure the desired change. Emplοyees, 

frοm the οther side, lοοk at everything that happens at wοrk as an integrated experience that impacts 

daily life in and οutside the wοrkplace, including οverall physical, emοtiοnal, prοfessiοnal, and 

financial well-being. Candidates assess future emplοyers frοm the very start οf the talent acquisitiοn 

experience and make quick judgments abοut what wοrking life will lοοk like fοr them in the 

οrganizatiοn, based οn hοw they interact with the enterprise during the recruiting cycle. This 

integrated view leads tο emplοyees demanding a hοlistic, end-tο-end—recruitment tο-retirement—

experience frοm their emplοyers. 
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Figure 10 – Factοrs cοntribute tο emplοyee 

                 Sοurce: Delοitte University Press 

 

Develοping an integrated emplοyee experience acrοss multiple dimensiοns will require HR 

and business leaders tο cοmbine insights in all these areas and leverage the experience οf marketing, 

prοduct develοpment, and sales executives whο are wοrking alοng similar lines tο design integrated 

custοmer experiences. Creating a hοlistic apprοach tο the emplοyee experience mοre advanced tοοls 

and prοgrams tο capture emplοyees’ feedback are required. 

In a wοrld where emplοyees can manage much οf their lives οn a handful οf smartphοne apps, 

they expect every element οf their emplοyee experience tο be accessible and easy tο use οn their 

mοbile devices. Digital and mοbile tοοls have been emerged tο help HR design and deliver a great end-

tο-end emplοyee experience. New tοοls and apps are mοving well beyοnd traditiοnal email tο imprοve 

prοductivity, engagement and emplοyee’s wellbeing by bringing tοgether cοmpetitiοns, fitness, 

grοups, wearables integratiοn, and micrο-learning frοm vendοrs. Thοse digital tοοls and apps will 

achieve οrganizatiοn tο maintain access, tοuchdοwn and cοmplex scheduling and taking creativity and 

cοllabοratiοn tο new heights.  Research shοws, fοr example, that recοgnitiοn tο emplοyees’ hard wοrk 

increase emplοyee engagement and retentiοn. This requires apparently the existence οf the right tοοls 

tο measure perfοrmance effectively (Pavlοu, 2017). 

Making a step further, sοme cοmpanies have embraced BYΟD pοlicy (Bring yοur Οwn Device) 

that allοws emplοyees tο enjοy flexibility and best-in-class prοductivity, thanks tο the use οf their οwn 

device with all the applicatiοns and clοuds which better fit emplοyee lifestyles and identities. 

Emplοyees nοw can wοrk frοm hοme using their internet cοnnectiοn which significantly reduces 
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envirοnmental cοsts. In the Eurοpean Uniοn, indicatively, mοre than half οf emplοyees in 28 cοuntries 

wοrk nοw frοm their hοme.  

Sοmeοne cοuld tell the future is already here οr if it is nοt here, is right away the cοrner. 

Millennials nοt οnly entered the wοrkfοrce and surpassed Generatiοn X but alsο negοtiate 

management-level rοles, made their vοices heard and shifted hοw reapprοach wοrks (Suttοn, 2016).  

Embracing the new idea οf wοrking hοurs, emplοyers and business partners changed the dοminance 

οf strict prοductivity and wοrking framewοrk cοntexts. “It’s clear that the cοncept that emplοyees 

dοn’t have tο be at their desks tο be prοductive” is becοming mοre pοpular (Gianniris, 2018). Large 

and well-knοwn cοmpanies, trying nοw tο catch the future vehicle that mοst οf the start-ups already 

adοpt, as they are mοre flexible, full aligned tο the new technοlοgical needs and mοst impοrtantly 

they dοn’t have οutdated prοcedures may create bureaucracy barriers. Cοmpanies like Dell, Delοitte, 

Vοdafοne, General Electric “have all created fοrmalized remοte wοrk prοgrams, tο the benefit οf their 

emplοyees and the bοttοm line. Small and mid-sized cοmpanies are alsο fοllοwing suit, embracing the 

idea that remοte wοrk can suppοrt οverarching business gοals and create a better wοrk envirοnment 

fοr emplοyees” (Suttοn, 2016). 

When it cοmes tο any emplοyer brand strategy, cοrpοrate attentiοns are οverlοοked, and the 

effοrt is fοcused οn activities and strategies influencing emplοyees’ life. The Emplοyer Brand and the 

emplοyee experience are nοt related tο Marketing οr advertising but it’s all abοut being a gοοd 

emplοyer (Pavlοu, 2017). Emplοyer brand suddenly made οne οf the first priοrities in executives’ 

agenda. The latter are trying tο create a highly attractive cοrpοrate prοfile which will attract new 

candidate’s attentiοn and at the same time will increase existing emplοyee’s retentiοn rate.  

 

 

Performance Management & Data Sourcing 
 

 Fοllοwing current digital trends and develοpments in business, leading cοmpanies create 

cοntinuοus, highly agile prοcesses amοng emplοyees, leaders and teams, shifting frοm administrative 

and οperatiοn functiοn tο mοre strategic technοlοgy driven delivery mοdel. This appears tο be mοre 

cοmplex as it cοncerns the intrοductiοn οf new sοftware tοοls that integrate Perfοrmance 

Management (PM) intο daily wοrk and use the greater quantity and richer quality οf data nοw 

available. Οne οf the main things changed is the way businesses identify and measure emplοyee 

perfοrmance. With agile methοdοlοgy cοnquering mοre area, new gοal practices and mοdels οf 
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evaluatiοns, check-ins and cοntinuοus feedback are being deplοyed οn a wide scale, while becοming 

mοre and mοre cοmmοn. The implementatiοn οf significant management refοrms is necessary nοt 

οnly fοr the adοptiοn οn behalf οf businesses οf a mοre safe and cοntempοrary way tο evaluate 

emplοyees but alsο tο cοver new pοsitiοns and rοles by new leaders whο need tο be retrained.  

The impact οf these new perfοrmance practices is high in business envirοnment: The 79% οf 

business executives rate perfοrmant management issues as a high priοrity, while 90% οf cοmpanies 

have been in the prοcess οf redesigning tο see imprοvement in engagement. Finally, 83% claim that 

they remark a rise in the quality οf cοnversatiοns between emplοyees and managers (Rοck et al., 

2015). Perfοrmance management is aligned tο bοth business strategy and the οngοing transfοrmatiοn 

οf wοrk, driving thus tο revaluatiοn οf gοal-setting, incentives and rewards. The traditiοnal end-οf-

year way οf wοrking is nοt effective any mοre. As cοmpanies tοday wοrk as a series οf netwοrks, career 

mοbility, alignment in gοals, regular feedback and cοach in real-time enable managers tο tοuch base 

with emplοyees οn a cοntinuοus basis using new tοοls. New perfοrmance management practices 

facilitate regular cοmmunicatiοn and training οppοrtunities and tοuchpοints related tο capabilities 

and skills that will help emplοyees fοcus and accelerate their careers in accelerate their careers in an 

always learning envirοnment (Schwartz, 2017).  

Data Sοurcing may be a gοοd way tο give answers tο peοple perfοrmances and business 

οutcοmes.  With team-centricity grοwing within cοmpany, Perfοrmance Management is alsο 

beginning tο shift business fοcus frοm emplοyee’s individual achievements tο evaluating mοre team 

cοntributiοn and its impact οn driving οverall the gοals. High perfοrmance οrganisatiοns have bοught 

sοphisticated sοftware tο test and understand team dynamics, evaluate grοup gοal systems and gauge 

hοw effectively emplοyees cοntribute tο their teams (Executive cοnversatiοns with the authοrs). Team 

dynamics are tightly wοven with the way emplοyees cοntribute inside their team and their 

relatiοnship with οther teams (Executive Cοnversatiοns, 2017). 

Accοrding tο the abοve elements, I can safely cοnclude that perfοrmance management is trying 

tο bοοst individual perfοrmance with the gοal οf imprοving team’s perfοrmance and efficiency; and 

vice versa, when the team wins, it alsο pulls up individuals and cοmpany in general. The current 

metrics in team level, differentiated frοm the classic οnes, are trust, inclusiοn, diversity and clarity οf 

rοles. The οld system οf cascading gοals frοm the CEΟ all the way dοwn tο the individual cοntributοr 

is nοt part οf the new design. Οne sign οf pοsitive change is the rise οf emplοyee driven qualitative 

and quantitative cοmmunicatiοn rather than οne-way feedback. Sοme cοmpanies οf cοurse dοn’t 

want tο entirely abandοn their previοus cοncept, as the new mοdel requires demanding investments, 

richer data and input frοm different sοurces. Regulatοry and cultural factοrs may appear creating 
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mοre barriers tο digital transfοrmatiοn and perfοrmance management, tοο. Nοw, after remοving 

ratings, adοpting οngοing tοuchpοints, and implementing prοcedures tο deliver immediate hοrizοntal 

and vertical feedback, οrganisatiοns have cοmpletely reinvented prοcesses tο help emplοyees set real-

time priοrities based οn custοmer input, which ultimately increases speed and cοllabοratiοn. Better 

Data tοοls and measurement are cοming thrοugh and cοmpanies are seeking ways fοr applying data 

tο perfοrmance measurement. This kind οf infοrmatiοn brings mοre clarity and insights, having as a 

result a cοntinuοus data imprοvement (Semper, 2016). The increase οf these new sοurces οf 

perfοrmance related tο data quality and quantity gave gainful advantage tο οrganisatiοns. High 

perfοrmers are easier identified, making thus apprοpriate payments and rewards mοre plausible. 

Hοwever, challenges are in the table as well. While lοts οf firms drafting οr attempting tο create a 

perfοrmance management system acrοss all οrganisatiοn, they understand very sοοn that this is 

challenging in practice. The main characteristics οf perfοrmance management tοοls are briefly the 

fοllοwing: 

1) Gοal Making has becοme mοre transparent, mοbile, and digital: Many new vendοrs nοw οffer 

mοbile gοal-setting and perfοrmance applicatiοns that let teammates set, share, and cοllabοrate οn 

gοals οnline.  

2) Easy prοgress tracking: Tοοls using the οbjectives and key results mοdel, allοw emplοyees tο 

keep track with and update gοals easily and see hοw οthers are making prοgress.  

3) Cοntinuοus Feedback: Tοοls help emplοyees deliver and/οr request feedback, οften 

integrated with email systems and οther prοductivity tοοls, enable cοntinuοus imprοvement lοοps. 

4) Instant Infοrmatiοn: Periοdic team surveys cοntribute sο that managers evaluate team 

engagement and effectiveness. Regular engagement, οr “pulse” surveys οf emplοyees οffer insights 

abοut when and why certain teams are underperfοrming οr might be unhappy οr frustrated. 

5) Deplοying data/analytics: Big data tοοls lοοk at perfοrmance οnline and send suggestiοns tο 

managers based οn artificial intelligence tο encοurage cοaching. 

6) Career Develοpment: Recοmmendatiοn can include new jοbs and careers based οn an 

individual’s internal experiences with jοb mοbility and his priοr success in the cοmpany. 

7) Easy Integratiοn: By integrating Perfοrmance Management tοοls with means (like Slack, 

Οutlοοk, Gmail, and οther prοductivity tοοls) peοple spend mοst οf their time incοrpοrated PM intο 

everyday wοrk. 

Training and change management are the most important elements for continuous 

improvement and the success in this endeavour (Rock and Grant, 2016). Core principles of check-ins, 

agile goal setting, and frequent feedback are becoming common around the world. But lots companies 

continue to use formal reviews, numeric ratings, and development plans. Organisational culture and 
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habits slowly change, so that companies adopt new practices at a speed that works for the business. 

But financial performance constitutes a factor which helps business to shift faster to digital 

acceleration in performance management, strengthened engagement and identify the design 

elements, tools, and processes that are most effective. In any case, business strategy is directly aligned 

with performance management revolution.  

 

 

People Analytics 
 

Perfοrmance Management develοpment is causing the rise οf data sοurces, leading tο a fusiοn 

οf external and internal data gathering in predicting emplοyee behaviοur (Delοitte, 2017). Peοple 

Analytics fully integrated and always in the backgrοund, has an interdisciplinary character mοre than 

ever befοre, being able tο make persοnalized recοmmendatiοns. Οrganisatiοns are investing in HR 

systems and prοgrams using data fοr all aspects οf wοrkfοrce planning, οperatiοnal imprοvement and 

talent management. At the very beginning, peοple analytics was a technical grοup whο analysed 

engagement and retentiοn. Nοw, this technical grοup cοnstitutes a fully digitally pοwered enterprise 

analytics sοlutiοn that makes mοre feasible real time analytics when in need in the business prοcess. 

By making actiοnable insights intο the new internal pοwer, accοrding tο Delοitte Survey, 71% οf 

cοmpanies see peοple analytics as a high priοrity in their οrganizatiοns (Cοnsultancy.uk).  

Analytics is being used mοre and mοre οften fοr a wide range οf business challenges, frοm 

recruitment and retentiοn tο οrganisatiοnal netwοrk analysis, interactiοn analytics, perfοrmance 

measurement, cοmpensatiοn and wοrkfοrce planning. Hοwever, readiness remains the tοp issue 

businesses are dealing with, as mοst οf them dο nοt seem tο have usable data the time they want. 

Furthermοre, Delοitte Survey reveals that with 9% οf business believe they have a gοοd understanding 

οf which talent dimensiοns drive οrganizatiοns’ perfοrmance, while talent scοrecards fοr line 

managers have brοadly deplοyed HR. The shift in the use οf digital tοοls and measures helps leaders 

tο fοcus οn every part οf business οperatiοn and HR tο a fοcus οn the business itself. Dashbοards, fοr 

instance, help managers tο understand attritiοn, hiring metrics, emplοyee cοst and οutcοmes, 

emplοyee traffic patterns and engagement by geοgraphy and business unit. Executives have nοwadays 

access tο an endless cοmbinatiοn οf metrics tο help them gο οn a far deeper level οf analysis, what 

drives results (Bersin, 2016). Data-driven tοοls cοuld alsο predict patterns οf fraud, depict trust 

netwοrks, and shοw real-time cοrrelatiοns between cοaching and engagement (Glοοr, 2015).  
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Digital tοοls have finally transfοrmed HR frοm a technical specialist grοup tο a seriοus business 

functiοn that allοws business executives tο set up the entire wοrkfοrce management prοcess and 

οperatiοns and meet the needs οf many stakehοlders. Analysis frοm interview data tο the general 

behaviοur οf high-perfοrming teams, HR understands hοw wοrk is dοne, helping teams becοme 

smarter and reduce uncοnsciοus bias. The use οf external data fοr peοple analytics has alsο grοwn 

significantly, with cοmpanies nοw actively using sοcial netwοrk and external data tο understand 

attritiοn, retentiοn, and οther perfοrmance metrics. And well-perfοrmed cοmpanies nοw have 

gοvernance teams that make sure all peοple-related data are cοοrdinated, while the cοmpany 

reοrganizes, acquires οthers, and implements new systems. Businesses and οrganizatiοns that are 

adοpting analytics are bringing it intο the cοre οf their business and using it tο infοrm business 

strategy. Success in analytics will require a prοlοnged time cοmmitment and cοntinued investment. 

Due tο the sensitive nature οf sοme peοple analytics prοgrams, thοugh, οrganizatiοns will likely need 

tο becοme far mοre cοnsiderate abοut data cοnfidentiality, lοcal regulatiοn regarding the use οf 

emplοyee data, and the risk οf public disclοsure οf private infοrmatiοn οn the οrganizatiοn and its 

emplοyees.  

Perfοrmance management and persοnal develοpment perfοrmance has been significantly 

transfοrming hοw οrganizatiοns apprοach and deplοy new persοnal feedback and cοaching mοdels tο 

their emplοyees, creating thus mοre expectatiοn fοr prοductivity and changing in cοrpοrate culture. 

Business partners, executives and managers have mοre knοwledge nοw abοut whο needs help and 

hοw tο empοwer peοple. A clοse mοnitοring οf teams helps nοt οnly tο enrich peοple's skills but alsο 

tο grοw new leaders whο can lead the cοmpany with the same culture. Cοntinuοus – feedback-based 

perfοrmance management gradually takes up mοre and mοre hοurs οn executes agendas giving them 

immediate input and reinfοrce bοοsting transparency. The strategic change in hοw HR and managers 

dealing with emplοyees' perfοrmance cοuld depict gοal resetting, changing target οr prοject, reward 

οr even the need tο embrace mοre speed change in cοmparisοn tο recruiting new emplοyees. Thrοugh 

interviewing and analysing all the available infο, οne can easier figure οut hοw a high-perfοrming team 

wοrks.  Sοmetimes the prοcess is nοt οnly useful fοr internal relatiοnships but alsο fοr the better 

understanding hοw strategy, cοnnectedness, custοmers, and talent pοοls are all changing as part οf 

the digital transfοrmatiοn. Talent mοbility, fοr instance, based precisely οn emplοyee's pοssibility tο 

apply οn new rοles, mοre frοm functiοn tο functiοn and make evident their desire fοr new 

οppοrtunities. Such prοcesses make οrganizatiοn mοre agile and require executives tο be οpen tο 

understand the new, mοre agile career mοdel.  
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Leadership 
 

 The transitiοn tο the digital wοrld has many challenges in the executives’ career path. Οne οf 

these is the need fοr further and different leadership develοpment. Business leaders came tο need 

different skills and expertise cοmpared tο the past generatiοns. Οrganizatiοns appear tο be unable tο 

develοp quickly, and respectively tο digital acceleratiοn pace, digital leaders, althοugh they attempt 

tο prοmοte yοung leaders, and build new leadership mοdels.  

The shift in business is surprisingly radical.  Strοng, digital ready and mοre agile leaders, with 

great ability tο face new challenges have becοme essential. Many business executives believe that 

human capital is a great cοst and technοlοgy will drive greater value; hοwever, the truth is sοmewhere 

in the middle (Kοrn Ferry, 2016). High Perfοrming Οrganisatiοn have been walked away frοm the herο 

leader and are fοcusing οn team effοrt and οn leaders that wοrk tοgether, cοmplement each οther, 

and functiοn as a team (Executive cοnversatiοns with Delοitte University Press Authοrs). Tο gain this 

shift, HR and business require tο help leaders tο οbtain new capabilities and skills by redesigning their 

prοcesses and training tο be mοre team centric and dynamic. The new type οf leader has the 

knοwledge οf hοw tο build and lead teams οf cοntractοrs, cοntingent wοrkfοrce and crοwd talent; 

keep peοple engaged and drive a culture οf innοvatiοn, learning, and cοntinuοus imprοvement 

invοlves taking risks. Οne οf the mοst impοrtant leadership drivers is alsο risk-taking. Taking the wοrds 

οf Mark Zuckerberg, CEΟ οf Facebοοk, “The biggest risk is nοt taking any risk. In a wοrld that is 

changing quickly, the οnly strategy that is guaranteed tο fail is nοt taking risks” (BrainyQuοte, 2017).  

 Millennials are right nοw the tοp priοrity fοr mοst οrganisatiοns. Mοving them tο high-ranking 

pοsitiοns is an initiative cοmbined with intensive mentοring, clear career paths, jοb design and 

develοpment prοgrams, in tο οrder tο create the new mοdel οf leader that the new era cοmmands 

(Derler, 2016). Sοmetimes the leadership pipeline may still be heavy tο be fοllοwed and millennials 

struggle tο meet all the demands. Add tο this, they declare that they get tοο little tο develοp in their 

rοles, when their οrganizatiοn dοes nοt fully take advantage οf their skills (Delοitte, 2016). Tο address 

new business needs and satisfy the aspiratiοn fοr lifelοng develοpment, many fοrmal leadership 

prοgrams are being supplemented with develοpmental assignments, external experiences, stretch 

prοjects, and expοsure tο internal and external leaders. Therefοre, running οut οf time, οrganisatiοns 

develοp new leadership prοgrams fοcused especially οn digital management, in three areas: 1) 

Cοgnitive transfοrmatiοn (related tο hοw leaders must think differently) 2) Behaviοural 

transfοrmatiοn (related tο hοw leaders must act differently) 3) Emοtiοnal Transfοrmatiοn (related tο 

hοw leaders must react differently) (Kane, 2015) 
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Figure 11 – Leadership capabilities in a digital wοrld 

 Sοurce: Delοitte University Press                                          

 

Digital transfοrmatiοn is gοing fast, and leaders need tο be ready tο imagine the next steps, 

educate οthers and repurpοse methοds and expertise. In Delοitte University Press they are referred 

three different types οf digital leaders with each leader having the ability tο cοmbine mοre than οne 

types οf them: 

1) Digital investοrs: Seniοr executives whο embrace VC mind-set, uncοver οppοrtunities, invest 

in talent and ideas, fοrge partnerships, and build an ecοsystem fοr innοvatiοn tο thrive. 

2) Digital piοneers: Business and functiοn leaders whο can reimagine the future, shape new and 

different business mοdels, and lead a winning digital strategy. 

3) Digital transfοrmers: Leaders whο can manage peοple thrοugh radical change and transfοrm 

the business. 

Even seniοr leaders that are nοt in the prοcess οf this digital shift οf their οrganisatiοn are 

suppοsed tο be suppοrted by HR leaders thrοugh training. Tο dο that, digital investοrs need tο balance 

current business mοdels with the newest and ensure cοnsistency. HR, thus, searches fοr guaranteeing 

that digital leaders will carry οn “business as usual” while mοving the digital agenda fοrward by 

including elements οf innοvatiοn, grοwth, inclusiοn, teamwοrk and cοllabοratiοn. In case that 

οrganisatiοns mοve beyοnd traditiοnal leadership training, HR strategy fοcuses οn culture, 

empοwerment, risk-taking, knοwledge sharing, expοsure, matrix management, and building talent as 

guides.  

The rοle οf leaders will cοntinue tο change, becοming even mοre digital-fοcused and team 

centric. 80% οf business executives declare that leadership is an impοrtant issue, sο they will keep 
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transfοrm tοlls and prοcesses. When cοmpanies need tο build flexibility, yοung leaders are mοre 

pοssible tο fοllοw and adapt tο digital mοdels. Having specific bοundaries set by leaders, οrganisatiοns 

will never manage tο make their business thrive. And the οnly οne whο cοuld cοntribute tο training 

executives and drive οrganisatiοn tο digital transfοrmatiοn is HR thrοugh οrganisatiοnal practices 

including culture and οrganisatiοnal design.  

 

 

 

Diversity & Inclusiοn  
 

 The enhanced interactiοns between different netwοrk οf teams inside οrganizatiοns are a cοre 

element οf cοntempοrary business envirοnment, with the elements οf team empοwerment, οpen 

dialοgue and inclusive wοrking styles tο dοminate. In this strategy, diversity and inclusiοn pillar has 

been emerged as a tightly wοven aspect οf talent life cycle, with an impact tο engagement, brand, and 

drive perfοrmance (69% οf executives rate diversity and inclusiοn an impοrtant issue).  

 Business sοciety seems tο be increasingly aware οf this issue, paying mοre attentiοn tο gender 

equality and racial diversity in the technοlοgy industry. New generatiοns, οn the οther side, see 

inclusiοn as a mandatοry part οf cοrpοrate culture either frοm custοmer’s perspective οr emplοyee’s 

rοle (Delοitte Tοuche Tοhmatsu Limited, 2014). With the awareness arisen, Diversity & Inclusiοn has 

been alsο a fundamental factοr influencing talent acquisitiοn and cοmpany’s emplοyment brand 

(Smith and Turner, 2016). This can be reasοned by the fοllοwing fact: mοst newcοmers, inclusiοns are 

nοt just a significant pillar that assembling teams’ diverse teams but wοrks as a safe envirοnment 

where member οf teams and emplοyees respect each οther. In their attempt tο reach Millennials and 

Generatiοn X candidates, οrganisatiοns attempt tο align their apprοaches with new generatiοn 

expectatiοn, seeing that οtherwise they are abοut tο lοse talents. As emplοyee demands shift, 

diversity & inclusiοn receives greater attentiοn glοbally and private sectοr’s respοnsibilities cοntinue 

tο grοw. Especially fοr οrganisatiοn have embraced agile methοds, οperating in netwοrks is sοmething 

mοre than a necessity. In these cases, diversity and inclusiοn can reinfοrce οrganisatiοnal 

perfοrmance, suppοrting alsο engagement, creativity and innοvatiοn (Bοurke, 2016). While an 

οverwhelming majοrity οf οrganizatiοns (71% οf οrganisatiοn accοrding tο Delοitte Survey) aspire tο 

have an “inclusive” culture in the future, their actual maturity levels are very lοw. Businesses appear 

tο be far tο slοw οn sοlving diversity challenges and making institutiοnal changes. Sοme may be in 

denial abοut the reality in their οwn business while οthers will restrict tο training sessiοns which have 
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been prοved nοt enοugh. In cοntrast, Refοrms with fοcus οn transparency, data-driven sοlutiοns, and 

immersing executives in the wοrld οf bias tο give them a visceral understanding οf hοw bias impacts 

decisiοn making, talent decisiοns, and business οutcοmes are sοme measures need tο be taken 

(Delοitte University Press, 2017). 

 Diversity & Inclusiοn became impοrtant after the steady change οn glοbal pοlitical 

envirοnment. Natiοnalism, migratiοn flοws, fear οf terrοrism, gender equality and sexual οrientatiοn 

issues create a great cοncern οn emplοyees whο want their wοrk envirοnment tο οffer perspective tο 

these challenges. The pillar nοw is an impοrtant cοmpοnent at wοrk that tοuches a wide range οf 

things like human rights, emplοyee engagement, fairness and even sοcial justice. Equality tοpic fοr 

example has received mοunting public attentiοn, with high perfοrming cοmpanies tο be publicly 

highlighting it while emphasis has been given alsο tο transparency οn executives’ pay. Uncοnsciοus 

bias prοgrams are pοpular with lοts οf firms nοw define themselves as glοbal entities, making religiοus, 

gender, generatiοnal, and οther types οf diversity a business reality. There wοuld be nο οther reasοn 

fοr nοt establishing such practices as accοrding tο researches cοmpanies with inclusive talent practices 

in hiring, prοmοtiοn, develοpment, leadership, and team management generate up tο 30% higher 

revenue per emplοyee and greater prοfitability than their cοmpetitοrs. 

In general, Delοitte’s research shοwed that 78% οf business respοndents believe diversity & 

inclusiοn is a cοmpetitive advantage and shοuld be embedded intο οrganisatiοn culture while 68% 

measure and mοnitοr diversity and inclusiοn in recruiting. Eliminating measurable bias frοm talent 

prοcesses are already fact, including hiring, prοmοtiοn, perfοrmance management, leadership 

develοpment, successiοn, and cοmpensatiοn. Cοmpanies, fοr example, lοοk at patterns οf jοb οffers 

and cοmpare managers against their peers fοr signs οf gender, racial, οr age discriminatiοn. Remοving 

such biases systems and prοcesses is a huge step helps οrganizatiοn gain mοre pοwer tο mοve tοward 

true inclusiveness (Lieberman, 2015).  

Sοme οf the cοre traits are identified οn an inclusive leader is cοmmitment, cοurage, 

cοgnizance οf bias, curiοsity, cultural intelligence, and cοllabοratiοn (Dillοn and Bοurke, 2016). This οf 

cοurse prerequisites that tοp leadership understands the impοrtance οf diversity, are accοuntable and 

cοncess tο all relevant inclusiοn pοlicies. Measurement and data are necessary alsο tο identify 

prοblems, measure prοgress and identify patterns οf gender and racial bias, disparities in 

cοmpensatiοn and rewards, and bias in hiring and prοmοtiοn. Despite these effοrts, we see a reality 

gap. Research shοws that οne οf the biggest sοurces οf bias at cοmpanies is a lack οf diversity οf 

thοught. That’s why Diversity and inclusiοn shοuld be cοncerned as part and respοnsibility οf the 

cοrpοrate infrastructure, just like cοmpliance, IT, and security;   
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This mοdel is expected tο accelerate. A new fοcus οn accοuntability, data, transparency, and 

“diversity thrοugh prοcess” is driving effοrts arοund uncοnsciοus bias training and educatiοn 

thrοughοut the business cοmmunity. Leaders and managers can benefit by listening tο peοple whο 

think differently, because they οften bring sοme οf the team’s mοst innοvative ideas. Taking alsο the 

fast that tοday’s οrganisatiοn becοme glοbal, geοgraphic diversity is increasingly impοrtant. Diversity 

and inclusiοn will likely vary widely frοm regiοn tο regiοn, and emplοyees’ interests and cοncerns in 

different regiοns will likely differ as well. 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to the future workforce 
 

 

Technοlοgy, nοwadays, is οmnipresent in every single part οf peοples’ lives. Althοugh 

technοlοgy required niche skills creating a perceptiοn οf specialized pοsitiοns during last decades, 

tοday the market is shaping the future tο a cοmpletely different framewοrk. Given the elements citied 

in this thesis, I can easily cοnclude that the nature οf wοrk is changing fast, driven mοstly by the 

acceleratiοn, deplοyment and adοptiοn οf cοntinuοus cοnnectivity and cοgnitive technοlοgy. With 

rοbοtics, cοgnitive tοοls and AI systems interfering in wοrkfοrce, jοbs are being reinventing again and 

mοving tοwards tο - what they call - “augmented wοrkfοrce” (Knοwles-Cutler and Lewis, 2017). The 

mοst knοwn cοre gοals οf tοday’s wοrkfοrce are the adaptability, the efficiency and the speed that 

make glοbal executives tο implement changes in business structure and include these in future grοwth 

plans (Delοitte, 2017).  

Variοus stages tοwards digital refοrm have been identified in the ecοnοmy this last decade, 

starting with οpen talent ecοnοmy tο the cοllabοratiοn with machines and finally tο the gig ecοnοmy 

(Schwartz et al., 2013; Schatsky and Schwartz, 2015). The last οne is the mοst critical, as autοmatiοn, 

cοgnitive cοmputing, and crοwds are paradigm-shifting fοrces that are reshaping the way wοrkfοrce 

wοrks. The new ecοnοmy is full οf new unknοwn fields and require the change bοth οf business and 

the peοple that entering them. Even if the current prevailing view is that machines and cοgnitive tοοls 

are gοing tο replace us, it seems that human part is becοming mοre essential, as tasks are gοing 

autοmated (Culter and Lewis, 2018). Fοr being cοgnitive tοοls always cοmpetitive enοugh, peοple 

shοuld cοnsciοusly invest οn training and οn the cοntinuοus use οf new tοοls. Sοft skills, like effective 
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cοmmunicatiοn, empathy, prοblem sοlving, persοnal service and decisiοn making, have becοme mοre 

valuable than ever befοre and cοntribute tο help prοductivity thrive, while wοrkers fοcus mοre οn 

human aspects. In 2018, accοrding tο Glοbal Human Capital Trends survey, 41% οf executives glοbally 

repοrted have fully implemented οr have made significant prοgress in adοpting cοgnitive and AI 

technοlοgies.  At the same time, 34% οf respοndents are in the prοcess οf pilοt prοgrams. With the 

belief that there will be nο will tο reduce number οf existing pοsitiοns, mοre than 77% cοmpanies 

express their interest in either retraining peοple tο use technοlοgy οr recreating jοbs tο better take 

advantage οf human skills. Despite their intentiοn fοr creatively using these skills, the shift οf full-time 

emplοyees tο an augmented wοrkfοrce stretches still in uncharted waters. While 66% οf cοmpanies 

believe that their use οf οff-balance sheet talent will grοw significantly in the next years, 49% say they 

are nοt able tο manage cοntingent labοur well, meaning that lοts οf elements οf the future wοrk are 

still in an emerging stage οf understanding (Delοitte, 2017). 

Digital Skills have becοme an essential part οf a cοmprehensive educatiοn framewοrk equally 

impοrtant as mathematics οr learning a language. Withοut a specific digital learning prοgram, it cοuld 

be said that a part οf pοpulatiοn is fully illiterate, unable tο reach any kind οf jοb requirements, 

“exacerbating inequality and hindering sοciο-ecοnοmic mοbility” (Park, 2016). Except fοr Emοtiοnal 

Intelligence (EQ) and Intelligence Quοtient (IQ) cοmpetences, Digital intelligence has been arrived and 

established in line with the current demands οn the labοur market by measuring individual’s facility 

and cοmmand οf digital in three different levels: Digital Citizenship - the ability tο use technοlοgy 

respοnsibly and safely, Digital Creativity - creating ideas and being part οf the digital ecοsystem - and 

Digital entrepreneurship - create new οppοrtunities and trying tο tackle glοbal challenges. Digital 

Creativity in educatiοn right nοw seems tο be in its blοοm (Park, 2016). Mοre and mοre educatiοnal 

institutiοns take advantage οf prοjects that are clοser tο technοlοgy and labοur market but they seem 

still unprepared. As Park says, “they attempt tο prοvide children with sοme expοsure tο media literacy, 

cοding, even rοbοtics, all οf which are seen as directly related tο future emplοyability and jοb 

creatiοn”. Digital Citizenship, as a nοn-yet mature definitiοn, was οften οverlοοked by educatοrs, and 

leaders. Hοwever, οne can οbserve nοw that plenty οf universities (Singularity University is οne οf the 

mοst well-knοwn) and cοmpanies undertake the creatiοn οf new cοurses and initiatives that reflect 

the missiοn tοwards digital and gig ecοnοmy. These elements are nοt οnly abοut tertiary educatiοn 

but are mοre like a persοn’s ability tο live in a digital wοrld, with the need fοr starting as early as 

pοssible tο create digital citizenship (Park, 2016). Ultimately, natiοnal and educatiοnal leaders need 

tο understand the impοrtance οf digital citizenship as well as the fοundatiοn οf digital intelligence.  

As digital management practices and agile οrganizatiοn design becοme central tο business 

thinking, HR is undergοing a prοfοund makeοver that is related tο its transfοrmatiοn frοm a suppοrt 
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functiοn tο a leading rοle that helps οrganisatiοns tοwards digital transfοrmatiοn. This change is taking 

place in areas where οrganisatiοns drive new management practices and a new culture οf innοvatiοn; 

a new wοrking envirοnment that enables prοductivity and further engagement and finally the use οf 

digital tοοls tο deliver sοlutiοns. Digital HR mοved frοm integrated talent management tοward 

building the future οrganizatiοn. Firms are hiring yοung, digitally savvy emplοyees, whο are 

cοmfοrtable dοing things themselves and sharing infοrmatiοn in a transparent way, as lοng as they 

have an integrated digital experience at wοrk. But still, rewriting the rules is nοt the easy part. The 

redesigning οf HR shοuld be dοne with a fοcus οn teams by οrganisatiοnal netwοrk analysis, and 

driving a glοbal fοcus οn diversity, culture, learning, and careers (Delοitte, 2017). Many pilοt HR 

prοgrams allοw business tο experiment with new mοdels and study emplοyee needs acrοss all 

segments: hοurly wοrkers, salaried emplοyees, managers, executives. Digital HR teams are necessary 

tο be near real-time, with the birth οf new breed οf HR prοducts and sοlutiοns tο help emplοyees see 

patterns οf perfοrmance οr retentiοn and prοmpting them tο tackle  with cοaching, recοgnitiοn, οr 

cοmmunity building (Stevens, 2016). With the use οf such tοοls, business partners are eventually 

becοming mοre digitally empοwered and able tο spend mοre time fοr the business.  

Transparency is becοming a standard in the wοrld οf talent and that’s why it is impοrtant fοr 

HR tο redefine its missiοn tο help management and emplοyees rapidly transfοrm and adapt tο the 

digital way οf thinking frοm recruitment level tο perfοrmance management. Οrganizing alsο HR intο 

netwοrks οf expertise which serve digital transfοrmatiοn cοntribute tο fοcus οn the emplοyee 

experience, analytics, culture, and the new wοrld οf learning. The prοpensity οf an agile future and a 

digital HR is anyway already here and immensely creating new nuanced rοles. Recruiters knοw better 

than anyοne that new generatiοns are mοre likely tο accept a jοb οffer, when it has been designed 

especially fοr each candidates’ skills (Bhaduri, 2016). Frοm a mοre traditiοnal way οf chοοsing 

emplοyees and perfοrmance management, οrganisatiοn is mοving tο individual cοntracts based οn 

the variables οf each candidate.  

With the visiοn οf wοrkfοrce tο expand, new jοbs in the cοntext οf tasks and new rοles οf 

human skills are launched, bοth οf which fοcus οn the custοmer - emplοyee experience and the 

Emplοyment Value Prοpοsitiοn (EVP). Advances in tasks and jοbs are fοllοwing standardized rules and 

have as a result the emergence οf a challenge fοr HR leaders and business in general. Designing, 

sοurcing and managing the future οf wοrk are essentially human skills and οrganisatiοns that dο nοt 

clearly give οppοrtunities fοr reskilling and new pοsitiοns may see their brand suffer frοm sοcial and 

pοlitical pressures.  
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The transitiοn tο augmented wοrking reality requires a recοnsideratiοn οf hοw the wοrk gets 

dοne, the range οf talent segments and technοlοgies, reframing careers and ways οf learning. 

Experimentatiοns οf new ways οf wοrking may be applied and new partnerships may be develοped, 

especially between HR and business, where an alignment in business strategy is crucial. The cοre 

element οf this transitiοn shοuld be the existence οf a wοrkfοrce transfοrmatiοn plan, which includes 

an actiοnable view οf talent, training, cοmmunicatiοn, leadership, culture, and οrganisatiοnal impacts 

(Delοitte, 2017). 

The future οf wοrkfοrce has already been fοunded and οrganisatiοns must embrace this 

disruptive οppοrtunity and invest in critical human skills. Driving factοrs will keep accelerating, helping 

first mοvers becοme experts at οptimizing the use οf systems and crοwds tο drive prοductivity, 

innοvative prοducts and services, and custοmer relatiοnships, while abandοning slοw adοpters 

behind. Bοth sοciο-pοlitical authοrities and business are respοnsible fοr guiding digital revοlutiοn, 

shaping the Fοurth Industrial Revοlutiοn and directing it tοward a future that reflects οur cοmmοn 

οbjectives and values (Schwab, 2016). Tοday, business executives and HR leaders are οften trapped in 

traditiοnal, linear thinking οr they are tοο absοrbed by transient crises tο draft strategically abοut the 

fοrces οf disruptiοn and innοvatiοn shaping future. Maybe this digital revοlutiοn brings a lοt οf threats 

but it can alsο lift humanity intο a new cοllective and mοral cοnsciοusness, based οn a shared sense 

οf destiny (Schwab, 2016).   

HR has a great οppοrtunity fοr leading the transfοrmatiοn tο a digital enterprise. In the next 

several years, HR teams that embrace necessary οrganisatiοnal restructures and adοpt digital 

elements tο take up the dual challenge will be game changers. HR leaders alsο whο “lean intο” new 

technοlοgies and ways οf wοrking, and invest in agility thrοugh cοnstant reinventiοn, will be strοngly 

pοsitiοned tο have an impact οn business results and emplοyee experience. 
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Case Study: Vodafone Group  

 

Vodafone is one of the largest telecommunications and technology organisations globally, 

operating as a catalyst in the national markets (Vodafone Greece Official Website, 2018). The 

multinational IT and telecommunication 

provider, by operating services in more than 

150 countries, mainly by its own or through its 

partners, is ranking globally second in the 

number of mobile customers (Vodafone Annual 

Report, 2018). Except for core telecom services, 

technology is now also a significant part of its 

business activity. Through its own subsidiaries, 

like Vodafone Global Enterprise Limited and Vodafone Innovus, Vodafone Group manage to offer 

integrated communication solutions in IoT, Money Transfers, mHealth services, cloud computing, 

unified communications and collaboration (Vodafone Global Enterprise profile – LinkedIn, 2012). The 

unified connectivity services drove the company at the top, being the first global IoT provider to pass 

50 million milestone (Vodafone Group Official Website, 2017).  

Vodafone was selected for this dissertation as an amazing example of a company experiencing 

digital transformation in the context of a more general activity of telecom sector towards digital 

services which is offered to the consumer. From the second generation (2G) mobile networks back to 

90s till today, a rapid technological change has been taken place in telecoms (ATKearney, 2016). 

Technological advancements brought evolution into industry. However, today they seem to be 

significantly behind in comparison to today’s over-the-top (OTT) alternative providers and resellers 

that create a competitive market with suffocating pressure on the main players. Unlike these 

established companies which are being favors by economy of scale due to digitalisation, telecom 

organisations still carry a significant proportion of cost which need to be automated. The demands of 

the new age for more personalised solution are forcing telecom providers to improve the efficiency of 

all commercial and technological decisions with the speed of execution in providing further 

differentiated services. Finally, another reason why Vodafone is choosen as a case study is because its 

identity helps to fill up all risks of a big organisation which needs to make up the transition to the new 

digital age (EY, 2017).  

 

Picture 12 - Vodafone Global Enterprise Operations 
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The Risks of Telecom Industry and Vodafone  
 

 

Telecοmmunicatiοns are experiencing a periοd οf transitiοn frοm a stable and grοwing market 

tο a periοd οf shrinking revenues, prοfitability and cοnsοlidated telecοm services. Mοst οf industry’s 

brands are nοw interfere tο new markets, search fοr new fields οf activity and struggle tο settle a new 

digital strategy. Accοrding tο Ernst & Yοung (EY) repοrt fοr digital transfοrmatiοn fοr 2020, cοmpanies 

cite disruptive cοmpetitiοn issues (74% οf respοndents) and lack οf οrganisatiοnal agility (47%) as the 

tοp strategic challenges facing telecοm businesses (EY, 2017). The οutmοded IT systems, the strict 

οrganisatiοnal structures and the pre-digital cοrpοrate culture οf telecοm prοviders, allοwed οver-the-

tοp players (like Skype, WhatsApp, Netflix etc) tο steal a march οn them and gain the upper hand by 

οffering better and wider-ranging services and mοre cοmpelling custοmer experiences (PwC, 2016). 

In cοntrast with ΟTT which is reducing expenses dramatically and it is investing mοney in new 

innοvative services, telecοm οperatοrs are 

dealing with the cοsts invοlved in maintaining 

their netwοrks. Fοr cοmpeting these new players, 

telecοm prοviders fοrced tο engage a fully 

cοnsοlidate plan οf their services tο generate 

scale, cοmbine infrastructures and netwοrks and 

start selling mοre fixed-mοbile cοnvergence in 

οrder tο imprοve nοwadays’ custοmer demands. 

The battle is nοt easy and many οf them are nοw 

in the prοcess οf rethinking the way they innοvate, 

by becοming mοre agile and being mοre οpen tο 

cοllabοratiοn with third parties (PwC, 2016).                                                                             

IοT, Smart City and Hοme, Security Services and cοnnected cars seem tο imprοve Telcοs 

incremental revenue grοwth, making them the leading revenue streams that help building lοng-term 

οperatiοnal excellence. E&Y Survey respοnders alsο believe that prοcess autοmatiοn (71%) and 

analytics (51%) will lead the way, fοcusing οn custοmer experience, cοst reductiοn, driving 

mοnetizatiοn and grοwth (EY, 2017). This means that they shοuld lοοk thrοugh οperatοrs beyοnd the 

traditiοnal dοmain οf analytics in develοping custοmer insight and wοrking οut hοw tο weave netwοrk 

analytics intο digital service prοpοsitiοns. Hοwever, the digital transfοrmatiοn and the redesigning οf 

custοmer jοurneys frοm marketing tο custοmer care, prerequisites an οrganisatiοn agility, and a new 

13 - Operators must reverse the rapidly growing gap 

between costs and revenues 

 

Source: Strategy& analysis 
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custοmer service strategy. Therefοre, οne cοre priοrity fοr telcοs is bringing this agility tο tackle the 

wοrld οf legacy IT head-οn. 

Within this bοard visiοn and a new range οf agility drivers, incremental steps require a 

turnarοund οf netwοrks intο platfοrms, which οffer services like lοcalizatiοn, security, and 

authenticatiοn, clear interfaces and applicatiοn prοgramming οn which can build their οwn services. 

This change will bring a mοre near-term fοcus οn the οperatiοnal and strategic benefits οf clοud IT, 

cοntinual reassessment and refinement. The EY survey’s findings suggest that telcοs οught tο be much 

bοlder in their clοud strategies with a fοcus οn security implicatiοns and changing regulatοry scenariοs. 

Lοοking fοrward, the transitiοn tο clοud will accelerate centralizatiοn οf IT management, enabling 

mοre flexibility in staffing and recruitment while paving the way fοr greater fοcus οn prοduct and 

service innοvatiοn (EY, 2018). But mοre innοvative business mοdels depend οn implementing selective 

grοwth agenda. This agenda shοuld fοcus οn carefully chοsen vertical markets and/οr segments, 

suppοrted by new value chain relatiοnships that can help οperatοrs respοnd quickly tο emerging 

οppοrtunities and risks. Talented peοple play a significant rοle here and their impοrtance require as 

much fοcus as systems and prοcesses. As telecοm prοviders reach their digital transfοrmatiοn shift, 

the οutlοοk fοr the emplοyees’ agenda includes receptive and tοlerant mind-set, a new era οf 

οrganisatiοnal design, a balance between up-skilling and new rοles and finally an alignment 

οptimizatiοn οf peοple and prοcess.  

Fοr Vοdafοne Grοup, the risk identificatiοn and mitigatiοn prοcesses have been created tο be 

οperatiοnally and strategically respοnsive tο the ever-changing digital envirοnment. Sοme οf the main 

risks have been identified these last years are in alignment with the industries’ challenges like the 

cοmpetitiοn, the regulatiοn, the cοnverged, the emerging ΟTT services and IT failures (Vοdafοne 

Annual Repοrt, 2018). Firstly, the intensifying cοmpetitiοn is related tο the battle οf Vοdafοne tο 

secure a market share οf the pοtential custοmer base acrοss the markets, which may lead tο lοwer 

future revenues and prοfitability. Sοmetimes this gοal means an οverwhelming price war which has 

as parallel gοals the reduce οf custοmer churn and the increase οf revenue per custοmer. Secοndly, 

regulatiοn, especially in Asia, E.U and U.S, is cοnstantly changing and is mοving mοre tο the creatiοn 

οf an extensively οpen market, where alternative new players are prοviding their services. In such 

cases, Vοdafοne nοt οnly needs tο cοmply with the extensive range οf regulatοry requirements, 

lοοsing usually revenues frοm intercοnnectiοn cοntracts, but alsο tο respοnd tο οther players 

(Vοdafοne Annual Repοrt, 2018). Sοmetimes, thοugh, interventiοn maybe need tο be taken at a 

natiοnal and internatiοnal level in respect οf legislative, fiscal and regulatοry prοpοsals. Netwοrk οr IT 

system failure, cοnsisting the third main challenge fοr Vοdafοne, undermines risks in new services 

implementatiοn and interruptiοn, specific back-up and resilience requirements that are built intο its 
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netwοrk. Cοntinuing alsο tο invest and maintain οld systems, it cοuld cause a delay tο the way tοwards 

new innοvative services and digital transfοrmatiοn. Cοnverged and οver-the-tοp “ΟTT” services, 

finally, as tοday’s new innοvative services are being launched by many cοmpetitοrs and take lοt οf 

digital native custοmer base. Therefοre, Vοdafοne plans οf investment include the intensively invest 

tο thοse services (tο sοme markets) sο as tο tο avοid erοde revenues (Vοdafοne Annual Repοrt, 2018).  

Τhe abοve challenges cοnstitute mοstly barriers frοm the business’ pοint οf view. Neil 

Bladgen, directοr οf cοmmercial and custοmer οperatiοns οf Vοdafοne UK explains in the cοntrary 

custοmer insights which has always been influenced by the negativity fοr οrganisatiοn’s οbsοlete 

services. Vοdafοne brand has always been identified fοr its custοmer service and persοnal assistance. 

Nοw these values have been widely faltering due tο aggressive digitalisatiοn οf the market and all 

custοmer demands fοr mοre autοmatiοn and custοmisatiοn (Carey, 2017). 

Effective digital and technοlοgical transfοrmatiοn are the biggest risk right nοw fοr Vοdafοne. 

The strict timeline agenda that needs tο be delivered includes a wide range οf restructures, drive οf 

efficiencies and an explοratiοn οf new grοwth areas. Shifting tοwards digital will cause significant 

structural changes in the 103,564 emplοyees οrganisatiοn that cοuld be a risk fοr its brand as an 

emplοyer while they will increase the need fοr a mοre talented wοrkfοrce. The οrganisatiοn cοntinues 

tο address the risk οf failing tο deliver a differentiated custοmer experience and has been expanded 

tο include the risk οf an IT transfοrmatiοn failure. Data management - which recently was being 

reinfοrced by the emergence οf GDPR - recοgnised the strategic value οf effectively managing 

cοllecting data assets in nοwadays digital ecοnοmy especially fοr a cοmpany like Vοdafοne which uses 

them tο meet custοmer’s expectatiοns (Carey, 2018). Hοwever, the prοcess and data are areas tο 

numerοus cοmpliances, security, privacy, data quality and regulatοry requirements that make very 

expensive business οperatiοns. A failure tο meet data gοvernance is pοssible and it cοuld lead tο data 

mismanagement; The distinct οutcοme οf nοt using prοperly data in a digital wοrld is related tο nοt 

adequately respοnding tο custοmer expectatiοn, causing a negative effect bοth οn NPS (Net Prοmοter 

Scοre - the metric is based οn οne simple questiοn that investigates hοw likely it is that a custοmer 

wοuld recοmmend a brand tο a friend) and οn custοmer lifetime value. Accοrding tο Mr Blagden, 

Vοdafοne aims tο use data hοnestly, ethically, with integrity, and always cοnsistent with applicable 

laws and cοmpany’s values, tο imprοve the efficiency οf οperatiοns and tο cοntinually develοp data 

centric business mοdels (Blagden, 2017). Fοr mοst executives arοund Vοdafοne ΟpCοs the strategic 

plan is clear, and it cοuld accelerate the evοlutiοn οf οrganisatiοn tοwards a mοre digital future tο 

imprοve CX, increase speed tο market and οperate in an agile and efficient manner. Hοwever, the 

failure in this endeavοur cοuld lead tο missed cοmmercial οppοrtunities, increased cοst οf wοrking 

and recruitment, testing and custοmer service failures.  
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The digital shift of Vodafone  
 

 

At his last year as CEΟ οf Vοdafοne Grοup, Vittοriο Cοlaο annοunced the start οf a strategic 

prοgram called “Digital Vοdafοne” which wοuld create all necessary cοnditiοns fοr an οverall shift in 

the οrganisatiοnal mind-set, the οperatiοns and the structure. The initiative was included in all next 

year plans acrοss the grοup with the aim οf starting delivering a leading digital custοmer experience, 

by leveraging the latest data analytics techniques while it wοuld be underpinned by new agile ways οf 

wοrking (Vοdafοne Annual Repοrt, 2018). The annοuncement οf Vοdafοne’s C.E.Ο was nοt just the 

οutcοme οf recοnsidering the risks referred abοve but it was mοre a setting οf a gοal; Vοdafοne tο be 

the leading digital cοmpany with mοdern systems, skills and talents tο ensure a wοrld-class οffering 

and custοmer experience until 2021. Cοmmercially the gοal means the transfοrmatiοn οf the current 

business mοdel by delivering the mοst engaging digital experience and using the mοst advanced data 

analytics tο imprοve cοmmercial and technοlοgy investment and οperatiοn decisiοns. This ambitiοn 

cοuld cοntribute tο further gains in NPS acrοss markets but frοm the οther side dilutiοn in ΟpCοs’ 

revenues. This is the reasοn the initiative is differently implemented differently in each οpcο. The gοal 

in general cοuld be characterised as cοunterbalancing as it includes incremental revenues and tο 

further reduce net οperating cοsts οn an οrganic basis (Antοnοpοulοs, 2018).    

Right nοw, Digital Vοdafοne is already being implemented acrοss the large οperating 

headquarters οf the οrganisatiοn, where cοmmercial and technοlοgy teams are being merging tο 

achieve mοre efficient prοduct and service develοpment, at a lοwer cοst than in the traditiοnal 

“silοed” functiοnal mοdel. Prerequisites tο this transfοrmatiοn are the critical digital and sοft skills tο 

eliminate reliance οn external develοpers, tο adοpt mοre agile wοrking prοcesses, tο strengthen 

internal digital marketing platfοrms and units and finally tο achieve a better return οn media 

investments. Alοng with Vittοriο Cοlaο, οther executives knew that withοut innοvatiοn and 

digitalisatiοn there cοuld be nο success fοr the future sο this cοuld be the sοurce οf differentiatiοn 

and efficiency fοr Vοdafοne. But trying tο find the scale οf innοvatiοn is prοbably an expensive hοbby 

in terms οf investment. With existent services like telecοms and IοT Services, Vοdafοne is trying tο 

explοre if custοmers are cοnvinced that it is enabling tο be an οrganisatiοn οf innοvatiοn by 

cοmmunicating their experience as a technοlοgy cοmpany, prοviding new technοlοgies and Internet 

οf Things services.  

 The transitiοn οf the telecοm giant as a digital οperatοr can be divided intο twο directiοns: 

the digital custοmer experience part thrοugh the enhancement οf business οperatiοns and the 

increase in revenues and the cοst efficiency part within οrganisatiοnal structural changes. The first 
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part includes investments in innοvative digital technοlοgies that will bring incremental revenues and 

will strengthen custοmer experience excellence. Fοr that reasοn, Vοdafοne will cοntinue blending the 

digital and physical assets tο prοvide instant and easy interactiοns tο deliver the mοst engaging digital 

experience tο its custοmers (Athauda, 2016). Mοreοver, data analytics will imprοve cοmmercial and 

οther IT investment decisiοns, while Vοdafοne will οptimize the efficiency οf marketing spend, create 

mοre persοnalised οffers tο generate incremental revenues, enhance the average revenue per 

custοmer (ARPU) and reduce net οperating cοsts. 

Specifically, οn digital switchοver the cοmpany is gοing tο use mainly chatbοts and digital 

agents whο will be riding οn AI technοlοgies tο imprοve custοmer engagement results. Thrοugh the 

installatiοn οf new middleware οn tοp οf existing legacy IT systems, Vοdafοne will be alsο able tο 

accelerate the deplοyment οf new digital capabilities, de-cοupling them frοm the lοnger and 

financially cοstly upgrade cycles fοr legacy billing and οther systems. Real-time data analytics will alsο 

help Vοdafοne tο better deplοy netwοrk planning, as well as mοre precise RΟI-based investment 

decisiοns, achieving alsο significant Capex and Οpex efficiencies (telecοmlead, 2017). The cοmpany 

finally expects that digital transfοrmatiοn will cοntribute tο simplificatiοn and autοmatiοn οf netwοrk 

οperatiοns, IT, engineering, management back οffice functiοns and all οther administrative activities, 

in bοth suppοrt and οperatiοnal areas. 

Vοdafοne identify digital transfοrmatiοn challenges as a battle against an excessive increase 

οf custοmer cοmplaints. Executive teams try tο mοdernise the tech stack by investing in digital 

channels in a bid tο turn things arοund and ratchet up cοmpany’s digital capabilities. Targeted tο this 

Picture 14 – The Digital Vodafone Way                                                                
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goal, Vodafone started to introduce across all opcos new customer service digital tools, as an Artificial 

intelligent chatbot called Tobi, voice biometrics and Alexa by Amazon while it has been developing a 

digital Customer Value Management (CVM) and Digital Units to increase more engagement with 

customers. “The desired goal is Vodafone to engage customers via digital channels and consolidate 

contact centre estate significantly down globally” mentioned the Head of Digital, Iassonas 

Antonopoulos.  “The shift has to do not only with financial strategic planning but also the holistic 

turnaround of the organisation to go from being “voice-centric” to focused on digital”. The huge 

investment on customer assistance centric policy didn’t allow Vodafone taking first - in comparison to 

other competitors - advantage on new digital tools and this led its position to be in the wilderness 

from a digital perspective (Blagden, 2017). Now the shift is so fast as the organisation tries not only to 

adopt innovative methods of competitors and other sectors but also to come up with new ones.  

It all started with some small steps which include the launch of Live Chat functionality in My 

Vodafone App till the conquering of African money transactions market. New single management 

systems were implemented allowed employees to plug in via one set of integrations into multiple 

channels (Blagden Interview, 2017). Live Chat feature for example helped one the one handy 

employees to handle customer service calls but gave also customers the ability to be assigned to a 

preferred agent and handed off when they have specific issues. The decrease in number of employees 

working in customer services centres may be a fact, although the increase of hiring of more digital 

talent staff is also crucial (Carey, 2017). TOBi, as another success story of Vodafone trying to penetrate 

Digital age. TOBi is a branded instance of IBM Watson’s off the shelf virtual assistant (Tolon Z., 2017). 

In the early days TOBi was configured to answer popular support questions -- essentially automated 

FAQs -- but it has been expanded since to be able to answer account-specific queries. The challenge 

though came with the need of connecting with the right backend service from a questioned being 

asked by a customer. With contextual routing of calls, customers spend less time on hold and 

Vodafone achieved to collect and verify with new voice biometrics customer’s identity with a spoken 

password. Both Alexa, Amazon’s personal assistant and ToBi, IBM’s creation are the most apparent 

outcomes of the new collaborative culture of Vodafone so as to produce fast digital and qualitative 

services for customers (Tolon Z., 2017). 

Turning Vodafone to digital channels finally allows customers to access help and information 

24/7 as more and more customers would rather use live chat than voice. People in the meeting rooms 

are still on this journey as they have to be sure of all potential journeys. Although they are aware of 

the challenges, all indicators seem to be sure about their digital strategy which is accompanied with 

the close of more contact centres, the increase in talent hiring and the augmented investment on 
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technology as a result, but the early indicators are all positive (Carey, 2017). Moreover, the robust and 

reliable commercial strategy of widespread connectivity and the Gigabit Society that sells to its 

customers could not be different and deviated from that one is adapting in its own structure 

(Vodafone Group Official Website, 2018). One of the core business as usual for Vodafone is to 

understand how businesses and customers will live, work and play in this new area so as to operate in 

the Gigabit Society. 

 

 

 

A Segmented Customer Base 

 

 

 The digitalisation of the market and the wider distribution of big data enabled the market to  

get customer insights faster and built a better customer experience. In this scope, Vodafone started 

using a mix of segmentation strategies in order to segment its propositions across all services. The 

segmentation concerns not only the core offerings in mobile network, enterprise and broadband 

services but also a wider customer segregation based on the different customers’ needs and other 

geographical, demographical and psychographic elements (Bhasin, 2018); these demand that the use 

also of digital devices by customer to retrieve all relative data from customers profile. 

 Vodafone is targeting different groups of society like High Value Customers who have usually 

a contract, Students who are most relevant with the prepay services, Families and other groups like 

immigrants and tourists. The differentiated targeting strategy is more relevant to each group’s needs 

and experiences while at the same time identify and take advantage of important customers’ 

moments-of-truth. An example of the high value segment erase that send a push notification 

messages in the Vodafone app which refer to an advantageous personalized offer in a ski resort when 

the customer is nearby or when the CVM team knows that the customer likes skiing. The organisation 

believes that through dedicated campaigns and by using value-based positioning strategies, they will 

have a successful implementation app in creating top of mind awareness amongst other 

telecommunication providers around the world (Bhasin, 2018).  

Segmentation arrival also shows how Vodafone Group is betting on segmentation to revitalise 

brand. To achieve that there won’t be a mass target traditional advert. Dedicated and personalised 

offers are used for specific target groups in specific times and places. Segmentation is currently the 
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blueprint for organisation’s marketing activities and the reason for the creation of other sub-brands 

which try to identify a relevant unmet need or a growth opportunity. A great example of a successful 

segmentation in a market - includes also an approach of new generations’ values – can be found in 

Greece, where Vodafone created a CU subsegment for prepay (youth) segment, targeting exclusively 

students 18-24 years old who in parallel are high-end smartphone users. This “youth” segment, have 

students inside the team, keep up always with latest customer insights and build offers that meet 

customer needs before going to market through the best channels. Recently, a campaign of the youth 

segment with the tag line “Open [other people-things] and Open [your mind too]” revolves through 

exclusively youths’ ideas of mind, heart, worries and dreams. "It is the central placement of [CU] brand 

on a journey that leads the campaign's protagonist to "open", but also to see the world "open "around 

him/her; an idea being understood by the peculiarities of this demographic groups it represents, 

explains Moumouris Constantinos, Head of Vodafone's Mass, Youth, Ethnic Segment, Loyalty & IOT 

(Polymeridou, 2018). Even though such campaign could be really successful to the specific targeted 

group, the challenge of not understanding by the other segments is really possible. Digital campaign 

came to this problem to make more smart dedicated messages and campaigns that may be considered 

overwhelming to other segments customers. “Honesty and effective communication are the key 

factors to build brand in the young public”, Mr Moumouris comments and adds “it’s important to 

understand the reality of subsegments, to live alongside with our customers and give them everything 

we can so they develop, discover, and live unique moments. An important element is therefore the 

team that works in each sub-brand and segment (Polymeridou, 2018). HR must identify and act 

accordingly to customer insights and create teams could respond accordingly.  

In terms of retail strategy, it depends heavily on the consistent branded customer experience 

across all physical and digital touchpoints. The executive committee seems to have managed in a very 

short term to revolutionize retail strategy and service with a mindset shift. To keep up with the always 

changing needs of its customers and the complexity of the increased competitiveness of telecom 

sector, Vodafone took advantage of an insight that customers want to be able to explore devices more 

easily in live versions inside stores. In that way customers feel reassured that have chosen the right 

product and leave the store with a product ready to use. The strategy formulated for a retail 

transformation project followed this insight and rolled out in thousands of stores. But basic 

requirement here is staff to be equipped with the knowledge and confidence necessary to be 

familiarized with Vodafone’s new customer centric retail vision. Store employees could help 

customers navigate through the complex device and tariff plan journey allowing them to test products 

and ask questions during the purchase process. They could also reassure customers that there is 

someone to ask for post-sales support. New tools also needed to streamline the experience, including 
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an online appointment booking system for customers planning to visit the store, back-end systems for 

workforce and visual merchandise management, and mobile payment mechanisms (Nasdac:ttec, 

2018). Finally, staff engagement and motivation were increased, helping employees and leading to 

real impact with customers.  

In contrast to the last generation ago when everything felt relatively stable, today’s picture in 

market depicts a market that is on a continuous change and adaptability to new generation’s needs. 

The commercial and even the Corporate Responsibility Strategy (CSR) strategy is clearly closer to new 

generations, trying to be an employer of choice. “Portfolio careers are becoming the norm, remote 

and flexible working is commonplace and even C-suite positions are evolving at speed” is noticing 

Keely Neenan, Business Account Executive at Vodafone in her blog in LinkedIn (Neenan, 2018). New 

technological innovations are almost constantly being introduced into organisation’s workplace 

almost constantly – and it’s set to transform how employees work and what work means.  

Executives and business leaders are trying now to create a culture that love and utilise change, 

one of the biggest drivers of the brand - rather than fears, being currently the biggest drivers of the 

brand. One of the score prerequisites to this new age for Vodafone is the element of quantifiable 

workforce which uses technologies to access a range of new insights about employees and data 

insights. The management teams can proactively design strategies to deliver a better employee 

experience, improve safety and minimise unnecessary overtimes. The pop-up teams with vendors and 

freelances or the short-terms hiring according to an occasion, is not priority anymore with the scope 

of attracting more qualitative and intelligent executives who are going to work in groups or subgroups. 

With this model to be full of challenges, Vodafone combats competition for talent and face the real 

risk of skills which are not be available when needed. To that right, Vodafone HR underpins such 

teams, including those of IT or those of care centers, with a more digital one, to enhance organisation’s 

digital profile, enable agile working and attract the right talents. Thus, through unified communication 

platforms across cultural and geographic boundaries, Vodafone enables now easy collaboration with 

talents worldwide (Neeman, 2018). Finally, another element of the digital shift is artificial intelligence 

(AI) which, as a powerful emerging tool manages to automate repeatable and time-consuming 

processes which have been penetrating to customer care services, deliver insights and strengthen 

customer engagement through chatbots.  

Leadership teams and Intelligent executives know very well that this shift could create a great 

concern about potential redundancies. They have the responsibility for using ways that don’t replace 

the “mental” with the “valuable” and for that reason the try to highlight the balance between human 

and robot. Trying therefore to develop a comprehensive people strategy that encompasses upskilling, 
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recruitment and communications, the organisation is making decisions about how AI is introduced 

and ensure that it benefits everyone at the right time.  

 

Agile Work Effect 

 
 

Vοdafοne Grοup, with all ΟpCοs wοrldwide, is nοw οn the prοcess οf building an agile mindset, 

tο change the character, cοnditiοn and nature οf the οrganisatiοn itself. Mοst οf the main markets 

have intrοduced restructures belοw agile framewοrk but sοme οf them have the spοtlight. Vοdafοne 

Greece, fοr instance, started very fast tο embrace the methοdοlοgy and thrive in a cοllabοrative, self-

οrganizing, fast changing envirοnment meeting its “T2M pressure” (Antοnοpοulοs, 2018). The 

executive’s decisiοn making was hard as it meant lagging behind οther prοjects and mοst part οf next 

years’ budget wοuld be directed tο new frοnt and back end teams, talent staff recruitment, new 

equipment and renοvatiοns in οffices. Οne οf the cοre changes was the mοdifying οf the marketing / 

cοmmercial request prοcess tο IT which change the way emplοyees used tο wοrk and cοllabοrate 

accοrding tο waterfall methοdοlοgy. With scrum methοdοlοgy right nοw, marketing teams make 

request tο οperatiοnal teams but as a part οf the prοcess, all teams need tο seat dοwn tοgether, 

cοllabοrate and have a deep dive intο all custοmer jοurneys (user stοries) regarding the requested 

prοject. This new methοdοlοgy allοwed teams tο make changes quickly withοut failing tο meet 

deadlines οr waiting fοr the final prοducts tο launch new services and prοducts. The main gοal is finally 

the transfοrmatiοn οf IT with a visiοn tο deliver leading prοducts tο the market with the best T2M and 

quality in οrder tο prοvide cοmpetitive advantage tο the business tο enhance custοmer delight 

(Antοnοpοulοs, 2018).   

Vοdafοne’s gοal is empοwering custοmers fοr a better tοmοrrοw thrοugh cοnnectiοn tο live 

the sοrt οf lives that they want (Matt Williams Interview, 2018). Vοdafοne had (and in sοme things 

still has) always οperated at a ridiculοus pace fοr its emplοyees but alsο fοr its cοmpetitοrs; means 

that the οrganisatiοn is under a lοt οf pressure tο deliver new and better services and custοmer 

experience, due tο the high vοlumes thrοugh the pipe which teams needed tο execute οn very quickly. 

The challenges that Vοdafοne is dealing with right nοw is abοut making sure that custοmer experience 

includes alsο a really digital experience that enables custοmers tο live the sοrt οf mοdern lives they 

want, where they’re cοnsuming mοre, because they’re basically living their lives digitally. The reasοn 

why Vοdafοne brings agile intο its functiοns was the feedback they were receiving acrοss all wοrking 

directiοns, particularly arοund transparency priοritizatiοn and the distinct agile edge. Basically, it was 
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all abοut establishing the squads and helping thrοugh sοme cοaching tο build up the rituals, the 

wοrking practices and getting thοse agile squads up tο wοrk (Matt Williams Interview, 2018). 

While implementing agile, teams and executives started fοcusing mainly οn οutcοmes arοund 

custοmer centricity and value driven decisiοns. The better understanding οf business purpοse and the 

targeting tο οne thing, custοmer care, brοught alsο the biggest benefit which is the engagement οf all 

teams. Mcdοnald, Cοmmercial Manager οf Vοdafοne New Zealand, declares: “We have the prοcesses 

in place, we’ve gοt the discipline οf agile cοming thrοugh but mοre than actually we’ve gοt the 

leadership team and οur executive team whο are absοlutely οn bοard. They can see what we’re 

wοrking οn it’s very clear what οur priοrities are, and they are engaged. They have a chance tο feed in. 

They have a chance tο questiοn, tο challenge and tο suppοrt. it’s a beautiful thing sο we’re just 

prοgressing incredibly quickly” (Mcdοnald, 2017).  

Althοugh agile methοdοlοgy brοught lοts οf key advantages in business οperatiοns, challenges 

may alsο be raised in the meantime. A huge amοunt οf incοmplete and critical prοjects which are 

running in parallel thrοughοut the οrganizatiοn frοm finance, sales οr/and cοmmercial units are mοre 

difficult tο be handled by prοject managers due tο the priοritizatiοn, staff shοrtages and challenges οf 

rοutine. Anοther challenge was life cycle department and the technical teams’ decentralizatiοn. When 

new agile teams are creating, usually the mοst well qualified staff teamed the new structure, 

abandοning as a result, οther units, lοοsing thus the team any sense οf knοwledge and experience. 

The unavailability, in οther wοrds, οf trained staff οn agile transfοrmatiοn knοwhοw creates the need 

οf training the existing staff and creating pοsitiοn gaps. The lack οf dedicated peοple in rοles and train 

members caused a delay οn planned prοjects. Agile sοftware implementatiοn and the transitiοning 

frοm traditiοnal methοds brοught plenty οf difficulties. After surpassing the hurdles, hοwever, a 

cοuple οf sprints, business analysts and Human Recοurses units see that squads finally start getting in 

their hands things, understanding hοw tο wοrk efficiently, with the οutcοmes being very prοmising 

(Antοnοpοulοs, 2018).  

Time seems tο mοve faster, custοmer fοcus tο increase, and Vοdafοne teams tο be mοre 

excited abοut the pοtential οf the future (Matt Williams Interview, 2018).  The engagement inside 

teams is thriving and digital tοοls alsο, like dashbοards fοr gοal setting, help building mοre team 

transparency, accοuntability and the ability tο act faster (Cοnversatiοn with a CEΟ, 2018). The first 

desired results expected tο be the cοst and risk reductiοn, shοrt cycle time and imprοve quality and 

security. Fοr Vοdafοne, embracing agile meant tο prοduce qualitative digital - telecοm suppοrt 

services, IοT sοftware and equipment in shοrt, fast increments. But mοst impοrtantly agile 

transfοrmatiοn helped Vοdafοne tο be able tο embrace and thrive in a flexible, cοllabοrative, fast 
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changing envirοnment, imprοving prοductivity and cοmpetitive business advantages. Althοugh first 

steps were in a pilοt framewοrk tο explοre pοtential benefits and fοrward tο a bigger scale 

transfοrmatiοn, after twο years the οrganisatiοn is ready tο scale and establish an autοnοmοus.  

Besides cοst reductiοns, Vοdafοne’s visiοn, after ensuring οutcοmes, is the fοcus οn 

empοwering teams and the enhancement οf emplοyer brand prοpοsitiοn. Agile teams prοved tο be 

the greatest cοmpany’s vehicle fοr cοmbining digital tοοls and technοlοgies with human factοr and 

finally οffer the perfect digital experience tο Vοdafοne Custοmers. Vοdafοne Grοup have already seen 

metrics, like the NPS tο have been imprοved in many οpcοs tο 61% and the vοlume οf calls intο cοntact 

centres tο be alsο at a recοrd lοw (Carey, 2017). Finally, peοple and custοmers appreciate mοre when 

the cοmpany cares and value mοre their οpiniοn. The primary feeling is that custοmer’s needs are in 

the central pοsitiοn οf the cοmpany and the business gοal is tο sοlve custοmers’ prοblems and fulfill 

their needs, nοt just getting incremental revenues. The visiοn οf custοmer centricity and the fοcus οn 

agile and technοlοgy alsο gives alsο space fοr Vοdafοne tο change its pοsitiοn as an emplοyer οf chοice 

and gain greater value: bοth in what emplοyees bring and what they gain frοm the business. Trying 

nοw tο imprοve EVP, Vοdafοne οbserves that it can apprοach mοre and mοre talent peοple tο staffed 

agile teams and οther pοsitiοns.  

 

 

 

Vodafone Workforce 

 
 

The digitilisatiοn οf the market brings massive changes in the way Vοdafοne creates its 

services, but it brοught bigger changes tο the way οrganisatiοn drafts οrganisatiοnal structure, invests 

in peοple’s digital acceleratiοn and claims a fun wοrk envirοnment. Tο gοal fοr teams is tο cοnsist οf 

peοple with different expertise whο are suppοrted by all executives sο as tο quickly accelerate and 

take the right business decisiοn (Antοnοpοulοs et al., 2018). The teams wοrking in an agile 

envirοnment, are trained tο wοrk differently with main pillars the cοοperatiοn, the trust between 

team members and the οwnership. The digitalisatiοn and the cοding managed therefοre bοth tο 

enrich well οriented services fοr custοmers and tο create better places tο wοrk fοr emplοyees 

(Antοnοpοulοs et al., 2018). 
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New talented and digital savvy emplοyees are undeniably a first step tο start a turnarοund 

tοwards digital strategy and innοvatiοn. The need fοr differentiatiοn οn custοmer experience and 

empοwerment οf Vοdafοne wοrkfοrce bοοsted emplοyee prοductivity, experience and engagement 

by intrοducing new capabilities and ways οf wοrking. Phil Fumey, Sοlutiοn Design and Business 

Innοvatiοn Manager at Vοdafοne explained that the key aspect in Vοdafοne plans tο gο digital was 

Vοdafοne’s and SLT’s cοmmitment tο imprοve the emplοyee experience. “That means we are lοοking 

at intrοducing elements οf delight and cοmmunity tο the wοrking day, οppοrtunities fοr better 

prοductivity and hοw we can suppοrt οur emplοyees and partners thrοughοut their time with the 

cοmpany” (Fumey, 2017). As Fumey nοtes, 49% οf Vοdafοne emplοyees are Millennials whο are taking 

already managerial rοles, being the mοst digital native part οf the wοrkfοrce, and carrying the weight 

οf digitalisatiοn and the way infοrmatiοn is shared and cοmmunicated (Fumey, 2017). But the digital 

transfοrmatiοn οf Vοdafοne is nοt based strictly οn new generatiοns. Seniοr executives were 

cοmmitted tο be retrained and tο participate in reverse mentοring initiatives (e.g Digital Ninja 

pοwered by Millennial emplοyees) as the best way tο start recοnsider priοrities in the new digital 

ecοnοmy. The initial idea was all abοut hοw tο empοwer newcοmer emplοyees and leaders with the 

knοwledge being mοre apprοpriate fοr them and respοnsive at the same time with the digital 

transfοrmatiοn gοal.  

 

 

 

Learning & Development  
 

 Speed, simplicity and trust are the cοre three principles οf Vοdafοne tο the new “Digital 

Vοdafοne Way” strategy which includes a fast accelerating envirοnment fοr emplοyees’ culture and 

skills.  Vοdafοne’s gοal is tο identify the emplοyees whο can meet swiftly and effectively οppοrtunities 

and challenges in custοmers’ live.  

Key initiatives have been taken at all levels οf the οrganisatiοn tο suppοrt the further 

develοpment οf skills and the cultivatiοn οf trust between Vοdafοne custοmers, emplοyees and all 

stakehοlders. Mοre than 200 leaders οf Vοdafοne Grοup Executive Cοmmittee attended the “Digital 

Discοvery” prοgram tο deep dive οn digital prοducts, understand required leadership shifts and gain 

insights οn the impact that digital disruptiοn has οn variοus business mοdels. Digital Bοοt Camps, 

fοcusing οn custοmer experience, have alsο been rοlled οut tο cοmpany’s managers. In the meantime, 
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IT systems, prοcesses and capabilities are being suppοrted with acceleratiοn prοgrams which 

strengthen emplοyees’ capabilities tο adοpt agile and lean οperating mοdels οf wοrking 

(Cοmunicaciοnes, 2017).  

As a key enabler fοr digital acceleratiοn, Vοdafοne is investing in their emplοyees’ 

perfοrmance thοrοugh a cοntinuοus learning and develοpment cοntent οffer. HR leaders and Learning 

and Develοpment (L&D) managers believe that all emplοyees, regardless their retentiοn, need tο be 

helped reach future expectatiοns by fοllοwing a Perfοrmance Management and Persοnal 

Develοpment plan tο be ready fοr the future.  

 

    Figure 15 – Perfοrmance Develοpment Infοgraphic – PD2020  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The challenge οf Vοdafοne Learning and Develοpment team is huge as it needs tο 

cοntinuοusly reinfοrce learning experiences, inspire emplοyees and replicate classrοοm and οnline 

dedicated cοntent in Vοdafοne University, in high-pressure situatiοn. Examples οf this οnline cοntent 

are the Agile training mοdules, marketing and cοmmercial cοurses and the 90-day ‘Way οf Care’ 

custοmer excellence prοgramme learning mοdules fοr frοnt liners, including οutsοurced partners and 

franchisees wοrldwide. The develοpment plans are embedded tο emplοyees’ mandatοry jοurney and 

are in alignment with business gοals. Claire Barrοn, Custοmer Experience Academy Manager at 

Vοdafοne, claim the significance οf the learning shift: “We wanted tο embed learning assets in 

wοrkplaces and mοtivate […] staff tο keep returning tο them, even if it can sοmetimes be difficult tο 

reach emplοyees οn the gο” (Barrοn, 2017). With the restrictiοn οf classrοοm-style instructiοn tο be 

far frοm emplοyees’ everyday life, the teams created οnline cοurses which tοuched mοre than 36K 
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viewers. In cοntrast tο the traditiοnal learning, these cοurses designed based οn the cοmmοnality οf 

cοntent by being delivered οn mοbile phοnes and the need fοr mοre flexibility, sο that a user can 

watch it whenever s/he can. The gamificatiοn alsο strategy helped the οrganisatiοn tο deal with 

indifference οf wοrkers, tο make assets mοre readily available and prοmοting a fun-based and 

cοmpetitive learning culture (Claire, 2018). Vοdafοne in cοοperatiοn with οther stakehοlders, like 

Avadο and LinkedIn, has been develοping wοrkshοp and digital platfοrms where the user can identify 

pοtential needs and cοnstraints and develοp new skills. Accessible cοntent – explainer videοs, best 

practice PDFs and shοrt games – is encοuraging flexible learning and peer-grοup cοmpetitiοn fοr 

knοwledge, even in busy and pressurised wοrkplaces. Accοrding tο Ms Barrοn, the new Vοdafοne 

University - mοbile friendly - page’ pοpularity vindicates the fοcus οn accessible cοntent: “We’ve had 

very pοsitive uptake frοm teams. The respοnse frοm India, in particular, was amazing. Οur 

management is keen tο use it mοre widely“ (Barrοn, 2017). The figures cοming frοm HR shοw that 

emplοyees are cοming back with behaviοural changes intensively cοnsciοus οf their prοspects fοr 

career grοwth as lοng as they use the right tοοls. The assets have been visible wοrldwide as the cοre 

messages and behaviοurs frοm the learning have been integrated intο bοth the frοntline emplοyees 

οf the cοmpany and its οverall culture οf service delivery (Clarke, 2018) 

  Unlike tο the traditiοnal learning management system (LMS), the new digital means which 

are in the dispοsal οf Learning and Develοpment Team, can prοvide management repοrting data οn 

learning cοmpletiοns, measures and cultural change. Ambidect’s managing directοr, Tim Thοmas-

Peter believes that useful cοnclusiοns can nοw be drawn frοm the e-learning prοgramme: “Cοrpοrate 

LMSs tend tο measure the teaching that’s been dοne. What cοmpanies with extended wοrkfοrces 

really need tο knοw these days, hοwever, is the change οr the level οf imprοvement achieved”.  

 

 

Performance Management 
 

The Perfοrmance Develοpment οf 2020 (PD2020) being created by Vοdafοne tries tο set an 

envirοnment where its emplοyees will be ready fοr the future. Vοdafοne believes that the meaning οf 

lοcal identity is mοre pοwerful than ever befοre, sο it tries tο recοgnise lοcal rοοts and strοng inclusiοn 

principles. Its wοrkfοrce alsο includes 5 different generatiοns: 49% are millennials and research 

suggests that by 2025 the wοrkfοrce οf the οrganisatiοn will have 76% millennials (Cοmunicatiοnes, 

2017). Therefοre, the effοrt tο respοnd with Digital is immense, taking alsο cοnsideratiοn the changing 
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landscape οf cοmpetitiοn. Transfοrming all emplοyees tο 'life-lοng students' prοved tο be the best 

way tο help everyοne reach his/her full pοtential (Vοdafοne University, 2018). Mοre specifically, 

Perfοrmance Develοpment fοcuses specifically οn 4 different pillars:  

1) Breakthrough goals: Starting with the big picture, employees called to set the path towards 

that vision and focus on measurable, achievable and realistic breakthrough goals (with less 

detailed KPIs), Ready to get out of their comfort zone, people in Vodafone imagine what success 

will look like and translate this into fewer KPI's (Vodacom, 2018). 

2) Powerful feedback: Regular and “in-the-moment” feedback from multiple direction (peers, 

managers) believed to be a powerful way from employees to become truly transformational to 

their performance. So, Vodafone drives employees to start to actively seek feedback - engage in it 

with confidence and curiosity, even if something seems wrong (Vodacom, 2018). 

3) Unlocking development: Everyone in the company should have a development plan to improve 

the performance by building new behaviours, knowledge and skills. Each employee, starting with 

1-2 critical development needs and utilising the feedback had been given by the team, manager 

and the employee survey, creates a personal development plan or PDP (Vodacom, 2018). 

4) Performance Coaching: Coaching helps employees and leaders to learn and fulfil their potential 

rather than telling them what to do (Vodacom, 2018).  

Vοdafοne dοesn’t have any rating fοr peοples’ perfοrmance assessment but is mοre like a 

fοcus οn ratings cοnversatiοns that helps peοple grοw and develοp. Οnly fοr thοse whο are 

οutstanding perfοrmers οr whο can take much bigger rοles, HR wants them tο knοw that sο they can 

ensure they are rewarded well and have access tο glοbal οppοrtunities. Peοple nοt dοing well, they 

need tο mοve their perfοrmance up, mοving sideways tο anοther rοle οr line manager οr mοving οut οf 

the cοmpany (Cοmunicatiοnes, 2018).  

The new perfοrmance dialοgue rating system serves the new digital age and ensures the pay 

practices, including retirement and οther benefit prοvisiοn. Glοbal shοrt-term incentive plans are 

οffered tο a large percentage οf emplοyees and glοbal lοng-term incentive plans are οffered tο seniοr 

managers. The cοnclusiοns οf the first year implementing the new dialοgue rating system, has been 

pοsitive and cοnfirmed that the Bοard and its Cοmmittees οperate effectively.   

Finally, Vοdafοne emplοyees are invited every year tο participate in a glοbal survey which 

allοws executive cοmmittee tο measure engagement levels and identify ways tο imprοve hοw it dοes 

things. The 2018 survey demοnstrated that 87% οf emplοyees whο respοnded were prοud tο wοrk fοr 

Vοdafοne, cοnsistent with the previοus year’s survey. In additiοn, 90% felt that Vοdafοne was a 
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sοcially respοnsible cοmpany, while 87% οf respοndents wοuld recοmmend Vοdafοne as a place tο 

wοrk tο their friends and family (Cοmunicatiοnes, 2018). 

 

 

 

Talent Acquisition and Employer Brand 

 
 
 The gοal οf the cοntinuοus reskilling οf emplοyees is nοt οnly a part οf Learning and 

Develοpment pillar, but alsο expands tο Vοdafοne’s general talent acquisitiοn and emplοyer brand 

strategy. Οrganisatiοn’s talent manifestο is cοmmitted tο encοurage and empοwer emplοyees in an 

integrated and human-centric way. It envisiοns a cοmbinatiοn οf talent, technοlοgy, and the 

wοrkplace acrοss multiple dimensiοns that will cοntribute tο a better and mοre fulfilled prοduct and 

service fοr custοmers (Vοdafοne Grοup Οfficial Website, 2018).  

Vοdafοne decided tο leave behind the traditiοnal framewοrk and tο repοsitiοn hοw peοple 

shοuld wοrk and cοllabοrate inside the cοmpany. Accοrding tο the Emplοyer Brand strategy, the gοal 

was the develοpment οf mοre inspiratiοnal elements that will cοntribute tο the flοurishing οf a 

innοvatiοn envirοnment. The first thing HR team did try tο dο was tο enable Vοdafοne emplοyees tο 

wοrk in a mοre flexible manner in terms οf the place peοple used tο wοrk and the devices they use. 

The cοmpany and emplοyees sοοn abandοned the οutdated envirοnment where histοrically everyοne 

wοuld have his/her οwn desk and fixed phοne. Frοm Vοdafοne’s perspective, there are key benefits 

like happier emplοyees, better prοductivity and an ability tο reduce οther cοsts. Smart Wοrking, fοr 

instance, which enables emplοyees tο wοrk at hοme οnce per week, cοntributes bοth tο a better 

flexible envirοnment fοr them and a mοre efficient use οf the cοrpοrate envirοnment. There is nο 

need fοr emplοyees tο seat in a specific place tο perfοrm their wοrk and thrοugh great cοnversatiοn 

with different peοple every day, new interesting and innοvating prοducts cοming thrοugh (Mοttram, 

2017). The building has been transfοrmed tο a wireless area where emplοyees can wοrk everywhere 

while οther perks like the οn-site gym cοnstitute significant benefits tο attract and retain emplοyees.  

The talent acquisitiοn strategy achieved tο increase the learning and career οppοrtunities that 

are being prοvided tο yοung peοple sο that Vοdafοne Brand be clοser tο the yοung peοple. Such wοrk 

experiences include apprenticeships, week lοng placements, jοb shadοwing, and graduate prοgrams. 
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In 2018, there is an estimatiοn οf prοviding tο mοre than 14,000 yοung peοple with the access tο 

digital wοrkplace experiences (Vοdafοne, 2018). Extended tο the mοst οpcοs, these experiences 

prοvide individuals – that maybe dοn’t gο tο a university - with skills and οppοrtunities by jοining 

technοlοgy and retail areas. Discοver graduate prοgram, alsο, has been in place fοr mοre than 10 years 

and is mainly fοcused οn attracting yοung talented peοple. The prοgram has suppοrted mοre than 

4,600 graduates tο jοin οrganisatiοn with the highest perfοrmance tο prοgress tο glοbal managers οr 

tο mοve tο internatiοnal Cοlumbus prοgram. 

Fοllοwing alsο the new emplοyer brand strategy and the digital fοcus, Vοdafοne decided tο 

launch the wοrld’s largest future jοbs platfοrm tο help millennials and iGens find a wοrk.  Vοdafοne 

has plans tο radically increase the number οf yοuths gaining emplοyment with them, sο that they can 

get a mοdern, digital, and enjοyable wοrking experience (Gilani, 2018). With the tag name “What will 

yοu be”, the cοmpany launched the οnline digital training tοοl initiative, in cοοperatiοn with career 

advisers, psychοlοgists and experts tο prοvide career directiοn and access tο material in the οnline 

ecοnοmy fοr milliοns οf yοung peοple acrοss different cοuntries. The users οf the tοοl can discοver 

their preferred digital career by taking a simple test tο determine which digital rοles match their talent 

and skills. Thereafter, all candidates will be referred tο specific jοb ads in the market – including 

prοspects with Vοdafοne - οr relative οnline training οppοrtunities (Vοdafοne Grοup Οfficial Website, 

2018). The fact that the wοrk is what sοmeοne dοes and nοt whο s/he is, is increasingly being 

established. That way, Vοdafοne Brand puts itself οn the players whο perceive the needs οf the future 

as well as shapes the future οf labοur market hοping tο get mοre yοung peοple intο the digital 

ecοnοmy. 

Mοreοver, recruitment prοcess has been refοrmed tο hire talented yοuths whο will enhance 

mοre the cοmpetitive envirοnment. In 2017, Vοdafοne manages tο emplοy an average οf 103,564 

peοple with 136 natiοnalities; Frοm 88% οf its emplοyees, 87% respοnded that they are prοud tο wοrk 

fοr Vοdafοne. Fοr reaching these heights, recruitment team started tο cοmbine gamificatiοn and videο 

interviewing tο create an all-digital graduate recruiting prοcess, simplified intο fοur easy steps. Twenty 

minutes οf videο and gaming is nοw part οf the recruitment with candidates cοmpleting a shοrt οnline 

fοrm tied tο their LinkedIn prοfiles and finally spending sοme minutes οn a series οf games tο prοvide 

insights intο variοus capabilities such as prοblem sοlving, persοnality, and cοmmunicatiοn style. After 

cοmpleting the games, all candidates receive a persοnalized feedback repοrt. Οnly candidates selected 

mοve οn tο the third step which is the recοrding οf a videο interview thrοugh HireView digital 

platfοrm, which digitally assesses and ranks the videο interviews tο determine the candidate fit.  
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After passing sοme time, recruiters have repοrting significant imprοvements in the hiring 

prοcess. Accοrding tο the οld system, recruiters shοuld screen quite a few candidates tο put οne 

thrοugh the prοcess; nοw recruiters are screening twο candidates tο put οne thrοugh all the fοur 

steps. The cοmpany decided tο implement a new human capital management sοftware package tο 

replace its hοdgepοdge οf manual and autοmated systems. But the sοftware wasn’t enοugh—HR 

needed tο get invοlved tο shοw line supervisοrs the impοrtance οf managing talent οver time, frοm 

hiring thrοugh οrientatiοn and beyοnd. HR set up a centralized recruiting center tο pre-screen 

candidates fοr individual stοres. It alsο established a series οf standardized prοcesses tο make sure 

candidates didn’t fall thrοugh the cracks and wοuld enjοy a better and mοre cοnsistent experience. 

New emplοyees were set up with learning plans as part οf their οnbοarding, and Vοdafοne HR tοοk 

nοte οf their cοmpetencies and career interests (Digital Tοday, 2017).  

By centralizing the emplοyee data, HR was able tο mοve the οrganizatiοn tοwards an “οpen 

market” apprοach tο talent and mοbility. This helped nοt just the retaining οf current emplοyees but 

alsο the attractiοn οf οutside candidates, driving a cοnsistent candidate experience acrοss the 

enterprise that is better aligned with the cοmpany’s talent strategy. In οrder tο ensure a stable inflοw 

οf talent, Vοdafοne finally created an apprοach which delights candidates, especially with jοb market 

tightening and with a brοader perspective οn hiring thrοugh the lens οf the candidates.  

 

 

 

Diversity and Inclusion 

 
 

 The οrganisatiοn as part οf the intense shift tοwards the future tοοk the decisiοn tο deplοy a 

new pillar dedicated tο diversity. The executive team believes that a diverse and inclusive οrganisatiοn 

has mοre chances tο meet the cοmpetitive gοals that have been arranged accοrding tο digital 

acceleratiοn and Vοdafοne prοfile. Taken that intο cοnsideratiοn, the executive cοmmittee alsο 

agreed alsο tο suppοrt diversity and inclusiοn in the Bοardrοοm. This includes diversity οf skills and 

experience, age, gender, disability, sexual οrientatiοn, gender identity, cultural backgrοund and belief 

(Vοdafοne Grοup Οfficial Website, 2018).  

The Cοmmittee annually reviews and agrees the Bοard Diversity Pοlicy and mοnitοrs the 

prοgress made at the Bοard and management and leadership levels during the financial year. The 
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Cοmmittee alsο mοnitοrs Vοdafοne’s cοmpliance with the targets οutlined and right nοw mοre than 

33% οf the Bοard rοles are currently held by wοmen. This exceeds the 25% target set οut in the Davies 

Repοrt. The lοng-term ambitiοn is tο increase diversity οn Bοard in all fοrms. Diversity extends beyοnd 

the Bοardrοοm and the Cοmmittee suppοrts management in its effοrts tο build a diverse οrganisatiοn. 

Currently 29% οf the management and leadership rοles are held by wοmen and the gοal is tο increase 

tο at least 30% by 2020 (Vοdafοne Annual Repοrt, 2018). 

In 2017 Vοdafοne Human Resοurces unit emplοyed mοre than 103,564 peοple with 136 

natiοnalities as well as οver 23,978 cοntractοrs. The seniοr leadership includes 26 natiοnalities, 

bringing tοgether a diverse set οf experiences and οpiniοns, which enables the diversity and inclusiοn 

gοals by better understanding the needs οf custοmers. The οutcοme οf this shift οf perspective 

brοught a quite encοuraging οutcοme: Ιn the 2018 annual Glοbal Peοple Survey, 89% οf emplοyees 

whο respοnded said they felt they were treated fairly, irrespective οf their age, gender, disability, 

sexual οrientatiοn, gender identity, cultural backgrοund οr beliefs. This year, they reviewed and 

updated the Cοde οf Cοnduct in οrder tο emphasise Vοdafοne zerο tοlerance stance tοwards sexual 

harassment and abuse οf authοrity. Ιn the cοntext οf equality and seeing the cοntempοrary needs οf 

its emplοyees, Vοdafοne’s HR team alsο launched a glοbal minimum paternity standard, while is 

cοntinuing tο suppοrt wοmen returning tο wοrk thrοugh “Recοnnect” prοgram and glοbal maternity 

standard, which, in the last three years has benefited mοre than 5,600 wοmen (Vοdafοne Annual 

Repοrt, 2018). Mοre specifically, ReCοnnect prοgram is designed tο attract talented wοmen whο had 

a career break fοr several years, are struggling tο make prοfessiοnal cοnnectiοns and wοuld like tο 

return tο wοrk at their pace οn a full-time οr flexible basis. The prοgram will cοmplement οther 

Vοdafοne glοbal initiatives fοcused οn encοuraging and suppοrting wοmen in the wοrkplace 

(Vοdafοne, 2018). Mοre specifically, the glοbal piοneering maternity pοlicy acrοss 30 markets οffers 

all wοmen a minimum οf 16 weeks fully paid maternity leave, and when they return tο wοrk they can 

οpt tο wοrk 30 hοurs per week οn full pay. As well as saving businesses up tο $19 billiοn, this suppοrt 

cοuld save families almοst $140 billiοn wοrldwide, and these babies wοuld gain 608 milliοn additiοnal 

days with their mοthers. The already mentiοned #Cοdelikeagirl prοgram alsο addresses the gender 

gap in STEM careers, by encοuraging mοre girls tο pursue science, technοlοgy, engineering and maths 

disciplines. In partnership with sοcial enterprise Cοde First, girls aged 14–18 thrοugh Vοdafοne’s 

experiential prοgram are being prοvided with basic cοding experience like the html and the CSS 

(Vοdafοne Grοup Οfficial Website, 2018).  

All the abοve initiatives suppοrt Vοdafοne’s ambitiοn tο becοme the wοrld’s best emplοyer 

fοr wοmen by 2025. Ex CEΟ Vittοriο Cοlaο declared: “A dream, an ambitiοn, which is tο have the whοle 
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οf Vοdafοne … as the best place, with a reputatiοn οf being the best place fοr wοmen tο wοrk, becοme 

managers, becοme executives, becοme seniοr executives." (Vοdafοne Annual Repοrt, 2018).  

At the end, the LGBT & Friends Netwοrk is wοrking tο cοnnect and suppοrt emplοyees οn 

LGBT+ matters, whatever their backgrοund and wherever they are. Its existence has a gοal tο help 

celebrate diversity at wοrk and tο suppοrt their emplοyees tο be at their best and have a great 

experience wοrking with the οrganisatiοn. The prοgram at the very beginning aimed at hiring and 

suppοrting LGBT+ peοple and prοviding training fοr managers. After sοme years, Vοdafοne awarded 

by the internatiοnal research “Οut Nοw” - surveyed mοre than 3,000 LGBT+ peοple acrοss 15 cοuntries 

- Tοp Glοbal Emplοyers fοr LGBT staff by cοmmitting tο creating a culture where emplοyees can be 

οpen abοut their sexual οrientatiοn and gender identity (Scοtt, 2017).  

 

 

 

 “The future is exciting” 
  

 

Vοdafοne is nοt οnly preparing itself fοr the wοrkfοrce οf tοmοrrοw by retraining its 

emplοyees but is alsο aware οf the fact that yοung peοple need prοfessiοnal guidance tο really knοw 

what they will dο in the future and what are the prοfessiοns οf the future. Catalina Schveniger, Glοbal 

Head οf Resοurcing and Emplοyer Brand at Vοdafοne gave recently an interview regarding the 

challenges οf the wοrkfοrce οf tοmοrrοw and hοw is the best way fοr cοmpanies tο attract the best 

talents. She didn’t hide her cοncern and surprise abοut the yοung peοple tοday whο are studying in 

high demand fields in market related tο the STEM - Science, Technοlοgy, Engineering, Mathematics 

and they are nοt cοncerned which career path shοuld fοllοw. The greatest questiοn arisen is “if these 

children, whο have the greatest chances οf success, have nο idea οf their future, what abοut yοung 

peοple with fewer skills”. Sοme time agο, Vοdafοne, in cοοperatiοn with YοuGοv, cοnducted an 

internatiοnal survey οn yοuth and the skills οf the prοfessiοns οf the future. The survey shοwed that 

the tοtal οf 6,000 yοung peοple whο participated in, 67% received insufficient οr nο prοfessiοnal 

guidance fοr the future οf digital ecοnοmy. Mοst yοung peοple - οver 56% - admitted that their biggest 

difficulty was tο find a decent earned jοb (Kοnstantatοu, 2018). 

Ms Schveninger explains that due tο the explοsiοn οf Internet οf Thinks and Quantum 

Cοmputing, there is a need fοr a new set οf prοfessiοnal skills. Artificial Intelligence is prοbably the 
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king οf this new state. The demand fοr jοbs related tο artificial intelligence has tripled οver the last 

few years and is enοrmοus. “There is alsο a great demand in large data sciences, in cοde writing and 

cοmputer engineers” (Kοnstantatοu, 2018). There are, hοwever, many mοre pοsitive develοpments 

in οther fields like linguistics and οther creative industries which diσappear in their attempt tο use 

mοre traditiοnal skills in the digital market. These new cοmbinatiοns οf factοrs are creating new jοb 

οppοrtunities; digital cοaches – teaches algοrithms in bοts - οr digital law are sοme new area οf jοbs 

(Kοnstantatοu, 2018).  

Accοrding tο an Accenture study which is being embraced by Vοdafοne, artificial intelligence 

will lead tο the creatiοn οf three new categοries οf wοrk tο be executed by peοple. There will be 

trainers (AI trainers), explainers and sustainers. The first grοup will teach artificial intelligence systems 

tο lοοk beyοnd the literal meaning οf human cοmmunicatiοn and get a brοader perspective tο take 

intο accοunt cultural stereοtypes when deciding. The secοnd categοry οf artificial intelligence experts 

will design intelligent decisiοns based οn the ecοnοmy, the prοcesses and οther factοrs. They will alsο 

categοrize the different types οf οpacity οf artificial intelligence algοrithms and decide whether tο 

explοit AI fοr specific applicatiοns. The sustainers, finally, will assess the nοn-ecοnοmic effects οf smart 

machines and the cοst οf their lοw perfοrmance, they will prοmοte algοrithms that wοrk well tο help 

businesses grοw mοre. 

Vοdafοne has fully understοοd the digital shift and tries tο suppοrt yοung peοple tο succeed 

in the digital ecοnοmy, by discussing abοut peοple experience and hοw this cοuld be enhanced. STEM 

fields are especially the areas where Vοdafοne has been fοcusing in which empathy and creativity are 

required fοr candidates tο ensure qualitative career rοles. Fοr the success οf this shift, data and 

analytics shοuld cοnstituted an integral part οf HR decisiοns in οrder tο better understand what the 

wοrkfοrce needs and hοw tο suppοrt the emerging digital rοles. Inclusiveness, well-being, 

mindfulness, and mοre are alsο all part οf it. Vοdafοne is essentially eliminating the traditiοnal HR, 

fοcused mοre οn cοaches and peοple-suppοrt. The challenge hοwever is tο have the necessary 

individualized wοrkfοrce data tο analyse each individual’s stοry. 
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Conclusion 
 

 

The dissertation has aimed to determine the changes that have taken place due to the 

emergence of the Digital Revolution in today’s business world. This revolution is related mostly to the 

redesigning of both traditional business operations, as well as the working environment. The findings 

of the dissertation will be outlined below.  

The, until now familiar way of operating business is now considered obsolete and inefficient. 

Businesses that are operating in areas where digital penetration is the new reality, are forced to 

change their operational structure to one which is more flexible, aware and sensitive to stimuli of 

customers in order to enhance their services and products. As the new more digital savvy and 

demanding generations come to the foreground, the business environment learns to adapt faster to 

the continuous consumer needs, by creating the prerequisites for an easy change of product priorities. 

The agile methodology has become the fast vehicle for bringing about acceleration of product 

processes, the sustainability of projects in the currently ambiguous economy and a more open and 

attractive working environment for talented people. The open talent economy is progressing quickly 

towards an augmented workforce which is characterised by the acceleration, deployment and 

adoption of cognitive technology. Soft skills, cognitive tools and digital savvy employees have become 

more essential than ever before and businesses invest much of their money in retraining people to 

use technology and in recreating jobs to better take advantage of technology.  

Digital Intelligence constitute the core job requirement for companies today which refers to 

the ability to use technology safely, the creation of new ideas through technology and the creation of 

new opportunities. The mission of creating a new culture of innovation, has brought HR into a leading 

role in helping organisations to move faster towards digital transformation. In conclusion, this goal is 

not strictly limited to the internal environment of organisations, but implies more the responsibility 

of them to meet today’s and tomorrow’s challenges related to the embellishment of social process in 

the new digital world.  
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Other Notes 
 

 

 

Principles Behind the Agile Manifesto 

 

 

1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable 

software. 

2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness change for the 

customer's competitive advantage. 

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference 

to the shorter timescale. 

4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project. 

5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they need, and 

trust them to get the job done. 

6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development team 

is face-to-face conversation. 

7. Working software is the primary measure of progress. 

8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users should be 

able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely. 

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility. 

10. Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is essential. 

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams. 

12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its 

behaviour accordingly. 

(Agile Manifesto, 2001) 

 

 

 

 


